
LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Evert#; 171001-3519 

Officer’s Report for Active Shoots? 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
REPORTING:. Tourist Safety 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE: Tourist Safety 

DATE a TIME 
OCCURRED; 10/01/2017 2208: 

LOCATION OF , 

OCCURRENCE: 3950 S Las Vegas Blvd 

NARRATIVE; ' 

L Officer M Murray F# 9002, arrived at CCAC at approximately 2300 hours on 10/01/2017 with other members 
of my squad, (CC32B) Officer J Plott P# 15907 and PSR B Ncuhauser 14861, Our squad was off that night on 
the first day of our RDO’s but as soon as the situation developed someone was listening to the radio and sent 
out a group text to Our squad along with directions for listening to LVMPD radio traffic oh Broadcastify on Our 
cell phones, ,Upon, realising that the situation was real, bad, and getting worse the entire squad drove in to the 
CCAC Station to assist with whatever we could while Keeping updated via, Broadcastify, Tended up following a 
NLVPD (1 think) SUV: that was rolling Code 3 at high speed south bound on thel-15 from around Cheyenne 
and followed him all. the way in: to Pesert Inn where; f broke off to CCAC to get dressed out as he continued: 
.straight mthescene.;. ''/"-{'y--• t>'■ 

Upon arrival wc were unable to locate an available patrol unit or any LVMPD vehicle to use for transportation 
to the scene so. we took Ncuhauser’s POV to the CP at SCAC by quickly circling around the south side, of 
McCarran Airport. Once we arrived, Plott and I were assigned to Strike Team 24 with several other Officers, 
including 1 NHP officer (Officer Plott thought he was a HPD officer but I’m pretty sure he was NHP) and Sgt 
Tabitha Baker, while PSR Neuhauser stayed at the CP to assist with scribe work, help maintain clear 
communications, apd perform any other duties that she eould *9 assist. Of the various members of my Strike 
Team only l and the NHP officer were equipped with patrol rifles. We were assigned to the Tropicana bridges 
and instructed to. keep them clear while also providing over-watch for the units at street level.. Our team split 
into two three or four person units and 1 was assigned to the bridge between NYNY and the MGM along with 
Plott and a female officer with a high 8900 P# of whom 1 don't remember her name right now, Lwas able to 
keep my rifle in a deployed and: ready state while wc maintained high watch security and looked/ltstened for 
any other active shooters which due to the radio traffic sounded like there were several in fairly close vicinity of 
our position ~ although further investigation showed each to be either mistaken identity or a bogus call. 

At approximately 0300-0400 hours the bridges were re-opened and we reported back to SCAC for our next 
assignment. We were then assigned to block the west side of the Route 91 outside of the outer wall along Las 
Vegas Blvd across the street from the Luxor and in the area of Gate 2 in order to prevent anyone from entering 
and contaminating the crime scene, I ended up relieving the officer that had been working at gate 2 after being 
there for a bit arid finding out that he had been standing on post since 1300 hours working overtime; This officer 
of whom I don’t remember his name told me that when the bullets started flying and upon their realisation that 

Dale and Time of Report: . 10/01/2017 2205 Officer; M Murray 9002 

Approved By: W Steinmete . Officer; J Plott 15907 
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US VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event #: 171001-3519 

they were coming from the Mandalay pay (I believe this was from a radio call made by a sharp eyed officer) 
helped get the civilians up against the cinderblock waif (which was probably core filled with concrete). The 
shooter took several shots at the wall and was unable to penetrate it This officer then ran to the various light all 
units and turned off the generators powering each one of them to put the area in at least a partial darkness. 
While he was doing this the shooter probably realised that he was losing a major tactical advantage and started 
shooting at him- He was able to mm off several of the light units while under fire and was fortunately unharmed 
in the process. 

Due to the high ops tempo neither i nor Officer Plott logged on as the only methods available to us were by cell 
phone pr radio and we figured (hat the dispatchers had more than enough going on without us adding to their 
workload for an administrative function that could be sorted out at a later time. We were relieved at 
approximately G8Q0 hours at which time we returned to CCACand secured id order to return later that evening 
at 1800 hours. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POUCE DSPAmWENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Titfjk to mu Vvwtiti on AU. Pags*” Events LL VI710010035IS 

_^_, Mass Shooting incident - Highway 91/Mandalay Bay . ._ 
- — "^}SjicT 77 1 ■ "7 ■ ■''■, ; : 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING: 1 ■ _ TS& ■ ■ ■ OCCURRENCE: , Tourist Safety ■QivinsiQn -CCAC . 

, DATES. TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: _10/01/^017 2215 OCCURENCE: Manajftlay Bay - 3950 S. las Vegsts BfVd 

NARRATIVE; 

On October 01,2017, at approximately 2215 hours, Del* S. Price P# 7207, Det. R. Moreno P#4922 and myself 
Det. J. Vance P#9004 (GVB-CIU2) had just finished lunch and learned of the event unfolding at Mandalay 
Bay, Det: R„ Moreno and 1 quickly exited the parking lot and activated our emergency equipment (lights/sirens) 
and proceeded south on Sammy Davis Dr. to Mandalay Bay, then onto South Central Area Command ($CA0) 
as ordered via the incident commander. Det. S. Price was delayed by on coming and subsequent 
vehicle traffic associated with the event causing him to be separated from us. While en-route to SCACJ 
radioed the Admin, Channel, assigning ourselves GG20 Dei Moreno, GC22 Dei S. Price and myself GG24 to 

The event. :i quickly turned; my radio baek:taSO^ arid CCAC Jisteninglpr additbnal up^es: of: • 7: 
information was being, put oyer the air initially detailing mass casualties and the presence of an active shooter, 
however the suspects) exact location was not still unclear. Both Det, Moreno and I responded to SCAC and 
immediately donned pur tactical gear, including helmets and additional equipment and reported to the 
command post for assignment. Prior to the event Det.Moreno and I had been both operating in a covert 
manner at a local rap concertand as a result were wearing civilian clothing, but we were both fully equipped 
with our department mandated equipment (handgun, OC, cuffs, spare magazine etc). Det. R. Moreno and 1 
were assigned to Strike Team 1 which was composed of the following people: 

P#4996 (Strike Team Leader) 
P#13498• 
P#14303 
P#13806 
P#14106 
P#9841 
P#9004 
P#4922 
P# 9139 , 

Strike Team 1 was quickly tasked to respond to the Mandalay Bay and assist with any possible active threats. 
Our team vyas attached to It John lean P#5264 (341 GO) who was tasked with setting up a forward operating 

Date and Time of Report: _1Q/Q8/2017 Officer; , . J. VANCE , P#; 9004 

Approved 8yi , SGT, Ar BURNETT P# 4907 Officer: Ft; MORENO F#: ,4922 

Signature: 

* Sergeant Robert Whitefey 
* Officer Kyle Prior 
* Detective Casey Dairymple 
* Detective Kenneth Ruzicka 
* Detective Jacob “Jake” Legrow 
* Detective Robert Grantham 
* Detective Jeremy “Jake” Vance 
* Detective Richard Moreno 
* Detective Joshua Costello 
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IAS VEGAS METBOPQMTAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event #; LLV171Q010Q3519 

area for SWAT to work from. While moving quickly on foot towards Mandalay Bay we joined a SWAT team at 
the corner of las Vegas Blvd and Russell, They advised us a Bearcat was on its way to our location and to 
stand by due to the shooter being overhead. Our team quickly loaded into the Bearcat and were transported to 
the front valet area located on the northeast facjng side of Mandalay Bay. Upon arrival the SWAT team 
immediately began moving and bounding towards the Mandalay Bay entrance, Our team immediately fanned 
out and began securing the area checking vehicles, trash cans and other items for possible threats providing 
overall site security, Det Moreno and 1 took up a post at the eastern entrance of the valet providing security 
and directing additional arriving units. Our team located citizens which had hidden in the lower levels of the 
Mandalay Bay and in the surrounding outside area, all of the citizens were escorted to the Michael Jackson 
theatre where a group of 1300 to 1800 citizens were being staged for safety purples. Our team collectively 
escorted 10-20 individuals to the theater. 

A short time later we were tasked by LVMPD SWAT Del K. Stevens to assist with the ongoing effort to clear 
the remaining rooms of any additional threats and to locate any additional victims including Officer C. Hartfield 
F#90G8 who at the time, was reported as missing. Sgt R, Whitely was given a universal key-fob, arid our team 
then proceeded to clear four floors {31s1,33**, 42nd and part of another floor) consisting of approximately 500 
individual rooms. Collectively multiple strike teams cleared the erttire Mandalay Bay at the direction of LVMPD 
SWAT, Once the entire hotel was secured, Sgt. R. Whitely led our team back to the command post staging 
area at SCAG awaiting, re-assignment. At about 0630 hours put team was released from, duty* At this, time my 
entire team secured and returned home. • • ■'V.',.':-' 



IAS VEQAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'5 rEPQRT 
Event#: 171001-3519 

1 October Shooting 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REROBTINO: , Patrol , OCCURRENCE: . ■ ■ ■ CQAQ 

DATE & TIME ' , LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: __ 10/01/2017 .. ,, OCCURRENCE: Bpute 91 Festival OfQ.und$, . 

NARRATIVE; ' 

On October 1st, 2017I, Sergeant KommehBernstein P#9045, was off-duty attending the Route 91 music 
festival After a suspect began to fire upon the crowd, i moved toward a Wall along the western portion of the , 
grounds adjacent to Las Vegas Blvd. I then returned to the ground and began to direct attendees north and 
east aw^y from the area which had been taking the most rifle fire, injured patrons were assessed and send to 
the area north to be treated further if they were mobile, I then linked up with additional on-duty LVMFD 
personnel and began to lead a group clearing the festival grounds of any Other threats and/or people repairing 
medical attention. 1 held the area cleared and watched for any other throats with a smaller ground of officers 
until additional teams relieved us approximately 1 to 1.5 hours later. 

Date and Time of Report: IQ/17/2017 1 &00 hoUrs OHfcen , J Kgromel-Bernsteln , P#: 9045 

Approved By: ^ OfttotV; , , ' i P#: 

Signature:_, 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
event#: LLV171001-3519 

;.|- "" ^.i'TiFTT...n. 

1 .  .. ... 415A/Active Shooter .. ■' " ''   . 
™| ; subject ^ ^ "* ' ^ ^ . ■ 

DIVISION ' DIVISION OF 
REPORTING; QCAQ - Fatrpl/FleX OCCURRENCE; CQAQ 

DATE & TIME location OF Mandalay Bay/Rte. 91-3950 S. Las Vegas 
OCCURRED; 10-01-2017 & 2230 hrs .OCCURRENCE Bivd, Us Vaga$,NV 8Q119. 

mmim 
On 1Q-0M7, at approximately 2219 hours, Sgt. F; Obasi F# 6642, sent out a group message to our squad/ 
CGI 6; that there was an active shboter incident that was on going at Mandalay Say- Due to Sunday night to 
Monday morning being our ^quad's RDO, Sgt Obasi requested any available body to head in to the call, 

I, Officer C, Wandick P#9i 74, replied that I would be en route, via the group message, and left my home at 
approximately hours, I arrived at Convention Center Area Command at approximately 2245 hours, 
dressed out/grabbed gear, and got inside a patrol SUV with three other, officers. We immediately responded to 
the Tropicana hotel where there was radio, traffic describing, a.possibjp active, shooter, and that the triage EMI: 

•’ area'wks actively, being shot -at/: 

I deployed the following gear and/or weapons:_. 

While at Tropicana hotel, we made a strike team consisting of two more officers, once we walked on property, 
and met with other officers already located at the Tropicana hotel, we determined there was no active shooter 
inside. There were many citizens standing in open areas around the hotel and they were advised to head in to 
the casino area until told otherwise, 

Sgt; Obasi advised he was at the Chateau nightclub conducting a sweep and for our now six officer-strike.team 
to meet him at the Paris Hotel, We arrived at the Paris hotel valet area and walked through the casino floor. 
There Were numerous citizens who were being directed and escorted by security and officers to clear the 
casino floor, Sgt, Obasi advised that we would head to SCAC in order to be assigned a strike team number. 
While in our patrol vehicles driving south bound on The Strip, there was radio traffic to immediately cover the 
pedestrian bridges above Harmon and Las Vegas Blvd, and to keep them clear. 

Sgt, Obasi re-directed pur strike team to cover the pedestrian bridges between: Cosmopolitan, Aria, Planet 
Hollywood, and Harley Davidson buildings. The cdsinos began to lock down their properties and many tourists 
were left wandering on The Strip and on the pedestrian bridges. For approximately 1 V/2 hours we directed 
tourists and civilians to continue moving and to stay off the pedestrian bridges^ 

Date and Time of Report; . 10-07-17 a £140 hr$ ■ Officer: C, WandicK 

Approved Bv; _ , Officer:. 

Sksnaturei 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event #; LLV171001-3519 

Sgt Obasi made phone celts to the CP at SCAC to determine where our efforts were needed* We reported to 
SCAC and waited to be deployed to the next area, 

At approximately 0630 hours, pur strike team (#60), was directed to report to the east gate area of the Route 
91 Festival, We were told we would be assisting ID technicians in photographing and moving the deceased. 
We arrived at the intersection of Aii Baba/Giies and we worked in four officer teams to place the deceased in 
the black bags and sheets provided by the coroners. 

Our strike team was relieved at approximately 0700 hours* and our strike team drove back to CCAC. 



UVS VEGAS METROPOLITAN FQUCE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: 171001-3519 

, , 415A£t Route .$1 ■ ~ ' , 
i •"subject" ! : “ ^ r !“ , 

DIVISION DIVISION OF ' 
REPORTING: , HSP_' : 1 m OCCURRENCE: , ■ ■ H$Q , 

DATE & TIME LOCATION of 91 Festival ® 3901 S. LV BLVD LV 
OCCURRED; , 10/01/1 7 2205hrs_, OCCURRENCE: NV 69109. 

narrative: 

SIS Personnel: Detective S, Meyer P#9179 
Sergeant C. Fulwiler P#9167 

K9 Personnel; Officer J. Ledogar P#7411 
Sergeant J. Duncan P#71S7 

On 10/01 /17 at 2020 hours f received a text message from a fellow officer asking about a shooting at the 
Mandalay ..Bay,. I .grahbed my radio and turned it to the' CCftC i:bb'#n,neL,'i 'heard -.radio-traff|c1 ai?6ut ■; 
•multijpile-casualties,: officers shot; automatic Weaponsvand possibly i assumed thls Was a 
terrorist attack and all officers would be responding to the strip to help stop the shooters, i placed a phone call 
to my sergeant, C. Fuiwiler who told me he was put of state and unaware of the situation. I advised Sgt 
Fulwiler I would be going to LVMPD headquarters to get my gear and a vehicle and then responding to the 
scene to assist. Sgt. Fuiwiler acknowledged and asked me to make sure the rest of our squad was aware of 
the situation. 1 sent an email to the four other detectives on my squad and drove to headquarters, 

i arrived at headquarters and got my gear and a LVMPD vehicle with lights and siren, I spoke with a couple of 
officers in the parking garage and asked if they knew where we were supposed to go. They did not have any 
information, so i began driving, to the scene. As! was leaving headquarters, dispatch broadcasted something 
about a possible suspect at the Circus Circus and asked for ah available unit Since nobody responded, I 
began heading towards Circus Circus. ! monitored CCAC channel on rny portable radio and logged into the 
Admin channel on my vehicle radio. When l arrived at the Circus Circus, everything appeared to be business 
as usual, so i continued on towards the scene which sounded to stiii be active, 

i drove down Dean Martin to the T-Mobiie arena and then went east towards LV BLVD. As i was driving by the 
New York New York, two subjects ran out into the street in front of my vehicle, they said they had just 
observed an individual with a rifle running through the casino and heard two shots as they were running away 
from him. As I was speaking with the individuals and broadcasting the information on CCAC channel, two K9 
vehicles approached and parked next to us, Sgt. Duncan, Officer Ledogar and another officer t did not know 
exited the vehicles and approached, i told them what the subjects had just told me, and Sgt. Duncan decided 

Date and Tims of Report; 1Q/Q5/17 2215 hrs Officer: . S. M&yer F#: 9179 

Approved Sy: Sgt Fulwjlsr Officer: ft#:, 

' SiGNATPRE;_. , 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOUTAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event#! 171001-3519 

we should form a strike team and clear the casino floor. We entered the casino and it appeared to be'business 
as usual inside. We found a security guard and confirmed there had been no suspects seen and no shots fired 
inside their casino. Once the casino was deemed safe* we exited and returned to our vehicles, 

I decided to get in the vehicle with Officer Ledogar since he had a marked vehicle and sci we would not get 
separated. We heard several additional calls from other Casinos claiming to have an active shooter. One in 
particular at the Paris Casino sounded to be legitimate because it was called in by oiie of our sergeants, so we 
began to drive in that direction. While enroute to the Paris* we found out the call there was hot going to be 
accurate. 

Another call came out at the Beiiagio describing a male entering the employee entrance carrying a rifle. We 
went to the employee entrance of the Beiiagio and observed additional officers near the area of a white Ford 
pigKup truck. We cleared the vehicle and broadcast the license plate on the CCAC channel.. When the R/G 
information came back, one of the officers present recognized the name to be the director Of security for the 
casino. We confirmed this with Beiiagio security and verified he had entered the building with a rifle,! Security 
had npt seen any suspects and had hot heard any shooting. The casino was on a hard lockdown, so we left 

■ the area. 

We were instructed by U. Vatomi to obtain information from ail. properties on the West side of LV BLVD and . . 

and phone number for the security person in charge, injuries present, hard or soft lock down, and is there a 
Strike team present. After obtaining this information, we phoned it ip to Sgt. Bitsko Who was at the incident 
command post. 

Office Ledogar was asked to proceed to the crime scene to conduct a search with his dog. He toid me I was 
not needed by him anymore and I could go meet up with my squad. I got a ride from, two PD Detectives back 
to my vehicle at the New York New York. I then, proceeded to Southern Hills Hospital to assist my squad with 
conducting interviews with victims. . 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 

Mandalay Bay Shooting, Response 
SUBJECT 

Event 171001-3519 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: Community Policing Division 

divisiOn.of 
OCCURRENCE: Tourist Safety Division 

DATE & TIME 
OCCURRED; 10-01-^017 2230 hours 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: Mandalay Bay 

NARRATIVE: . .. ... 

On October 1/2017 at approximately 2230 hours, 1 received information via text message of an active shooter 
at the Route 91 Concert across from the Mandalay Bay. My squad, SV25 Flex, was immediately notified via 
cell phone and put on alert. Although they were off duty, they began heading tp Spring Valley Area Command 
to stage and await further instruction, l mest my team at SVAC and changed into uniform. Lieutenant Qiven 
had already arrived at the station and gave orders for my squad to caravan to the staging area at South 
Central Area Command. My officers/along with Spring Valley Officer Penney, arrived at the staging area 
where we received the unit designator Strike Team 29, We immediately deployed to the front entrance of 
Mandalay Bay Casino where we met with Captain Greenway.; 

We, along With another strike team led by Sgt. Roybal, were responsible for clearing the exterior perimeter of 
the Mandalay Bay complex, including the. convention center and associated parking structures. This took 
approximately five hours. After completing our sweep, we returned to the CP at SCAC to await further 
instructions. We were not redeployed before receiving dayshift relief. Our involvement ended at approximately 
0715 hours. ' 

My team consisted of the following personnel: 

Sgt. Dave yValker '' P# 09213 : 
Officer Nate Schuller P# 09814 
Officer Josh Garber P# 09326 
Officer Zach Davis P# 13944 
Officer Travis Busby P# .09330 
Officer Chris Penney P# 15844 

Date and Time of Report; 10/06/2017 1B00 hours Offl^f: D, Walker F#: ■ 9213 

Approved By; 

Signature: 
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IAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 

Mandalay Bay Shooting 

Event#: 171001-3519 

SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: 

DATE & TIME 
OCCUKRBDi 

Homeland Security 

10-01 “17/ 2208 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE: 

UOCAHONOF 
OCCURRENCE: 

HSST 

3950 S, LVBP LVtNV 891,19 

NARRATIVE 

On 10-01-171 Officer S. Reifei Pit 9220 received notification from home about ah active shooter occurring at 
the Route 91 concert, directly east of the Mandalay Bay Hotel and Casino, 1 rallied up with HSST at 
headquarters where we immediately went to the command post at South Central Area Command There, i 
received orders to go to the Mandalay Bay and meet with one of the SWAT Officers, who then assigned me to 
Force Protection, lt along with several other Officers and Fjre Department personnel cleared several floors and 
hundreds of rooms at the Mandalay Bay. Once the Mandalay Bay was completely cleared^ I made my way 
back to the command post with the other HSST Officers, We were instructed to go to Tropicana and Las Vegas 
Blvd. to guard a deceased concert goer until criminalistics and the coroner, arrived. Once they arrived, I. . 

Date and Time of Report: 10-12-17/1430 Officer: , : Sr Reifgi p#: 9220 

Approver* By:, . Off toon ; Pfl: 

Signature:_ 
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IAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: 171001 >"3519 

Mandalay Bay Shooting 
' .SUBJECT. 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: 

DIVISION OF 
ISO ■ OCCURRENCE: , Patrol i CCAC 

DATE « TIME 
OCCURRED: 

locationOf 
10/01/2017 # 2208 MBS . OCCURRENCE: Mandalay Hotel and Casino , , 

narrative: ' 

On the above elate and time l, Detective T. Andrus F# 9246 assigned to Gang Unit Investigations was working 
in a plain clothes capacity and was conducting an interview with a suspect at CQDC with Detective M. 
O'Connor P# 12890; Upon completing the interview we were advised by CCDC staff of a call of an active 
shooter on the strip and we immediately seif-dispatched to the area to assist Detective O'Connor and I 
responded to in my department unmarked vehicle emergency lights and sirens activated due to the nature of 
the call and the need of Officers on scene to be assisted. 

While en route to. the strip we.were advised to meet with our Sergeant on the west side of ExCajibu.r Hotel and 

" Casino to-form ^strike: team*. 
made contact With CIU Detective Price P# 7207 and Detective Beal P# 10149. Immediately after meeting 
them we then met up with Sgt Stovall P# 7415. We then, proceeded southbound clearing several areas that 
were called out over dispatch as active shooter locations. As the calls were cleared and turned out to be false 
we moved the northern entrance of the Luxor due to information about an active shooter inside the Excatibur, 
however when arrived it was determined that there was no active shooter in Excalibur. At the north entrance of 
Luxor we were advised that a VB1ED was just to the east of our location. We then subsequently formed a 
perimeter around the device and entrance not allowing anyone. While there, we met up with Gang Enforcement 
Officer J/Marin ;P# 15026 and Gang Unit investigations Detective Hefner P# 14027 and. maintained a 
perimeter ensuring that no civilians were placed endanger from the suspected explosive device. Once the 
device was cleared we held our position for several more hours until relieved. 

pate pnd Time of Report; 1Q/Q9/17 2T Q0 hra Officer: , . .Z,Etea) p#; 1Q149 

Approved Sy; SfftT. Stovall Officer:: :, p#i , 

SlGNATORK: ■ ' ■ _ 

LVMPO B2 (Plover). WOBD20I0 Page i 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POUCE DCPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event #:'■ 171001-3519 

Active; Shooter incident 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
reputing: Community Policing Division $EAC 

division op 
OCCURRENCE: Tourist Corridor - CCAC 

DATE 4 TIME 
OCCURRED:. 

LOCATION OF 
10/01/17 2209 , , OCCURRENCE: Route 01 Festival 

On 10/01/17, I, Sot Jessica Wert P# 0301 (cat) sign 777) was operating as the supervisor over Southeast Area 
Command swing shift, squad 33, the night of the incident At approximately 1005 hours, a Henry/King unit was 
dispatched to a 413 call t subject with a rifle Within our area: command- As units arrived they asked for a code 
red- immediately after the code red was given by dispatch, arid Special Events unit had ended up on ouf 
channel calling out that there were multiple people shot, victims coming out of the eastside. this traffic caused 
Slight confusion; until dispatch advised the special event unit that they were on: the wrong channel. Once it was 

squad) . Once the majority of my squad was rallied, we then convoyed over to South Central Area Command 
Staging area. There were became Strike team 4, and I split my squad into two separate teams (due to having 
12 bodies total), We then deployed to. the Monte Carlo and City Center, as the "ghost calls” of more active , 
shooters within the strip properties were coming out. 

Once on the properties, both teams got with security to ensure they had no valid reports of active shooters 
within their property. We then held security on the strip to ensure pedestrians were sheltering in the casinos 
and not on Las Vegas Boulevard; 

At some point during the evening, around approximately 2300 hours, we were advised by security that they 
had a female, who had sustained a head wound with severe bleeding, when she fell during the mass exit of 
patrons from New York New York property: Officer called for medical several times, as if took over an hour t6 
get her transportation to a hospital. 

Officers remained on property until relieved by dayshift. 

Officer that responded were: 
Frost, Rainer F# 14888 
Pacchiega, Femado P# 9200 
Rivera, Nathan P# 13972 
Coe, Stephan p# 15848 
Murdock, Benjamin P# 15728 
Wills, QndroP# 15861 

Park, Stephen P# 18437 
&plvey, Eric P# 16439 
Speich, Hunter P# 16136 
Mir, Partial P# 15354 
Sanchez, Crystal P^ 15860 
Wert, Jessica F# 9301 (Sgt) 

Date end Tims Of Report: _10/09/171745_ Officer: Sftt J.Weft p*f:_93fll 

Approved By: .miMiIUi. , Officer: ■ / , F#: 

Signature;,_'__ ■ 
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"Gilqkto Edit Dafe/nmc of Report” 

US VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
'’Cfioktv E$} EvsriS^f an ALL Pag^,'1' 

_Manway Bay Active Shooter ; 
SUBJECT 

Event#; UV171001003319 

DIVISION _ DIVISION OF* 
REPORTING; CCAC Patrol_ ■ OCCURRENCE; QpAQ 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED; ._1Q/Q1/17 *,2308 . OCCURRENCE; . 3901 Las Vegas Blvd. S. LVN 89109 

NARRATIVE: 

On 16/01/17,1 Sgt, J. Riddle P#9306 Was assigned to the west side traffic control of the Route 91 Festival at 
the MGM lot located at 3901 Las Vegas Blvd, S. LVN 89109 as 751SE Earlier in the afternoon, I had met with 
special events Officer T. Frederick P#9793 reference egress of the venue once it ended. Officer Frederick 
asked that I meet with county works at 2200 hours. The plan was to coordinate with county works and alter the 
light cycle at Reno/Las Vegas Blvd for a more effective egress of concert goers once the event concluded. 

1 was standing on the southeast Corner of Reno/Las Vegas Blvd when ! heard the first volley of gunfire erupt. 
At the time, i did not know that the sound i heard was gunfire, t heard the shots and walked south toward the 

performing. Because I figured I missed the lights,: I began looking for other indicators that fireworks had just 
gone oft Enough time elapsed end I saw no indicators wore amiss. 1 shrugged the sound off and began 
walking back north to meet with the county works employee. That is when the second volley of gunfire started. 

i went back to my patrol car and began getting out my rifle and magazine pouch. At that time, another overtime 
officer came up to me and had his rifle and was ready to go, 1 finished getting on my gear and we began 
running south toward the sound Of rapid gunfire. As we left the parking lot of the gas station and toward the 
south, we instructed people to get down and go north east away from the sound. As we ran; we were getting 
updated information that the shooting was likely coming from the Mandalay Bay. Also, as we continued south, 
my strike team began to Urow with both uniformed and plain clothes officer, 

We eventually took cover behind some statuettes near the southeast side of the Luxor valet. The strike team 
was probably between 6 and 8 officers at this point. I looked up at the Mandalay Bay and saw a flashing light 
which l believed was coordinating in conjunction with the report of the rifle, i broadcasted the information which 
ultimately ended up being a strobe light on the Mandalay Bay hotel tower. At about the same time* there were 
reports of a shooter walking northbound on Las Vegas Blvd, The officers then looked at me and asked if We 
should continue to Mandalay Bay, 1 told them if there was a shooter on the ground behind us, then we needed 
to address that. Because we came from the north and there was nothing else to suggest the shooter 
northbound on the The Strip could be substantiated, we began pressing on toward the Mandalay Bay, 

Date and Time of Report! , . 10/14/17-1900^ Officer: , J. Riddle 1 P#:.,',9306 

Approved By; ...,■... 'Officer;........ ' . ' . . F#: 

Signature: _ 
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CONTINUATION 
Event #'; LLV1710010Q3519 

There is a pony wall that extends from the area of statuettes into the valet of the Luxor. I told my officers to 
cover each other while they were exposed traveling west into the valet. Once, in the valet I began orchestrating 
bounding over watch using the vehicles as cover and continuing on to Mandalay Bay, Once my strike team got 
to Mandalay Bay and west of The Strip, another strike team had shown up. Now with anothet strike team. 1 
coordinated bounding over watch across the street onto the Mandalay Bay property. 

Once we got to a set Of security doors on the north side of the Mandalay Bay, we began trying to get. into any 
of the doors but they were ail locked, We then moved west and were met by several employees Who also had 
no way to get into the property, A couple of employees directed us Into the House of Blues where we were able 
to gain entry. 

By this time, we knew that the shooter in the tower was likely contained to his room and several officers were 
there addressing the possible threats. Therefore, we began clearing the casino floor. As we came into contact 
with patrons and employees, we controlled them, ordering them to the ground and conducting pat-downs 
before instructing them to exit the property behind us. Once we cleared the floor of the Mandalay Bay, we 
began working our way toward the convention center area. An off-duty FBI agent came from the convention 
center area and advised us that the situation in that direction was hot dynamic and that there were just several 
Mandalay Bay employees hanging out in the outside area. We then turned around and began heading toward 
the Mandalay Bay tower, '.hi , n ,.. V:/', 

Once we got back onto the casino floor, I ran into Sgt S. Richmond P#*537i. Considering the information we 
had and that the event was still rapidly evolving, we decided tc use our strike teams to conduct a more 
thorough search of the casino. Having approximately 12 officers at this point, I began using the *‘Hail Boss” 
method of clearing areas within the casino. I eventually had to take a break and a majority of the officers in my 
strike team continued searching the casino, without me. 

I then received a phone call directing me to have the officers I regularly supervise respond to CCAC for 
deployment. After that, I took the officers that were with me to the staging area at SCAC. Once there, my 
officers and I were assigned as Strike Team 33 to the RTG bus station at 6675 Gillespie. We were to direct 
refugees to getonto the busses as wet! as liaison with the. RTG supervision as to where to pick up refugees. 
Once that was completed, we returned to SCAC where we were eventually relieved. 



IAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POUCE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Ewm#: 171001-3513 

SUBJECT 

DIVISION , . 
REPORTING; Community policing Division, 

DIVISION OF 
occurrence: Community Policing Division 

date &, time locatjon of 3950 S+T0s VegasBh/d, Las Vegas, NV 
OCCURRED: . ■ „ , IQ/1/17 2205 . , .OCCURRENCE: ■ ■ ; 89119 , ■" ■ ■ 1 

NARRATIVE: 

On 10/1/17 at approximately 2210 hrs, I Officer J* Tromboni #9331 was operating as marked, patrol unit 10 and 
was attending Fatrbl Briefing at Enterprise Area Command when i was notified by a Patrol Detective of a 
possible active shooter at 3950 S, Las Vegas Blvd (Mandalay Bay)* I immediately left briefing and arrived at 
South Central Area Command at approximately 2225 hrs where an initial Command Post had been setup and I 
was notified as being a member of Strike Team 1 under Sgt A. Hee #13584. 

We were assigned to IT. Desimone #4713 at the intersection of Four Seasons and S, Las. Vegas Bh/d with our 
. initial task, being citizen rescue*. Upon arrival, no. injured cjti?ons were, located. We. were- then tasked to,; iVn 

- ev^ds^ thedpfth an^^ Seasdhs;' east bi s. :Las Veg^ Blvd. Upon : . 
completion , we began conducting traffic control at the intersection and had pedestrians continue walking 
southbound. 

We then were tasked to conduct a sweep at the Michael Jackson Theater inside Mandalay Bay and behind the 
stage area. Evacuations were then conducted.of citizens and employees within the theater.. Upon completion, 
we returned to the Command Post at South Central Area Command. 

Ogle and Tjnw of Report: 10/7/17 2225 Officer:. \L Tromboni _ Him 

Approved By: '_ Officer: _ P#; 

Signature; 
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IAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 
OFFICERS report 

Event#; 171001-3519 

Route 91 Event 

DIVISION 
REPORTING; HSCB 

SUBJECT 

DIVISION. OF 
OCCURRENCE; 1 CCAC 1 

DATS & TIME 
OCCURRED: 10-01*1722:08 

LOCATION OF, 
OCCURRENCE: Las Vegas Village w Route 91 Festival 

OFFICER® INVOLVED: 

181SE 
Ofc. A. Krnjeu P#9336 
Ofc. M. Kraut P#9313 

DETAILS; ' ' , , , 
On 10-01-17 at approximately 2200 hours, I, Ofc. A. Krnjeu P#9336, along with Ofc. M. Kraut P#9313, were 

were inside the venue on the west grass area from the stage to thb end of the VIP tent. During the evening we 
had multiple; calls inside the VIP area and grass area, and since this concert was going on we were standing 
bn the barricade line separating the VtP tent from the grass area hear suites just north of the VIP tent 

At approximately 2208 while the concert was playing, I heard the sound of gunfire coming from our west, which 
would be behind the tent towards the direction of Mandalay Bay. J looked at Ofc. Kraut and she also heard the 
noise and was as concerned as I was. We both immediately started to investigate by walking towards the 
direction where the gunfire came from* which was South towards Mandalay Bay, A few seconds later I heard 
the repeated noise of gunfire coming from that same direction and we ran towards the noise. As we 
approached the southeast corner of the VIP tent we observed some people; standing around confu$ed: 

Ofc. Kraut and I continued west towards Mandalay Bay and searched the southwest comer of the backstage 
tot to ensure no shooters were in the area- Upon clearing the area we moyed back towards the stage arid 
determined the shooter was not in the immediate vicinity and that we needed to start getting civilians behind 
cover. As people started running from the crowd area to us, we directed everyone to take cover behind the bus 
the farthest away from the Mandalay Bay. 

We tried to control the people as they continued to arrive by continually directing orders to stay calm and to 
remain behind cover of the bus until the gunfire had stopped! Casualties arrived with citizens providing first aid 
to them and they were put into mobile office rooms that were a few feet to the east of the cover bus. 1 did initial 

Date and Time of Report; 10/5/201714QQ officer: A. Krnjeu p#: 9336 

Approved By: , Officer: M. Kraut ■ Is#: 9313 

Signature:_1 
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CONTINUATION ' III 
,,1 

checks with some of the wounded that l could see and tried to keep the victims focused on staying alive and 
working on trying to find out how to evacuate them, 

I used the radio two minutes into the incident to, try to determine if any other, units were between us and the 
Mandalay Bay but there was no response., I continued to walk around the civilians to ensure everyone Wes still 
safe and secure, there were dl$o many subjects inside the buses including Jason Aldean’s band in their tour 
bus and some Of the people wanted to exit the buses for better cover and some sheltered in place. 

I tried to coordinate with the CP to find out where we could get our casualties and subjects evacuated to 
however these messages were unsuccessful ori the radio. I utilized security event personnel as well as helpful 
citizens to keep the intoxicated people under control. My primary position was on the.west side of the cover 
bus and Ofc. Kraut’s primary position Was on the east side of the bus- We both attempted to maintain visual 
contact while with this group while trying to keep the civilians under cover, 

We began to have officers arrive in cur area to assist and we directed them to take up perimeter bus positions 
around our group. At this point our group had approximately 100 to 150 civilians; Ofc, T, Fredrick (SE4) arrived 
in the area and directed us to where the medical evacuees could go, Tfie citizens were directed to move the 
wounded out of the offices and place them onto crowd barriers so they could be directed out At some point 
Ofe.. Kraut directed civijians.to.remove belts.and tshirfs to.aid in. thecreation. of Tourniquets. Someth 

..•.tbisTaiso/gave.^ 
directed our civilians to text loved ones to let them know they were alive at this time and they were safe. This 
was to ensure they continued to believe they would stay alive as well as to prevent worried family members 
from tying up cellular networks so others could make necessary communication. The officers that were present 
were also directed to communicate with loved ones to let them know they were still alive. At some point during 
this l. had made communications with dispatch {possibly on a different, radio channel) about our situation being 
pinned down and 

Ofc. Kraut and I were able to maintain control of the area behind the cover bus and still move and coordinate 
so that no additional persons got injured as far as we know. As strike teams began to approach our area; 
someone dimcted those behind the cover buses to run towards the. east hear the medical tents. As tfiose 
subjects ran we still had at least 45 people who were sheltering in place on the buses or management 
employees in the area. 

Sometime during this situation Sgi Buimer (748SE) and Lt Spencer (361JC) had arrived with additional 
officers to help secure the area; We did additional checks in the area to ensure that there were no more 
casualties in our area and only non-injured civilians: It was around this time that we started getting reports of 
active shooters throughout casinos on the strip. Since we had persons who were executives as well as 
different band players and staff, we made the determination that the safest area we could have for everyone 
was the this corner because we could defend it. 

We coordinated with the driver of the Jason Atdean Band as well as others to continue to shelter in place until , 
we could mbye them to a safer location. At one point someone from the command post informed us that a plan 
was being directed to move Jason Aldean’s band through the back of the event on tp Giles and drive out Pue 
to the situation on the event, the inability to provide proper identification and, cover, as well as a white van 
driving recklessly out of the event may cause injuries to casualties on the street, this we disregarded. 

Our group of officers had strike teams that arrived and re-searched the areas surrounding our buses to ensure 
there were no more threats for us in the area. As the reports of active shooters, continued in the area, we 

Pape 2 
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CONTINUATION 
Event#: 171001-3 619 

continued to maintain with Sgt Bulmer and Lt Spencer coordinating the protection of our area, Lt Spencer left 
our area to coordinate other necessary assistance throughout the area and Sgt Bulmer had command, Sgt. 
Bulmer coordinated with all of the bus evacuees about the updates, i communicated Qfc, S. Hutchason who 
was our assigned Command Post officer throughout our event to let him know of our situation anti updates of 
the on duty and off duty assisting officers that were in our area. Also important in our area was Ofc. B. Rich as 
he arrived and help keeping our area sate as wed as monitoring the radio for any updates that were relevant to 
us regarding future active shooter calls, ■ 

Eventually Ofc, Fredrick informed us of the plan to use a MGM.15 passenger white; yan to escort the civilians 
out of our area, with bur officers leading the van out on foot, Ofc. Kraut, Rich, and 1 along with others escorted 
the van out of the area to Giles for four trips, and then we Were led out of the area by Sgt, Bulmer to the 
command post at the church. 

While at the church i was directed to assist CSA for measurements at the corner of Giles and Las Vegas Blvd, 
and then returned back to the command post. After waiting at the command post 1 went to the debrief at the 
House of Blues barrei lnsfde the event and then was released, 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 

Active Shooter 
Subject 

Events; LLV171QQ1003519 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: Tourist Safety, DivisiorVGCAC 

DIVISION OP 
OCCURRENCE: Tourist Safety Divisioh/CCAC 

DATES TIME 
OCCURRED: 

NARRATIVE: 

10/01/17^08 hours 
LOCATION OR 

OCCURRENCE: 
39Q1 a Us Vegas. Btvd, LVN 89119 and 

mt> S.'Las Vegas Btvd- LVN 89119 

On 10/1/17 at approximately 2230 hours % Sergeant C, Jivapong P#9338 responded to the Command Post 
locked at South Central Area command, on my regular day off in response to the Active Shooter event for the 
Mandalay Bay and Route 91.1 made contact with Lieutenant C, Hank P#6886, who provided me with my team 
of officers, assignment, arid call sign. My team consisted of 11 LVMPD Officers and 6 CQFD personnel. Our 
team was directed to assist with the 'Oasualty/Triage" area, located at Las Vegas BIvd and Tropicana Ave. 
initially oiir t$am was given information that there Was an Active shodter in the area of the Tropicana Hotel, 
As such, our team provided site security for medical personnel treating victims in the vicinity. 

•Upon, determining 

and direction of the CCFD Battalion Chief and CP. The CCFD Battalion Chief issued US our caff sign of "Force 
Protection 2” and deployed our team to the following areas: The Tropicana Hotel, The Excalibur Hotel, Diablos 
Cantina, Monorail Dock. Station, and The Delano Hotel, Our mission was to provide over watch security for our 
6 medical personnel assigned, while also assisting with evacuations of barricade patrons (with unknown, 
injuries) at the aforementioned locations.. 

On 10/02/17 at approximately 0830 hours, Torce Protection 2” returned back to the Command Post for debrief 
and was relieved by the oncoming shift. 

Date and Time of Report: . 10/17/17 Officer: Sat. C. Jlvaponp Pft , 9333 

Approved By: Sgt: C. Jivaponq P#9338 Officer: Hi 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
EvW; 171001-3519 

Active Shooter 
' ' ' SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
REPORTING; CCAC.. . 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE: . , SCAC 

DATE ft TIMS 
OCCURRED: , 10-1-17 2205 

LOCATION OF 
, OCCURRENCE: Mandalay Bay 

NARRATIVE; 

On 10-1-17 I Officer A, Raymond P#9339 was operating as Special eyants unit 171SE, I was working in a 
traffic control capacity assigned to gate 6. Gate 6 was a talent entrance on the east side of the Route 91 
festival, At approximately 2115 hours i Went to lunch and was eating in the church parking tot next to the CP 
located at Reno/Giles, 

At 2205 I heard what 1 first thought to be a malfunction of the speaker system during the Jason Aidean 
performance; I then heard a second barrage of gunfire and drove my patrol car to the entrance gate of the 
church parking lot i parked my car, exited, grabbed my riflev.and ran towards the event, There were thousands 

; ; of people ruhping:fo^ patrol bar that:^e 
donning his tac vest and helmet- At this time the radio traffic was chaotic and 1 was told to switch channels to 
work it off convention center* At this time an off duty officer from Orange County identified himself as an officer 
with id and a badge. He asked if 1 had any weapons and 1 handed him a: shotgun. This officer took a prone. 
position at.the rear of the patrol car while stood and had my rifle standing at the rear as well. 

Numerous victims during the time the shots were fired were fleeing behind my patrol car While we were still 
getting mixed Intel if there were more than 1 shooter. After a while we got a strike team together to go inside 
the venue to clear it again. We conducted force protection with: some Paramedics, They went, through the field 
looking for victims that might possibly still be alive/They were unsuccessful- We. left the scene and then 
blocked NB traffic.on Giles. We were relieved sometime around 0530 hours I believe. 

There is body camera footage available. 

Date and Time of Report; 10*5-17 Officer: Anthony Raymond P#: 9339 

Approved By: Officer; , P#: 
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"Click 10 Edit OsOTme o{ Report" 

LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
’Oliel! to Edit EwoW on MA rtflotf' 

RZ/VT*11 
Active shooter 

subject 

Events 171001-3519 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: Patrol 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE; South Central 

DATES time 
occurred: 

NARRATIVE: 

10-01 «17 2208 
LOCATION OF 

OCCURRENCE; 3950 SLas Vegas BLVO. IVN 89119 

On IO-pl-17 at approximately 2215 Hrs. while out with family members on a vacation day, I received a phone 
call from a friend asking what was going on in the area of Mandalay Bay, He advised me that there were a 
large amount of police cars, arid he can Hear many gun shots A hung up with him and called the Watch desk, 
so that I can get more information, i was then advised there was ap active shooter possible multiple shooters, 
and a sniper. I then left my family, and drove into work as I was dose to SCAC, I notified my immediate 
supervisor, Sgt. Lee that I was coming into work. I arrived at SCAC and got dressed, grabbing my Tac gear 

:and;H|bdbut^ 
in someone's patrol vehicle and head to the scene, i arrived at Mandaiay gathered up in a strike team, arid 
went up to the 32* floor as units were already breaching the door at room 135. We then decided that we would 
begin to check other rooms for victim, and or possible victims. We were advised at a later time by swat 
operators that they needed assistance, checking all the rooms for victims and possible suspects on the 17* 
and 18mfloor We ascertained a master key from security and began searching those rooms. After the third 
floor, my team was advised that there were victims with gunshot wounds at MGM. We all jumped intoCCFD 
rescue 18 and drove to Hooters Casino, where we deployed on foot, across the street to the MGM where we 
located a victim with a gunshot wound to the abdomen. We then assisted a victim that was injured whiieshe 
was running from the concert, she had a very large contusion to the forehead, and a gash to her head. We : 
were then advised that there was another gunshot victim that was located at Fat Burger just north of MGM. We 
deployed north and treated and assisted anotheryictim who had a GSW to his lower half of his body. 

After that we went back to Mandalaybay, due to the fact that they needed assistance with more floors being 
cleared. Wejoinedup with another strike team and began a room to room search on the 32nd floor. We went 
back down to valet alter eyery time we Cleared a floor and were given a new floor to clear. We were given the 
35th floor next, When we arrived back at valet, wd were told to clear the 48* floor. The all access dobr card that 
we were given by security did not give us access the 48th floor. We were then notified that the floors after the 
37th floor, belonged to 4 Seasons, they needed a different card for entry. As a unit we decided to taka the 
stairs up rather than wait. We climbed up to the 48* floor, clearing all 3 hallways of rooms again. We then went 
back down to! Valet to speak with the SWAT operator that was giving us our floor assignments. We Had to keep 
walking back down due to him not answering his phone- When we arrived back down he advised us that there 

Data and Time of Report: ^ 10-07-17 iMi Offload D.Nesheiwat m: 9375 

Approved By; , oA^ mw . . Officer: P#: 

SiONATOKE: 
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■ .CONTINUATION . ' 

was a team of SWAT operators that needed assistance clearing the 63rd floor. Once ageing We went as high 
as the elevators would take us, and climbed ail the way up to the 63** floor. We assisted SWAT dear the 
remaining floor, we then went down the elevator and returned to the Command Post located at SCAC, At that 
time it was approximately 0730 and we debriefed, and secured for the night 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 

Active Shdpter at Mandalay, Bey 
subject , 

Event* 171001-3519 

DIVISION 
REPORTING i HBST/SWAT 

DIVISION OP 
OCCURRENCE: coac 

DATE & TIME 
OCCURRED; 10*01*17 22G8hr$, 

IOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE; Mandalay Bay 

NARRATIVE; 

On 10/1/17, the following Homeland Security Saturation Team (HSST) Officers responded to the active shooter 
event that occurred at the Mandalay Bay; Officers A/Nuas F#14755, R Steiber P#9491, C- Latham P#14B21, 
R. Lara P#8269, 1. Duron P#14809, Mark Kennoy P#14825, 

The above Officers including the rest of HSST were on a ROD’S when this event occurred, many of which had 
family and friends attending the Route 91 concert- When initial reports of gun fire occurred many of those 
friends and family present contacted those Officers in panic. HSST was given permission by the Sergeants to 

;.ac^^^r!d:Tepon to He^ headqtm^ 
additional reports of gunfire at several locations, which wd later found to be false, Officers rapidly deployed to 
the several locations to stop any additional incidents, OncO We found those locations safe we reported to the 
staging area where the above Officers received further assignments. 

Officers were briefed by SWAT at the Mandalay Bay valet and designated as a Rescue Protection Team 
(Rescue 5) tasked with clearing several hotel room floors while searching for any persons injured and 
additionally anything else suspicious or could have been related to the previous active shooter. Rescue 5 was 
assigned.with fire rescue medics. Rescues was assigned hotel levels 4,10,35,38 and.49. Officers knocked 
on each and every hotel room checking on guests. Once Rescue 5 concluded their assignments the team was 
broken down and the above Officers returned to the staging area for further assignments. All of the above 
Officers are rifle certified and deployed their rifles during this event 

The remaining HSST Officers were assigned to cordon off an area of Tropicana and Us Vegas Blvd. There 
was a casualty laying on the street The area was to bp cordoned off until the Coroner could arrive and process 
the body. While the coroner arrived and processed the body, HSST held up white blankets blocking ail views 
from the media and public on pedestrian bridges, 

*Eiectronicaliy signed by Steiber and Latham 

Date and Time ol Report: 10/12/17 1400,hours Officer: R, Steiber III P#: 9491 

Approved By: Officer; C. Latham Pm 14321 

Signature: 
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IAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 

ROUTE 91 shooting 

Event #: 171001-3519 

subject 

DIVISION 
REPORTING; Patrol 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE Patrol 

DATE &-TIMI3 
OCCURRED: 10/01/17 0000 HRS 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE; Rt 91 

narrative 

I was on my RDO's whan t confirmed the shooting was, taking place, I drove in to work and assisted where 
ever l couid.be used- f assisted in clearing Beitagio and Paris casinos, with a strike team before I ended up at 
the Medical Triage located on Tropicana Ave. and las Vegas Btvd At this point I assisted in traffic control for 
pedestrians tg cross from the Excalibur Casino to the New York- New York Casino and also from tropicana 
Casino to the MOM. ! remained there 'until'relieved;"' 

Date apd Time of Report; 10-11-17 1846 HRS. officer: A, Ztros Ffl: 9493 

Approved By: , , , ' Officer: ■ Pff; ' r 

3 KJ NATURE: 
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IAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 

OFFICER’S EFFORT FOR ACTIVE SHOOTER 

Event#; LLV171G01~3519 

.SUBJECT' 

DIVISION 
reporting; NEAG 

division of 
OCCURRENCE; COAC 

DATE & TIME 
OCCURRED: 10/09/2017 2210 Hours 

LOCATION 6f 
OCCURRENCE: Mandalay 6ay Hotel 

NARRATIVE: 

On 10/01/2017 at approximately 2235 Hours 1 was at my home arid hot onduty, I received a text message 

from a feilow Officer stating that there was an active shooter on the las Vegas Strip and that there were 
multiple wounded including Officers. I drove to NEAC and donned my regular duty uniform, the LVMPD issued 

green BDU's with LVMPD patches and badge, and my duty belt. I used the unmarked department patrol 
vehicle (# 0499) that is regularly assigned to me, equipped with emergency lights and siren, to drive to SCAC. 

(joined SOTS. Perry P#951 Oat approximately 2330 hours and I became.part of Strike Team 35. As Strike 

Team 35 we were assigned Several security details such as guarding a suspicious vehicle that was initially 

''Sir^Ve'' 
NEAC to leave my patrol vehicle and use my PGV to return to my home. I arrived home at approximately 1000 
hours. 

Date and Time of Report; 10/09/2017 1S05 Hours Officer: W. Young P#: 9030 

Approved By: Officer; P#: 

SIGNATURE: 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

Q|:pi0gR*S RE^QFiT 
Event #: 171001-3519 

Mandalay Bay Active Shooter , , . 
subject 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: (SO ■ 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE: , . Patrol 

DATE & TIME 

OCCURRED: , 10/01/2017 2208 
, LOCATION OF 

OCCURRENCE: Mandalay Bay 

NARRATIVE: 

On October V00.17, t, Detective M. Rretti, P#9639, was assigned to work Events Planning Overtime at 
HakKasan Nightclub, located within the MGM Grand Hotel & Casino, from 2200 to 0500,1 Was partnered with 
Officer B, Assalimy, P#14G62, and logged on as USE. 

As the reports of a shooting at the Route 91 Music Festival began to come in via the CCAC radio channel, 
Officer Assalimy and I walked out the Southwest exit doors of the MGM Grand- Officer Assalimy and 1 
Observed numerous LVMPD patrol vehicles driving code 3 to the incident Officer Assalimy and 1 made the 
decision to assist in response to the active shooter. We informed Hakkasan Security that there was an 

Officer Assalimy and I responded to the incident in Officer Assalimy's patrol vehicle. Officer Assaiimy parked 
his patrol vehicle in front of the Luxor Hotel on Us Vegas Boulevard, and we began to approach Mandalay 
Bay on foot. As we were approaching, we could hear several volleys of what appeared to be automatic gunfire. 
At that time,! could not determine where the gunfire was coming from, and the sound was echoing off of the 
Luxor and the Mandalay Bay, making it extremely difficult to determine a safe cover location. Initially, Officer 
Assalimy and I took cover behind palm trees located in front of the Luxor, however, realising that the trees 
provided.inadequate cover, we retreated to.cover.behind a large decorative tower on the sidewalk in front of. 
the Luxor. It was approximately at this time that officers broadcast the shooter’s position oyer the radio. 
Numerous civilians were fleeing the music festival Westbound across Las Vegas Boulevard. Officer Assaiimy 
and ( drew the civilians' attention to our coyer position and requested they stay low until we could get them to 
safety. Officer Assalimy and I also drew the attention of multiple vehicles that had made it through the 
Southbound Las Vegas Boulevard roadblock, and got many vehicles to turn arouhd before they were too far 
into the line of fire. , 

Officer Assaiimy and l were soon joined by several other uniformed officers and a sergeant. At this time, the 
gunfire had ceased for several minutes, however, we Were unsure why, and did not want to move the civilians 
out of fear of giving the gunman open targets. The sergeant formed a strike team and headed towards the 
Mandalay Bay, requesting that two other officers. Officer Assalimy, and myself continue to provide cover to the 
approximately 100 civilians now sheltering at our position. 

Date and Tima <?f Report: 10/06/2017 2200 Officer; Del M.Pretti F#: . 9030 

Approved Sv: Officer; FT 

Signature; , 
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Officer Assalimy made contact with a Luxor Security Officer to determine the possibility of moving the civilians 
into the Luxor. The security officer initially stated that the civilians could hot be moVed into the main lobby* but 
several minutes later opened a gate that led to the lower vaiet area. Officer Assalimy end l quickly informed the 
civilians that we would be moving them to the' lower valet area via that gate. Officer Assalimy* the other two 
officers, and l provided cover while the civilians moved to the lower vaiet area. We then moved towards the 
upper valet and main lobby of the Luxor to determine if entry could bo made from the Luxor to the Mandalay 
Bay as a strike team. We were informed by another Luxor Security Officer that there was a suspicious vehicle 
In their vaiet, which they believed may have been a vehicle borne improvised explosive device (this vehicle 
was later cleared by ARMOR and determined tb be a self-driving car). Officer Assalimy broadcast the 
information regarding a possible VBIED over the radio channel and we backed out of the valet area. 

At that time, reports of active shooters in other hotels began occurring, One early report stated that an active 
shooter was moving Southbound from New York New York, and had just come down the pedestrian brieve on 
the Excalibur side. Officer Assalimy and I took positions of cover behind patrol vehicles, Officer Assalimy 
covered to the south and i covered to the north. As these reports of active shooters at other properties became 
unfounded* Officer Assalimy and I joined up with Strike Team 3 (led by Sergeant t. Reyes, p#i 3129,1 
believe); As part of Strike Team 3, we began moving Northbound bn the west side of LaS Vegas Boulevard in 
conjunction with Strike Team 4. We moved through New York New York, clearing the casino as we moved, 
Mntn yve reached; T;-Mobile Arena to:makb pontacst theirQncg at T-?yiobHe? with : 
their secUrityv who advised that of the bUildihg Were employ thM were.sheitWed in 
place. Security provided access to their surveillance system and a radio to Sgt Reyes in the.event that 
anything suspicious was seen by their security. At that time, we were directed to post up at the New York New 
York parking, garage and provide site security until further notice. 

After several hours, Officer Assalimy and i were released by Sgt. Reyes and reported to the incident debrief at 
the House of Blues Outpost inside the Route 91 venue. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Event#: 171001-3519 

Mandalay Bay Shooting 
SUBJECT, 

DIVISION . DIVISION OF 
refqrting; Community Policing Division OCCURRENCE; Community Policing Division 

DATE & TIME , LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: , 10/02/t 7 OOOO Hpurs OCCURRENCE; 3950 5 Us Vegas BIVD LVN 89119 

NARRATIVE: 

On 10/02/2017 at approximately 0000 hours, i, Officer B. Sakoff F#968l along withOfficer J, Longwell P#9183 
received a phone cafi from our Supervisor K. Rios Jr. P#8422. Sgt, Rips stated there was an active shooter at 
the location of 3950 S las Vegas Slvd (Mandalay Bay) reference LVMPQ Event 171001 -3519 and he tasked 
us to come in on our regular day off to assist with the incident 

At approximately 0030 hours, Officer Longwell and 1 met with It, T. Barrett P#4972 atang with Sgt J. Gentile 
P#4220 which then tasked us to conduct infrastructure checks on hotels and high rises within the northwest 
area.;. . ■ 

Officers secured at approximately 0600 hours after completing the task and without incident. 

Date, and Time $1 Report; 10/Q6/17 123$ hours_ Officer; B. Sakoff p#; 9681 

Approved By; . Officer; P#; 

Signature; 
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OFFICER’S REPORT *#'* f VVfttl 1 V 1 tfw,! 1 w 

Event#; 171001*3519 

Active Shooter Officers Report 
SUBJECT. 

DIVISION 
CCAC 

DIVISION OP 
CCAC REPORTING; OCCURRENCE: 

DATE & TIME 
10/01/2017 

, LOCATION OF 
Route/91 Festival 1 OCCURRED:. OCCURRENCE; 

On the night of Ip/p 1/17, t responded to CCAC to assist in the active shooter response, i arrived at CCAC at 
approximately 0100 hours on 10/02. I teamed up with fellow officers from CC35 and began responding to calls 
fpr service. Officers also stood by near MOM Grand for calls to be dispatched and any additional assignments 
needed. 

Date and Time of Report; 10/11/17 1£0Q : Officer; C. Owensby P#; , 9703 

Approved By: Officer; P#: 

Signature; 
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CONTINUATION 
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first wounded person. He was leaning against the wall and a female was with him using her purse 
strap as a tourniquet on hie flight-arm Where he had a bullet wound. I asked the officer next to me, it 
may have been SGT Porter but Pm not certain, if he had a tourniquet He gave me! one and i placed 
it on the man's right arm. At this point I noticed that he vvas also Wounded in the abdomen. There 
were many people trying to flee in along the moat area at the time and I told him and the female to try 
to get further north. 

At this point I still believed the gunfire to be on ground level bul l didn't think officers were returning 
fire. This led me to believe the shooter was well camouflaged or may be moving to a new location, I 
Kept working my way south watching the area in front of Luxor for any sign of the shooter(s) until 1 
saw Officer Casey Clarkson, who had already been wounded in the neck. He and his partner were 
with several dozen patrons taking cover behind the block walk They correctly believed that the 
shooter was Somewhere in the Mandalay Bay tower. There was a break in the fence line leading to 
the southern end of the VIP area and we formulated a plan to send groups of people through the gate 
and into the VIP area during breaks in the gunfire. They stayed by the wall with the people and I 
moved to the fence opening to wave them through as they ran. It took several trips between bursts of 
gunfire but they all made it through to V1F and north gut of the festival lot. Officers Clarkson and 
Brosnahan then moved north to their vehicle to self-evacuate to the hospital. They ended up loading 
several victims in their vehicle as well 

At this ipofnt i reaU^d th nebded to take off my; reflective traffic^ v 
light towers lining the moat area to help conceal our movements and evacuations. After completing 
this task, I noticed that the gate on the north side of the VIP area was open and i went in there to 
continue to. help evacuate stragglers and wounded. There were still many people in the VIP 
tent/bleacher area and I yelled for them to run north. J worked my way south through the tent where 1 
was met by an unknown off duty US Marshal who offered his assistance. He and I evacuated the 
remainder of the people until we got to the south end of the tent were two ladies were near a wheel 
chair. The handicapped lady who could not walk was laying under some bleachers and her friend 
had the wheelchair. I picked up the handicapped lady and the US Marshal grabbed the wheel chair 
and her friend. We ran the two ladies to the north end of the tent where I handed the handicapped" : 
lady to another person and I told the US Marshal to get them out. 

I don't remember if I ran: back south through the VIP tent or Went back south along the brick wall of 
the moat but I ended up near & large number of casualties near the bathroom area of the VIP area 
and where the tour buses were staged. There Were many off duty fire, police, and military there trying 
to help the wounded. As I arrived many of them asked what they should do and I told them to use the 
pedestrian railing and folding tables as stretchers and carry the wounded out to what turned out to be 
one of the casualty collection points (COP) on Giles just north of Ali Baba next to the church parking 
lot; i organized them into teams and had some of them help convince the people who were able to 
walk/run out to evacuate to the north. 

I made my way further south through the production area and found Officers Meghan Kraut and Orew; 
Krnjjeu guarding about 30 members of the Live Nation staff as well as Jason Aldean and his family. 
There were also more wounded there that we evacuated in a similar fashion as the VIP bathroom 
area above. U was a fairly hardened area that had taken Some Shots but at this point we did not know 
if there were more attackers so we decided to shelter them in place, I also found Officer Tana Gurlre 
and another off duty LVMPO officer who put on traffic vbsts and Were helping with the wounded and 
providing local security, I ensured that they had 360 degree security around the area and determined 
that they were secure to keep the people there. 

Pages 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

officer's Report 
, ’ "Cikl< to Edit Evwff? ;,n ALL Piii^T 

‘W1 
Route 91 Harvest Festival, 

SUBJECT 

Evwnt#: 171001-3519 

DIVISION 
REPORTING; Tourist Safety Division 

DIVISION OP 
OCCURRENCE- Tourist Safety Division 

DATE 4, TIME 
. OCCURRED: 10/1/17 @2200 

location of , 3901 S tas Vegas Blvd Las Vegas, NV 
OCCURRENCE; , . 89109 , 

mEBmm, 

On the night of October 1,2017,1, Officer Timothy Frederick F# 9793, was assigned as the Event 
Coordinator for LVMPD for the Route 91 Harvest Festivals My role was to be a liaison with MGM and 
the Incident Commander, LT Ray Spencer. 

At approximately 21151 briefed the five sergeants assigned to the event on their officers’ roles and 
responsibilities during the festival’s egress, i then made a couple passes through the crowd to 
ensure the officers were dispersed within the crowd. I then went to the Command Post located in the 
n^rth^rn fw|irint, 1 

While waiting to move to pur positions for egress, I, as well as everyone in the CP, heard several 
popping sounds. Based on the fact that sometimes there are pyrotechnics used on stage at concerts, 
I asked the representatives from AdAir, the company Who controls the video cameras at the event, if 
there was pyrotechnics on the stage. As they panned their cameras,! heard the first long burst of 
shots. From my training and experience in the U.S. Army, l immediately realized that it was not 
pyrotechnics but gun fire. • .■ ■ ■ ■ . 

IT Spencer and i immediately exited the CP and saw people running; We heard another burst to the 
south and yelled for the concert goers to run north through Gate 4 which Was near our location. We 
heard additional heavy gunfire to the south. LT Spencer broadcasted over the radio to switch 
channels to our backup radio channel which was CCAG in order to coordinate the response and gain 
additional resources. He and I ran towards Gate 3 which was the main gate for the festival near Las 
Vegas Blvd. During this time, there were continued bursts of automatic gunfire coming from the 
south. At the time, I believed that the gunfire was on ground level near Mandalay Bay and Las Vegas 
Blvd, I didn’t know if any pf our officers were hit of were returning fire with the Shoofeh 

I worked my way south yelling for conceit goersto run away (north) and entered the “meat11 (block 
wall next to the chain link fence of the festival area which keeps patrons off the sidewalk and guides 
them to an entrance/exit) area near gate 2B along Las Vegas Blvd, This is where I encountered the 

Date and Time of Report: 10/1 D/17 0700 Officer: T, Frederick Hi 9793 

Approved By: Officer;; 

SHSWATURe: 
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I left the production area and went back to the area on the west side of the main stage. Many people 
were still asking what they could do to help, I organised more stretcher teams and got more of the 
wounded out, rthen worked my way back through the festival grounds toward to the casualty 
collection point to ensure that there was proper security there for the paramedics and they had ample 
mobility corridors to make it out onCe they had patients. It was at this time that 1 saw many people 
using pickup trucks to self-transport casualties and I advised dispatch to notify the hospitals that 
patients would be coming in private vehicles. 

I’m not entirely sure of the timeline and order of the next set of events but I spent some time 
searching for others to evacuate and once there didn't seem to be any more wounded, i told the off- 
duty police, fire, military to try to see if they could help security at the hotels to the north Since thev ■ving an influx of injured people. I went to the CP to check on Officer Hgtchason and/^B 

with MGM security was in there and needed to coordinate the evacuation of live NailWr 
I talent who we sheltered in place. I went to the COP where I formed a four-man team and 

moved toward the buses/production area. Once there, I met LT Spencer. We decided it was still best 
to keep the people sheltered where they were until we could confirm there was no more threat. I 
Went back put to the field and VIP area to see if there were any more victims and tried to get any 
remaining people to leave the area and head north. 1 also sent my four man team back to the OCR. 

, After sorpe time, I finally returned to the busas/productipn area to evacuate the people sheltered; in 

divide the people into groups to drive them to the Mobile Command Vehicle (MOV) in the church 
parking lot near the COP: I got two officers (one of whom I think was Officer Brian Rich) to escort me 
on the first trip and to provide security once we moved them to the MCV. I broadcasted my intentions 
to dispatch and all the officers on the perimeter to avoid any friendly fire since 1 was driving an 
unknown and unmarked van out of the festival area. Officers Kraut and Krnjeu escorted me to the 
wall near Gate 7 while two other officers followed my van on foot to the MCV. I made at least two 
trips with the van to evacuate the people at the buses. 

At this point the scene becm^^gwbgt static. Command was being setup at the scenes as well as 
the DOG at HQ. I directedand Officer Hutchason to try to get accountability of the 
overtime officers, I stayed on scenefor several more hours to assist with establishing a perimeter 
around the site as well as get officers to relieve the special event officers assigned to the event. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Event#: 171001003510 

Mandalay Bay Active Shooter 
SUBJECT 

division 
REPORTING: TRAFFIC 

.. DIVISION OP , 
OCCURRENCE: CCAG 

DATES TIME 
OCCURRED: , , 10/01/2017 

, LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: , MGM FAIRGROUNDS ■' 

NARRATIVE: 

On 10/0,1/2017 i, Officer M. Potion P#98G0, operating as a marked special events officer 1 69SE was 
conducting traffic control on Giles St and ,f All Baba Ln. While Conducting traffic control with partner d. 
Tennant we started to hear single pops, l thought they were firework, I started to look up into the shy trying to 
see where the fireworks were coming from, ( Believe there were 5-8 pops that were very slow but I remember 
saying to myself where are they in the shy? About 5 seconds later the first round of automatic gunfire started. 

Gur post was in front of gate 5,1 ran down to gate to 6, Gate 6 was where the singers entered into the 
fairgrounds and Went backstage so they could get ready to perform, i knew this would be the closest gate for 
patrons in the fairgrounds to exit out pf. From the sounds of the first automatic gunfire, 1 realized the shots 
were: west ^ unknown; if,inside the. fairground ;or from the Las Vegas Blvd; As t to gate 6... 
( ppt dpt over the radio ‘i 69SE Wia have shots fire, 415A at route to 91 and it Sounds like automatic.firearrn”; 
At this time I reached gate 6 and at the same time the gates Opened and people just started to pour out into 
Giles St. 

As people started to ffow out from gate 6I was unable to made entry into the fairgrounds. People were yelling 
at mOi '‘Where do we go, what is happening,,..” t turned and looked over my shoulder and saw the Hooters sign 
high in the shy and very bright so l just started telling people to run to the Hooters, i knew that there would be 
a better chance for victims to find medical help if they could get out of the immediate area. 

As people were, exiting gate 6 I Was trying to gather information on the shooter; People were telling me the 
shots Were coming from inside the fairgrounds but they could not see wore from. This is when ( went dyer the 
radio and advised dispatch, "We have and active shooter inside the fairground”: I tried to push into the 
fairground to try and see if 1 could get eyes on the shooter. As I pushed into the gate a women was running at 
me with another man. She was supporting the man and she was yelling at me, "He is Shot, my husband has 
been shot please help him"; l looked down and saw that ha had a large hole in the front of his shin and his teg 
was just swinging around, his shinbone Was broken. i grabbed the man and put him up onto my shoulders 
(firemans carry). As l started try and run him out of the fairground, I saw another female running at me. She 
was about 10 feet from me when she was hit by a round to the back of her head and it exited her face. 
Knpwing that from hor Injury she was probably deceased, I continued to run out of the gate with the man 1 had 
already put up on my shoulders. There was a patrol vehicle about 75 yards northeast of gate 5. I placed the 
man down on the ground behind the vehicle and fold him I had to get back in there, I told his wife to get him to 
thp Hooters were medical personnel could help him. Our training for this situation is to run to the shooter and 
eliminate that threat. I still believed at this point there was an active shooter inside the fairgrounds so I made 
entry back inside. 

Date and time of Report: 10/00/2017 @12:45 Officer: M, Poiion P#; 9800 

Approved Bv: Officer;. P#: 
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As I reproached gate 61 remembered to activate my body camera- As I activated the camera more automatic 
gunfire started. As people were exiting the gate it made a perfect fatal funnel. As 1 Was attempting to get back 
inside the fairground,! could see the. rounds striking people as they were trying tp make it to gate 5: 1 went 
behind a small metal pole waiting for the direct gUnfire to stop. When the gunfire stopped I was able to make 
my wpy back into the fairgrounds. A man ran over to me and told me they needed help with a female that was 
down. As i approached l saw a large female down that was unresponsive; The people were asking me to get 
medical attention for her. We grabbed a gray trash bin With wheels on it. I cut off some bags that were on the 
handle and tipped: the bid forward. The patrons lifted the women into the bid and we pushed her outside gate 
3. Once outside gate 61 told the patrons to get her to the Hooter's and that medical personnel were not able to 
get into the area yet. They said ok and took off running with the victim in the bin. 

As I approach gate 6 again i saw a female down just north of gate $ on the outside of thefairgrouhd an there 
was a man laying on top of her. As I approached another man told me that the guy was shot in the back of the 
head, I grabbed the man and tried to roll him over to see if he was responsive. He turned and looked at me 
and said he was dk; Hooked at his head quickly and saw that the gunshot looked to be. a ricochet and it did 
not penetrate the man's skull, i asked if the woman was ok and she stated she wasn’t hit but her husband had 
been shot In the head. The man said he could walk so i told them to get to Hooter's and medical personnel 
were on the way. 

I made entry into the gate 6 again and I believe there was still automatic gunfire at this point As I made entry I 

seVere'injurleS and heeded immediate medical^ really stepped up and Were people that 
they have never met before. Metro couldn’t have done it without their help. They were covered in people's 
blood and never once thought of the danger they were in themselves. Once i was there and 1 had to tell them 
medical help was not coming into the area, they started grabbing victims and lifting them. up. I directed.them to 
gate 6 and told them to run to the Hooter’s where medical personnel would.find them. 

I pushed along the fence even more southbound and as I cam© around a Semi truck trail I found around 75 to 
100 people trying to jump over the 10-foot fence. I directed them to gate s and told them to run to Hooter's, 

The area I started to clear next was a bunch of catering tents and Vans, I came up the eastside of the stage 
area and there were hundreds of people down. Several people were shot in the head or Upper torso. A nurse 
came over to me and asked if she could help. \ asked her if she had any medical Supplies and She did not. 
Tliere was a security guard 1 believe that came over with a medical bag and the nurse Went with hint and 
started to help victims- Once again people were yelling for medial help and ! knew medical personnel was not 
Coming to the active scene, I told people to grab victims and start running for gate 6. Once again l was telling 
them once they exit the fairgrounds they needed to run to Hooter's. 

A man ran over to me and told me there was a woman under the stage and she refused to leave, I wept under 
the stage and started to talk with the lady, At this point the shooting Had not happened in about. 5 minute. So I 
wasn’t sure if there Was a shooter in the fairgrounds or not, I did Know that there was a shooter up on the 32nd 
floor of Mandalay Bay. I told the lady that the phooter was up ih the casino and that she had to get out of the 
fairground to bp safe. She told me she was safe whpre she was and that she realty did hot Want to move. I 
was able to get her to stand up and a security guard came over and helped her leave the fairground. 

The Walkway I was in came opt and emptied into the main standing only area of the fairgrounds, As 1 looked 
out all l could see were bodies on the ground, people screaming for help and once again complete strangers 
helping victims they did not even know. They were in direct line of sight to the 32nd floor, I ran over and 
jumped the metal barriers and started to see who was still alive and Who was not alive. The 419 people we left 
in place and I moved to the next victim, l came up to several people standing around a man that Was shot and 
unresponsive. There were off duty medical personnel and they Were trying to help the man and they were 
once again asking for medical help. They said they could not move the man and he Was close to dying. I 
grabbed one of the metal barriers and laid it down on its side, I told the people to put the man on the barrier 
and use it as a stretcher. Once again they said they could not move the man. l told them if they did not move 
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CONTINUATION 
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man he would die right here, medical personnel were not able to respond into the fairground: l also told them 
to hurry because vye were all right in the line of fire for the 32nd floor. They put the man on the barrier and 
exited the fairgrounds and went to the Hooter's sign, 

The fairgrounds were pretty cleared out about this time. We parted clearing VIP sections and the bar areas to 
make sure we did not have victims shot. We followed a MGM employee that had keys to the trailers and 
restroom^ and we cleared them but: i walked outside the fairgrounds at gate 5 and met up with the Sgt that 
was my supervisor for the special events overtime. By this time reports of active shooters Were pouring into 
911. The Sgt grabbed 4 or 5 of use and formed a strike team < We ran to his vehicle; and Went to the Paris 
Hotel, We cleared the casino floor and made sure there Wes no active shooter, We then went to the CP at 
Las Vegas Blvd and Tropicana Ave, We made another strike team (StrikeTeam 5) made up of 7 Metro 
officers and 5 Fire Fighters. We first went to Paris to look for victims, then the Beflagio. We went to another 
casino after that but I can't remember which one. We ended up at the Mandalay Bay were we staged incase 
they needed more officers to clear floors, 
FVi- '■ ■ ' ' ' '■ ■ 1 ' ' ■ ■■ ■ ■ ■ : ' ' 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: LLV171001003519 

ACTIVE SHOOTER 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: 

DATES TIME 
OCCURRED: 

PATROUDOWNTOWN AREA COMMAND 

10/1/2017 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE: 

LOCATION,OF 
OCCURRENCE: 

PATR0L/BOLPEN 

UMC Truama Center 

NARRATIVE: 

On October l*1, 2017,1 was assigned to Work CCDC overtime,duties at UMC, guarding an inmate.,! was notified by my 

son who was at the scene of the incident and immediately notified the Nurses Station that there was an ongoing active 

shooter incident and there were many casualties that would be transported. The charge nurse immediately notified trauma 

of the incident. 

Knowing that police officers would be needed in trauma, I contacted the Control Room of CCDC and as there,was another 

officer In the room guarding another inmate ! was released to go to trauma and assist. 

Once I arrived at trauma, I made contact with; Captain PLiJMMER and LT GQppwiN! a^d served as a liaison between law 

enforcement-and. the hospital: Part of-my duties.cdhsisted of receiving-an^u of parents bding treated^ 

at UMC Trauma, UMC Emergent Room, and Valley Hospital, Attempt to locate patients that were being treated, and link 

up members of PEAR With UMC Social Work Personnel. : 

In addition, l was notified by UMC medical personnel wheh they could no longer receive additional Wounded victims as the 

hospital trauma and emergency rooms had reached maximum capacity and forwarded; this information to both Captain; 

PLUMMER and LT GOODWIN. 

At one point, a physician's assistant who was performing triage in trauma informed me that the hospital had run otit of 

tourniquets 1 gave him mine and went out and .gathered addltiohat toumiquets from other officers who were performing 

duties on the exterior of the hospital. 

Date and Time of Raped: 

Approved By: ■ 
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Officer; 
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LAS VFGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
. Evert* 171001-361$ 

Active Shooter 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: ., GVB 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE; CCAC . 

DATE & TIME 
occunnsD: 10-01 -17/22133 

LOCATION OF 
, OCCURRENCE; 

3950 S. Las Vegas Blvd Las Vegas, NV 
. 89119 , 

NARRATIVE: ' 

OFFICER INVLOVED: Robert Grantham P# 9841 (GC80) 

RESPONSE TO INCIDENT TIME; 2233 H6urs 

LOCATION RESPONDED TO: South Central Area Command- 
Mandalay Bay Hotel and Casino 

JOB DURING INCIDENT: Clear and secure Mandalay. Bay Valet , ^ , 

On 10-01-17,1 Detective R. Grantham P# 9841, assigned to the1 Drug Enforcement Administration as a Task 
Force Officer,, learned, of the active shooter at approximately. 2215 hours. At approximately 2217 hours i 
grabbed my portable radio and began listening to the radio traffic. At approximately 2233 hours i sent a text 
message to my LVMPD supervisor, SgtT. Stovall, asking where he needed me. After no immediate response, 
1 got dressed and responded to the command post located at South Central Area Command and attached 
myself with a strike team, led by Central Intelligence Unit Sergeant R Whiteiey. 

Once assembled, Gang Unit LT J. Leon, took our strike team and we began making our way on foot to the 
valet area of Mandalay Bay. Once our strike team reached the Four Seasons Drive entrance, we were halted 
and advised due to the Ongoing shooting, that we would load into one of SWAT’s bearcats and continue into 
the valet area. 

At this time, myself, and the other strike team members, loaded into the bearcat and continued ,to the valet 
area of Mandalay Bay. Once arrived, we secured the valet area as Gang Uhit'LT Lepn set Up a hasty 
command post. Once more strike teams began arriving, I was advised by CIU Sgt Whiteiey to imbed myself 
with another strike team and assist with clearing the Mandalay Bay toners floor by floor, searching for other 
injured persons, and possible second shooters. 

Cate and Tima of Report: 10-05-17/1620 Officer;.1.;.R Grantham p#; 9841 

Approved By; . ' Officer: ' . ■ 1 

SKSNATUftE: , . 

LVMPoaa {Rffv.e.<oi) .woRoaoio 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event#; 171001-3519 

On 1Q“2~17^ at approximately 0610 hours; i was relieved at Mandalay Bay and responded to where the 
remainder of my tVMPD Gang unit squad was, I then met with my Sgt, Sgt Stovall, and assisted until he 
released me at approximately 0600 hours. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
event#: LLV17100l00^19 

Officers Report for Active Shooter 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
IAB 

DIVISION OF 
REPORTING; OCCURRENCE: CCAC 

OATES TIMS 
OCCURRED: 10/01/17 

LOCATION OF 
, OCCURRENCE: 3950 Us Vegas Bivd iv( NV set 19 

NARRATIVE: 

Just before midnight t responded to the CP which was located at SGAC in the front parking lot I was asked 
where I worked which i responded with Internal Affairs* i was told to head over to the Thomas and Mack and 
help homicide/CERT with gathering witness statements and assist them with any interviews that may be 
needed* Upon arrival i checked in with the Sergeant in charge and started to assist; While at the Thomas and 
Mack I also assisted with site security, food, drink, and blanket distribution to the evacuees and whatever else 
that was needed* Once the all Clear was given for the people who were staying at the Mandalay Bay that they 
could return to their rooms, we got them to busses and made sure the Thomas and Mack was empty. 

Date and Time of Report: . ,10/06/17 Officer: M*Viskoc P#: 9855 

Approved Sv: Officer: Pi: 

Signature: .. 

LVMPDSa(Bt»V.3/0lj -WOftt>aOiO 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event 171001*3519 

_Route 91 - Active Shooter _._' 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: iso 

DIVISION OF 
. OCCURRENCE: _ Gang / Vice Bureau 

OATES TIME 
OCCURRED: 10/01/2017 2234 hours 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: 

3901 South las Vegas Bivd,, 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89119 ■ 

Qn October I51,2017 at approximately 2224 hours, I Detective J. Gatus P#9868 was notified by my Sergeant 
C. Peck P#6112 of an active shooter at the Route 91 Harvest Festival. I immediately turned on rhy department 
issued radip and began monitoring* Shortly thereafter I gathered my belongings in anticipation of responding 
to the incident Sergeant Peck then called and delegated duties fqr me to contact the entire vice unit for 
response, as he was already on scene. After arrival our squad was assigned ’‘Strike team 44,a with orders to 
monitor the Wynn and Encore properties. 

Date and Time of Report; 10/09/17 1930 hours Officer;_:_J. Gatus 

Approved By: .1... .. .... Officer: .r...... 

, StQNATUnEi ' 

Ffl: 9868 

P#;_. 

UVWIPD 82 {Rov.MI1)♦ WORD 20 JO 



ms VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
'"Oiravto &}i* fWn,T ALL • Event #: 171001-3519 

■ _,_ Active Shooter 
' SUBJECT . " : 1 : ! r 

DIVISION 
REPORTING; ; EAC 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE; . CCAC 

DATE & TIME . LOCATION OF , 
OCCURRED;,_ 1<V01/%0t7.r 2208 . . ■ OCCURRENCE: 3950 $, Ua$ Vegas Blvd 

NARRATIVE; 

On 10/01/2017 I was working EAC as swing-shift patrol, As the alert tones for a possible active shooter rang 
out over the EAC radio channel, I just returned from CCDC and pulled out onto Blue Diamond Rd off of the I- 
15.1 responded to SCAC after CCAC radio traffic advised to grdup there at the command post I slung my rifle 
and donned my helmet while being approached by numerous vehicles fleeing the incident .with victims who had 
gunshot wounds, I gave them directions to area hospitals depending on the severity of their wounds, I was 
grouped with EAC graveyard officers under Sergeant Hee P#f 3584 a$ Strike Team 1. 

As Strike Team 1 , pur first task was to evacuate civilians near the intersection of Four Seasons Dr/Las Vegas 
riBlyd;; yVe guided^; vehicles south dn Las V^as Blvd ;away,^ ; 
maintaining security from any threats. We moved forward to Mandalay Bay Rd/Las Vegas Bivd to check on ■ ^ 
Officers and to see whether they needed more assistance. 

Once the area was clear, we were ordered to assist officers inside the Mandalay with clearing the rear of the 
Michael Jackson theater stage and basement, We cleared the area of any threats and assisted with keeping 
the area secure by posting on any exit which could potentially be accessed by any unknown assailant. We kept 
watch over the approximately 1500 guests inside the theater and the employees behind the theater until they 
could be evacuated safely. • 

Once every civilian and employee was evacuated from the theater, we returned to SCAC CP and were 
relieved. 

Date and Tima of Report; 10/08/2017 - 2330 , Officer; 0, Abraham , 9877 

Approved By: __;_ . ■ . ; Officer;1 , ; ■ ■' ^ ^ ■ P#: ^ ■' 

StGHATUflg; _■_,_ 

LVMPO 03; (Pdv.BW)' WORD 20J0 Ppgei 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
'‘Oftktoi&iff Ewj#AU Event#: 171001-3619 

'C^to^tCWnfnedRflpofl,‘ , uPftfNT*' 
_,_Active Shooter/Mandalay Bay incident , 

SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: Tourist Safety, Division / CCAB 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE: , Tourist Safety Division / CCAC 

DATES TIME 
OCCURRED:, 10-01-2017; 2203 Hrs 

. LOCAtlONOF 
, OCCURRENCE: Mandalay Bay Rd/Las Vegas Blvd, LV, NV 

NARRATIVE: 

On the night of Sunday October 1 **, 20171, Sergeant A* Bauman P#9982 was operating as a marked patrol 
supervisor on graveyard shift (2000-0600 hours) in Convention Center Area Command* My ceil sign was 790 
and I was driving a marked LVMPD Ford Explorer vehicle number CC10505,1 was wearing a LVMPP green 
utility uniform, as is standard uniform for CCAC Rex teams. My team was working a robbery prevention 
operation in the area of Flamingo and las Vegas Blvd and utilized a mixture of plain cars and marked units, I 
was parked in the valet of Bally’s at the corner of Flamingo and Las Vegas Blvd, 

At approximately 2205 hours I heard an overtime unit broadcast information of “shots fired” at the Route 91 
• Ha.^stfeatival across me street from the ;M headed, toward that 
location; my route was LaC Vegas Blvd southbound to Mandalay Bay Road via a Code 3 response’ During the 
approximately 2 minutes it took me to arrive on scene, I heard multiple officers working the Route 91 event 
broadcast information of "multiple victims”, "GSWs to head”, and "many people down”. As I approached the 
intersection of Mandalay Bay Road and Las Vegas Blvd, I heard an officer inside the Route 91 event advise 
over the radio “we have an active shooter inside the fairgrounds!" At this point I. knew we had a confirmed 
active shooter incident and that our first priority should be. to stop the shooter. 

Given this most recent information, I performed a U-turn and parked ajong.the east curb of Las Vegas Blvd, 
Just north of Mandalay Bay, As I parked and exited my vehicle, I stated over the radio: “790 arrived, i‘m gonna 
form a strike team Mandalay Bay Road and the Blvd, I need five officers on me;” Up until this point i did not 
hear any supervisor say anything over the radio regarding assembling resources or creating teams to move 
toward and eliminate the threat As far as I knew I was the first Sergeant to arrive on the scene from a patrol 
standpoint. I knew that forming a team and moving toward the threat was paramount to stopping the carnage. 
My plan was to form up a team and make entry into the venue from the southwest corner of the venue. 

Within seconds of requesting officers to form up on my location, our marked patrpl cars immediately started 
taking, unrelenting automatic fire. When the suspect, began this barrage of gunfire, every officer in this group on 
the street level was either still inside their vehicle or was just exiting their vehicle and was fully exposed, as we 
believed the shooter to still be inside the venue. This barrage of gunfire from behind us sent officers diving for 
cover behind their patrol cars, seeking cover behind the engine blocks and wheels as best as they could. 
Officers maintained these cover positions as best as they could while rounds hit all around us, to include our 

Date and Time erf Report: 10-00-2017; 2100 Hrs Officer: SGTA. Bauman , p*- .9982 

Approved By: ____ , Officer: __ 1 p#;_ 

SHSNATURfi:_ 

LVhliPp$0<flflvH$roi) ,VVOftPKJJO Page 1 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event #: 171001-3519 

patrol oars and the ground around us, it was at this time that orie patrol car away from me l heard an officer, 
later identified to be B. Cook P#15280, say I'm down! i got shot!" This strike team group on the street level 
received unrelenting automatic gunfire, damaging multiple patrol .vehicles. The following are the officers and 
vehicles involved in the initial response to the streeHevei strike team that I formed at Mandalay Bay Road and 
Las Vegas Blvd: 

790; driving marked Explorer vehicle #10605 (not hit by gunfire) 
A. Bauman P#9982 

8M60: driving unmarked Honda Pilot vehicle # 4255 (not hit by gunfire) 
K, Gross P#15348 
C, Gibson P#15353 

3MT7: driving marked Crown Vic vehicle # I7l5 (heavily damaged by gunfire) 
J. Rosales P#16122 

3M13: driving marked Explorer vehicle # 10476 (damaged by gunfire) 
J. Woodruff P#16117 

3M: driving marked Crown Vic vehicle# 10401 (damaged by gunfire) 
J. Haynes P# 14010.:. 
B. Cook P# 15280 

A review of Body Wbm Camera footage of these officers revealed that all of these officers arrived on scene : 
while taking fire at their vehicles, It is clear that as the first arriving team of officers in marked police vehicles at 
Mandalay Bay Road and Las Vegas Blvd, the shooter immediately turned his attention and direction of fire 
onto us. During the barrage of gunfire it was certainly an uncomfortable feeling, but I am glad that we were 
targeted, 1 would much rather have the suspect fire upon us than into a crowd of innocent civilians. To my 
knowledge, the suspect never fired back into the crowd of citizens, and focused his fire on us down on the 
street level. This undoubtedly prevented further loss of life and injuries to citizens inside the venue. To that fact 
alone, I am proud of our actions and response to this incident 

With approximately ten officers now crouched behind patrol vehicles bn the street level, and seeing that an 
officer had already been shdt, I Knew that we were sitting ducks out,in the open. I looked behind me to the east 
and saw a cinderblock waif that Speared to be approximately 4-5 feet in height, f yelled to all the.officers with 
me that they were going to move in teams of two, run toward that waii and jump over it as it would provide 
more adequate cover. Paring breaks in the suspect firing, i directed officers to run from our position over the 
wall where we would regroup and form a plan. Once ail officers were over the wall, j hopped the wall and 
assessed the situation. 

Qh the other side of the wall, I discovered approximately 15 L VMPD Officers and 20-30 civilians. At this time I 
observed Officer Casey Clarkson and that one of my Flex officers, Chris Gibson F#153.53, was tending to 
Officer Clarkson's wound to the side of his neck and was wrapping it with gauze and bandages. Working with 
Sergeant Justin Van Nest P# 14198 we formulated a plan to evacuate the trapped citizens and get them away 
from the wail where we were still taking fire, in teams of 4-5, these civilians were evacuated out of the area and 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POUCE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event #: 171001-3519 

away from the gunfire, A visual survey of this wait days later revealed multiple impacts, meaning that the 
suspect was still firing at our location behind the watL 

At this time, seeing that the civilians were out of harm’s way, ( spoke with Sergeant Stuart Richmond and 
relayed my concern that we need to take teams and work our way irito Mandalay Bay, to which he agreed. We 
divided up the group of officers we; had into two teams, and then used bounding overwatch-type movements to 
run across Ids Vegas Bivd using palm trees and light poles as momentary cover. On the Southwest Corner of 
Mandalay Bay Road and Las Vegas Bivd, my team observed two citizens that Were crouched down and not 
moving. Fearing that they may have been struck by gunfire, my team performed a downed-citizen rescue and 
carried these two citizens back to safety away from Mandalay Bay. My team then ran back to where Sergeant 
Richmond was located: Our, two teams made it to the front entrance Of Mandalay Bay and held, on the main 
doors that enter onto the casino floor due to SWAT announcing that they were setting off an explosive breach 
on the suspect*s door. 

Once SWAT breached the Suspect's door, it was announced that there was a suspect down. However, it was 
still uncertain if there were more suspects. As a result, Sergeant Richmond and i took our teams inside 
Mandalay Say and began clearing the casino floor area and the front registration desk, bell desk, VIP desk, 
and back of the house areas. We continued this action until being told by SWAT to hold our positions and await 
'.^Vni9:;r^j^yed.by:S^_A i,:,pay.-,,■ 

Cbmmdnd Post aiidtinked.up with; LT John Leon P#5^64: ahd -gave him ah infeirfgehce-data dump, t w 
relived to gather up my team and reassemble and assess their wellbeing. 

Once ensuring my team was all accounted for, I heard radio traffic that the Mandalay Bay has approximately 
1,200 citizens sheltering in place inside the Michael Jackson "ONE" Theatre. 1 walked to this, theatre to see 
how. I could assist and met with the only Sergeant at that location, Steven Skenandore P# 13341. For 
approximately the next 90 minutes 1 assisted Sergeant Skenandore with an evacuation of the Michael Jackson 
theatre using CAT busses. Once this evacuation was underway, I was requested to return back to my.patrol 
vehicle which was still parked at Mandalay Bay Road and Las Vegas Bivd to determine if it had been struck by 
gunfire. I remained at this location until relieved at approximately 0700 hours. 

Two days later* while on ABX roster activation f 2-hour shifts, I returned to the location of Mandalay Bay Road 
and Las Vegas Bivd to look for arty possible video coverage of the incident At this location I discovered two 
cameras that might be of assistance for investigators - at this tjme 1 am unsure if these have already been 
checked, but they were the two cameras that would have best captured the incident at the street level. Pictures 
are below to aid with identification. 





LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 

Mandalay Bay Active Shorter 
SUBJECT 

Event'#: 171001 "351$ 

DIVISION . .DIVISION OP 
KEFORTiNQ: Homeland Security Division , occurrence: Tourist Safety Division 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: . , 10/01/2017 2205 HR$ OCCURRENCE: $950 3, La$f VSgas Blvd LV, NV , 

NARRATIVE: 

At 2214 hqur$t the SWAT/CNT notification system was activated directing ail personnel assigned to the teams 

to report to SCAC - Command Post (OP). My assignment that night was as an intelligence officer for the Crisis 

Negotiation Team, Part of my responsibilities during this investigation was to gather intelligence into the 

suspect and to determine if there were any other suspects. 

During this time tspokewith^^MBpiWho is aSecurity Manager; at the Aria.®^^ provided me with 

room information for the suspect S^pformed me that Paddock was registered for two rooms, 32134- 

Mary Lou Danley and 32135* Paddock both set to check out on October 2nd- He also provided me with a 

phone number for Danley based off ot her player's card. That phone number was also 

provided me with the address of with the 

entire history for when Paddock and/or Danley stayed at any MGM property.; v 

I continued to work until 0600 hours at the CP as part of CNT. 

Date and Time of Report: w , 10/09/2017 @0700 hours Officer: , 0-JaPPC P#: ■ 3992 

Aooroved Bv: Officer: Rfc ' 

Signature: 

IVMPP ?2 <R#v.8/0i) * WORD SO 10 



LAS VEGA5 METR0P0UTAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Event#: LLV171001-3519 

ROUTE 91 FESTIVAL OFFICER'S REPORT 
, i ' ; , ' SUBJECT | ' ^ ^ 

DIVISION 
REPORTING:_ Traffic 

DIVISION OF 
occurrence: , , Convention Confer 

DATE a TIME location OF 3901 $T Us Vegas B|v(Jvtas Vagas, NV 
OCCURRED;_ 10/1/17 2305hr$ ■ ' , ■ OCCURRENCE: 89109 

Narrative: 

On 10/1/17 at approximately £205 hours, I Officer Campbell, operating as marked traffic unit T397 along with 
Officer Oscar, T398, heard the radio traffic for an active shooter on convention center area command atthe 
Mandalay Bay- We went towards the scene arriving at Las Vegas Boulevard and Russell. Various medical 
units were staging in that area and we were asked to assist in protecting the area as medical units prepared to 
go in to the scene and render aid. We also assisted in moving the crowd of people exiting the Mandalay Bay 
further south down Las Vegas Boulevard to safer areas/ 

... After the. threat was. stopped py SWAT units wp,were;then ditched ^ Paradise to. redirect..., 
■ traffic away from the crime scene to help preserve it and allow thbse'in the scene to work within it /-4:\ ■/' 

Data and Tima of Report , . IQ/7/17-193Qhr$ Officer: R Campbell F#; ■. 14047 

Approved 8/: Officer; ' P#: 

Signature: 

LVMPD S2 (Rov.flA)!) 4 WORD ?0l0 Page i 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICERS REPORT 
Event#;' LLV171001003519 

._ , , ACTIVE 3HOQTER _i 
■ ■ , SUBJECT 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING: DTAG OCCURRENCE: . „ . QCAC - ■ ■ 

, , LOCATION OF 
1Q-0M7 230$ . : , OCCURRENCE: 3950 8, LAS VEGAS 6LVD,IVt NV 89H9 

NARRATIVE; ■ 

**”**“*‘BW.C AVAILABLE******* 

On 10-01 “17 at approximately 2150 hours, 1 Officer B, Assalimy P#14062 and Officer M. Pretti P#9639 
reported to the Hakkasan nightclub inside the MGM grand for bur assigned overtime. Within the first few 
minutes of arriving, we heard the radio traffic of a415A / active shooter at the Harvest Festival. 

We immediately ran to our, patrol vehicle.and drove in the direction of the Mandalay Bay to assist pn the call, 
Due to the radio traffic of a person shooting out of the Mandalay Bay windows, I made the decision to stop the 

. patrol vehicle on las. yegas Blyd.iii ;the sputhbound lanes between the-EXcat^ hotels'td Make a ••: 
tactical approach to Mandalay Bay on foot Prior to approach, I retrieved the shotgun from the patrol vehicle 
and secured the vehicle, Pretti and I then ran towards the Mandalay Bay as I observed citizens running away 
from the Mandalay Bay. 

DATE a TIME 
OCCURRED; 

A short time later, we heard a loud burst of gunfire. We did not know if we were the targets and the gunfire 
was aimed in our direction so we took cover behind a palm tree in front of the Excalibur Hotel, As soon as the 
repeating, gun fire stopped, we immediately decided continue forward towards the Mandalay Bay and to run in 
the direction towardswhere the sounds of gunfire was coming from. As soon, as we began running again, a . 
second longer burst of gunfire ensued. Due to the lack of cover in our area, we had no choice but to continue 
running towards the Luxor Marquee which was approximately 40-50 yards away from Us and also in the same 
direction of the gunfire. 

We arrived at the Luxor Marquee which is on the west sidewalk of Las Vegas Blvd just after the gunfire 
stopped again, At this time, there was mass confusion due to the broadcast radio traffic and citizens running in 
ail directions. We believed that there was possibly another shooter inside the Harvest Festival which was 
directly apross the street from our location, We stopped behind the cover of the Luxor Marquee to formulate 
our next plan- We directed citizens to take cover at our location because they were panicking and running in 
the direction of the Mandalay Bay and towards the gunfire. A third burst of continuous gunfire erupted. We 
believed the citizen were in danger and assisted them in taking cover next to us. Within minutes we had 
approximately 25-30 terrified citizens safely protected behind cover despite the gunfire With more running 
towards our voices and our directions, . 

Date and Time of Report: _10*07*17/0829 Officer: B. ASSALIMY F*: 14062 

Approved By: Officer; , ■ P#: 

SKWATUKE; 

LVMPD SjS (Rpv.Mt f 1. WORD 20)0 Page i 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event#; UV171001003S19 

In addition, we prevented additional southbound vehicle traffic on the las Vegas Slvd from entering into the 
line of sight of the gunfire when we directed the Vehicles to stop driving southbound and to take cover next to 
us. Several minutes lapsed without gunfire. Officer Pretti provided cover as i left from behind cover and 
approached a Luxor security officer who was clearing the Luxor valet i directed the security officer with a plan 
to get the citizens out of the area safely; The security officer opened a gate which lead to an underground 
parking area* approximately 20 yards north of our location. I returned to the Marquee where Officer Pretti and 
many citizens were taking cover, Officer Pretti and J then worked together tp provide cover while directing the 
scared citizen towards; greater safety. Officer Pretti and i then directed the citizens to run to the open gate and 
go the underground valet area and did so safely. 

At this time, another plain clothes Officer as well as another uniformed Officer joined our location. With the ; 
citizens in safety, we formulated apian to enter the Luxor and make our way to the Mandalay Bay via a 
pedestrian bridge inside the Luxor Hotel, In order to reach the closest entrance to the hotel, we had to leave 
our cover and approach the valet area entrance, The plan was put into action and we moved towards the yalet 
area. Prior to our entrance to the hotel, wp were again approached by a security officer who stated that a 
suspicious Audi was parked directly in front Of the entrance with wires sticking out of it and he believed it had a 
bomb inside. 

We: tactically; retreated down the same path approached with arid I advised LVMPD Dispatch via radio 
broadcast of the possible bomb threat in the Audi in front of the Luxor valet 1 also updated Dispatch to advise 
Officers to not use. that entrance. In air the confusion, Officer Pretti and I got separated from the other two 
Officers who recently joined us. Officer Pretti and i took cover behind parked patrol vehicles on Las Vegas Blvd 
in front of the Luxor. Dispatch then broadcast another active shooter in the New York Hotel with a suspect 
heading towards the Excaiibur Hotel, which was directly towards our location. Several other active shooter 
calls were also broadcast at different Las Vegas Strip hotels ih our immediate area;: 

As we were formulating out next plan, Strike Team 3 lead by Sgt L, Reyes approached northbound on foot 
from South Central Area Command and was heading towards the New York Hotel. We joined the Strike Team 
which was tasked with clearing the New York Hotel. We made our way through the hotel and cleared the main 
flbor and got citizens who were sheltering in place to either remain inside or to continue running to a safe 
location away from the; Mandalay Bay. The team was then tasked with reporting tp ^Mobile Arena and provide 
site security for the reminder of the night. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Events LLV171001003S1S 

Active Shooter Routs 91/Mandalay Bay 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: , Petrol/Events Planning 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE: ■ CCAC 

DATE 4 TIME 
OCCURRED; 10/01/17 2200 

LOCATION OF , 
OCCURRENCE: /, MGM Villiage 

On lO/Ol/l 7, I, Sergeant H, Porter P#t4086> was operating as an overtime sergeant for the Route 91 Country 

Festival as the East side traffic sergeant.: I was at the North gate where the talent entered along Reno just East 
of Las Vegas Bivd. Shots were heard and l immediately, grabbed two units and began making our way to the 

main stage area telling people to run out of the venue away from the area of gun fire. We worked our way to 
the West side of the venue and continued to push people out for evacuations and keep the crowd moving from 

gun fire. Multiple injured civilians were encountered and we ordered them tp get to a safe place or the medical 
tent where they could be helped by medical personnel. I gave one medic my tourniquet to place it on a female 
victim. I then assisted in clearing out stragglers in the event and event staff out of the venue. 

An active shooter was then reported by a vice sergeant at the Paris Hotel and Casfrio. I quickly assembled a 
strike team and went to assist in clearing the Paris Hotel. After clearing the hotel and discovering it was 
unfounded, 1 took my strike team to Tropicana and Las Vegas Blvd where we paired with a team of fire fighters 
and created a force protection unit. We conducted force protection for Paris, Beilagio, New York New York, 
and Mandalay Bay. After completion.pf, leading the strike team/force protection team I responded back to the 

venue where I assisted in coordinating a perimeter around me MOM Village to. prevent people from reentering 
the venue or taking pictures. 

I was relieved by day shift units and reported for debrief with Captain Larkin and Lt. Spencer. 

Dale and Time of Report: 10/07/17 #015 Officer: H. Porter p#:.1,4086 

'ApprovedBy: , , 1 , Officer: , , , ,1 ' ?#: 

StQNATVftg: _ 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event-#; LLV171001003519 

Route 91 Festival Shooting , 

DIVISION DIVISION OF ' ' ■ . 
REPORTING; Patro1/SEAC/SE35 ,, OCCURRENCE: ■■ Tourist Safety Division 

■   ....... ..^i|i      im^wy^linT ■ ■:■ 

DATE ft TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: , 1P/01/2Q17 £300, , , , OCCURRENCE: .3901 $. las Vegas Bivd LVN891Q9 

NATOM; 

Qn 10/01 /20171, Officer V, Diasparra, P#14104, was at homo when I began receiving text messages 
and phone calls from co-workers and friends about an: active shooter on the strip, i am currently assigned to 
the Southeast Area Command FLEX Team/My immediate Supervisor Sgt. w. Gitalin, R#6408, advised our 
squad that it we wanted to head into work, to help, we could do so. Officer Mermini, P#T5610, and I responded 
to SEAC at approximately 2300 hours. At the direction of Sgt. Qiblin, Officer Mermini and i drove a department 
unmarked plain vehicle, #3493, to South Central Area Command, where the command post and staging area 
had been established. 

combined with approximately 3-4 firefighfers/paramedics to createa Force Protection Team. The team, ted by 
Sgt. Fryman, walked to Mandalay Bay, checking the area for injured citizens and other suspects. Once at 
Mandalay Bay, two SWAT officers joined the team. The team then entered the casino and began clearing the 
insidd looking for injured citizens and suspects. The team eventually staged inside the Michael Jackson 
theatre, and then moved to the north side of the Casino, outdoors, as the theatre was evacuated. 

The team eventually, walked back to South Central Area Command and staged, to await a further 
assignment. Officer Mermini and ! were later told by Sgt. Fryman to report back to. SEAC. Officer Mermini and I 
then reported back to SEAC, where Sgt. Giblin was present. 

Pate and Time of Report: 1,0/12/2017 Officer: , V. Dlasoarra P#: .14104, 

Approved By; Officer: H: 

Signature: 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event *: 171001-3519 

_Active Shooter. Mandalay Bay__ 
~ - ' : “T SUBJECT “ * 1 : : 

DIVISION _ . DIVISION OF 
reporting: Detention Services Division OCCURRENCE: . Detention Sen/ices Division , 

DATES TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: ; TQ/01 /gQt 7 09P0 hour# . , OCCURRENCE: Mandalay. Bay . . 

NARRATIVE: 

On Monday, October 02,2017, at approximately 0900 hours, I Officer G. Iverson P#14145 was notified via the 
news of the active shooter crisis that had occurred during the night hours On October 01,2017. 

As soon as I realized the severity of the situation that had occurred, I called Sgt. Miranda who was the 
Sergeant in the South Tower of CCDC to see where I could assist in helping the department and the 
community, l was, notified to report tp Clark County Detention Center for coverage in the jail 

I arrived at the jail before 1000 hours and 1 worked in.south tower in a movement post until 1700. hours* 

Date and Time of Report: _10/06/2017/0904 hr$ Officer: C. IVERSON f#; 14145 

Approved By; _ $gt. Miranda Officer: _■ 

SKSNATUrEJ _ ,_ 

UVMPD 8* {Rov,a/0»> - WORD 2010 Page 1 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTWENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event *: 171001-3519 

Route; 9t active shooter 
. ■ ■vi r 7 

DIVISION 
REPORTING; 130 

. DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE; ISO 

DATE & TIME 
OCCURRED: Id-01-17/2202 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: 3950 S; Las Vegas Blvd, LVN, 89119 

NARRATIVE; 

Synopsis 

Active Shooter from the Mandalay Bay Hotel Casino during the Route SI Harvest test with mess casualties 
and MACTAG response- 

■ DETAILS . , . ' ' ' , , 

1, A. Hefner P#l4l64, was working overtime at UMG on my RDO's on Sunday night 10r-01-17 at approximately 
: \ • 2230 hrs; when I recalled a fext Bhoo^ at tl^ Rou^ Haiy^st fast 1 contact^ :'r; 

Lieutenant, John Leont and notified my squad for mobilization for those who wefe available;! was requested to 
respond to the CP, notified those who were available from my squad to respond to the CPt and arrived at 
SCAC CP, Myself along with Sgt Andrew Burnett put together an 11 man Strike Team #35, consisting of 
members of Gang Unit Squad G30, C1U, and North Las Vegas Police Department members; We were 
assigned to provide security around a potential VBID at Reno / Las Vegas Blvd west of. The vehicle was 
deemed safe and we staged there in place to await further deployment We were later deployed to provide site 
security at the Treasure Island Hotel / Casino until we were relieved by day shift units 

WMPO M (Rtwfiflll) - WORP Page 1 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
171001 “3519 

_\_ Active, Shooter incident 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING: . " 11 OSES ■' ' ■ OCCURRENCE: ■ , ' , . " SHAG 

DATE & TIME location of 3186 S. Maryland p'kwy;,Us Vegas, NV 
OCCURRED: 10/01/17 2355HRS OCCURRENCE: 89109 

NARRATIVE: 

On October 1 2017 at approximately 2355 hours ], Officer J.Shevlin p#i 4182 responded off duty tp 
assist with helping a relative who is off duty metro officer Depierro, Melodic PQ#9027 at sunrise hospital (3186 
S Maryland Pkwy, Las Vegas, NV 89109), Officer Depierro was attending the Route 91 festival when a male 
friend she was with got hit by gun fire from the active shooter incident. Officer Depierro then took this friend to 
sunrise Hospital. She asked me to respond due to her being unarmed and the south portion of sunrise hospital 
not being secured. Upon my arrival to sunrise i linked up with Officer Depierro, got her a department shot gun 
out of a patrol vehicle, and helped uniformed officers secure the south entrance of the hospital. After ©peaking 
on the phone with my supervisor, SGT A.Burnett P#7G64, she advised me that it would be best if I wpnt home 
\om\: soma sleep clue# bavipifApprpxi0;i.?Q,'. 
entrance had: multiple uniformed officers securing it and Officer Depierro and I left Sunrise hospital.. • - 

Date and Time of Report: 10/15/17 0930 HRS Officer; J.Shsviin p#: 14182 

Approved By: A.Burnett Officer: P#: 

Signature; 

LVMPD BZ (Rov.e/01) ♦ WORD 8010 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Ewnt#; 171001^3519 

Mandalay, Active Shooter _1 , ■ 
. “ SUBJECT 1 ! ~ 

DIVISION ■ DIVISION OF . 
REPORTING; Patrol . , , OCCURRENCE; __ DTAC 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED; 10/01/17 2^13 , OCCURRENCE;. Route 91 ........i 

mmiiys;' . 

ON 10/01/17 at;2313,' I Officer E Sokplowski 14190 along with Officer Byington 10315 responded to our 
Mactac location where we then had a Mactac activation. Once we donned all of our gear, we meet up with the 
rest of the squad and conducted foot patrol oh Fremont Street Experience, We stayed oh Fremont Street fill 
approximately 0730 hours the next day. 

Date arid Time of Report: 10/01/17 2213 Officer; SokOlowskf P#: 14190. 

Approved By; Officer; ■ F#: 

Signature: 

Pflgel LVMPD S3 {Rffv,8/01) ♦ WORD 2010 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICERS REPORT 
Event#: 171001-3519 

Route 91 Festival 
SUBJECT . 

DIVISION OIVISION.OF 
REPORTING: , 1 Traffic , OCCURRENCE: QCAG/Fatro) 

DATE* TIME , LOCATION OF , 
OCCURRED: ■;_lQ-Ql-17/£gQ8hts OCCURRENCE: . 3050 S Us Vegas BN, LNV 

NARRATIVE: , 

On id-0M7 at 2£30 houre I logged on as marked motor unit T192 to the NVVAC channels As I togged on for 
service the active shooter event near Mandalay Pay had been active for approximately 20 minutes, Due to the 
timing of my shift start and the events that had taken place multiple motor units from TR11 rallied at the NWAC 
to receive further instruction as to our deployment to. assist with, the incident 

Ultimately we were directed to meet as a squad at the Traffic Bureau and stand-by for further direction. While 
at the Traffic Bureau l was assigned to an auto collision to take a report for partiesinvolved. Upon completion 
of the report I returned back to traffic and was later assigned to assist with traffic control on Trppicana, east of 

While performing traffic control on Tropicana I was advised by 624TA to go tp Sunrise Hospital to assist with 
the escort of Fallen Officer C, Hartfield from Sunrise Hospital to the Coroner’s office. Upon completion pf the 
assignment we were released to return home as day shift units had taken over traffic control, responsibilities. 

Collin Schneider #14195 
Traffic TR11 

Date and Time of Report: 10-1 -17/2208 Officer: G, Schneider p#; 14195 

Approved By: R. Anderson #8006_Officer: _.- p#: , 

SidMATdfte: , _ 

LVWIPD 62 (fiev.W) • WORD B0i0 Rage 1 



‘'Click to Edit Oate/Tfme of Report'1 

LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
"Click to Edit Event#on ALLpages" Event#; LLV171001003S19 

■ "PRINT" 

DIVISION DIVISION. GF 
Reporting:_Homeland Security Division , occurrence; Tourist Safety Division 

DATE & TIME , LOCATIONOE 
OCCURRED;_, 1Q/Q1/2Q17-2g03HQum OCCURRENCE: 3950 S las Vegas Bivd 

, NARRATIVE; ' 

On 10/06/2017 at approximately 0740 hours* Detective C. Stuart P# 14193 of the las Vegas 
Metropolitan Police Department (LVMPD) Counter Terrorism Section (CTS), Initiatecf a telephone conversation 
withMHHNHH at the request of It; Fred Haas of same. flMMMtflwas identified to me by It. Haas as 
being WHfcofthe deceased suspect, Stephen Craig Paddock (DOB 04/09/1953)* of the Route 91 
incident. U. Haas stated that^l had information, he wanted to pass onto investigators of the LVMPD. 
Detecriv^tuart was provided the number otflRMMB1 by It* Haas. A male responded arid stated, 'This 
is Detective Stuart identified himself as apptective with the LYMRp: ^j^dunded very 
embtibnal and began .rambling about how he may be the executor of his brother's estate and how he wants to 
make.jsurethat his brothers assets are protected; - • v.;/-:, ; - 

stated that he would like to create a trust from the remaining assets of his brother’s estate that . 
would go directly to the victims. He paused for several seconds and sounded like he was trying to keep from 
crying.^p went onto state that his brother was good to: his family and even mentioned leaving assets to them 
but he believes that his brother has no will. He talked about the condition of his brother's residence in 
Mesquite, NV after the search warrant that was recently served and was concerned because the garage Was 
destroyed. He fears the homeowners association will: t?y to place a lien on the property.^^mentioned that: 
there may have been casino.chips within.the residence and stated that he doesn’t.know if police removed them 
from the property? Again, reiterated that he just wants to make sure that there is money left over for the 
victims. fPpaused againTned to talk but was sniffling and took Several more pauses before he spoke again. 
He stated that if he could just make sure that his brother’s assets will be safe he will go to the media and teti 
them his intentions of creating a trust and donating any remaining assets to the victims. 

■^stated that he is willing to cooperate with police. He spunded upset, and asked in. a stronger tone, 
’’why hasn’t anyone called me". He apologised and said I didn't mean to raise my voice but that He doesn't 
understand why we have not called to talk tp him. He. stated, Hs it the media, arid is it part of your 
Investigation?” I^again rambled about being the executor of his brother's estate arid how his brother does 
not have a Wilt, Me then became emotional and slightly raised his voice again stating, "1 want to Help out, I see 
what the media is saying, of course he scoped out other places". Defective asked what he meant by that^l 
stated, Ml don’t know anything else about that, 1 don't know specifics about anything that happened," 

^•stated that he can help us, he has passwords to his brother’s electronic devices. He stated he 
worked as hie brothers IT person for 26 years.^fcstafed feet he sent a text message with several passwords 
to an "FBI contact” stated again he doesn't know why or how it happened but can help investigators 

Date and Time of Report; 10/06/2017 * IQSQHoUfS_ officer; C. Stuart P& 14193 

LVMPD 62 (Rov.e/01 > • WORD 2010 Page 1 



IAS VEOAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Evsnt#: LLV171001003519 

understand how his brother's mind works. He stated that he worked in real estate with his brother for 20 years,/ 
that he understands how his mind worked. stated that he would always call his brother to the dirty work as 
a property manager. *\ can tell you what type of gloves he wore, cotton brown garden gloves "^[►paused 
again, sounded emotional and stated, my mom heeds his ashes, when will she get his ashes? 

stated, do you know he had an ex-wife, of course you know. He stated that she has a vested 
interest with his brother in a real estate holding here in: Las Vegas; it’s called Paradise LLC. He again reiterated 
that it's in Las Vegas ,1^ stated that his family did business together. That he was ih the real estate business 
with his brother, that they had property in Texas.^p stated that it was a tough business.^p stated they 
retired from real estate arid that his brother retired with a lot of money. He stated that they sold all the family 
holdings including that of his mother 

^pagain stated that he could help detectives and explained how his brother’s, mind works. ”1 know you 
guys are working with a profiler I cpuid talk to them arid try to help them understand." p^began rambling 
about how we shouldn't be investigating: any foreign entities^ He said don't wony about Saudi Arabia, you wilt 
not find anything. PPstated that you may find something but only because he invested at arms distance or 
had shares in nr^ny real estate deals. Detective askedpfcwhen the last time he was contacted by a Detective 
was, PPstatecfthis morning by and PBI rep, He stated, "dp you know what, he told me, why,, he hadn't gotten 
back tb me?'1 He said the Agent told him that his phone had been on silent, 

4^»stated that his brother didn’t care about what he looked like or how. he dressed. Again PI stated, 
will, help-I. He said,he would, come out tp.Las Vegas on.his.own expense. He stated he wouldn!t have to be 

-provided housing because his in-taws.ttve-off of Sahara Avenue, "but you already know this, you know a lot of -: 
things about me and my family, this.conversation is probably being recorded," he stated. ^jUtated, "I know 1 
am a suspect, you can’t find,anything, he has no tracks, he knows how,to hide thiiigs,MlPWent onto state that 
the piece of paper in.his brother's room at Mandalay Bay was nota.suicide note. He said it probably read, 
"Ruck you guys, you trvto figure this out!1**Stated, "He was fucked up at this point, fuck God, fuck 
civilization, just evil.” Vpaused and apologized for getting sc worked up. He started to .talk in a more soft 
voice and said, "no ope knows What caused him to change, no one knows how hfs mind works, but I could tell 
you," 

^^tatedihat people don’t understand, that his. brother would purchase the very best rifle but wouldn’t 
like to shoot it because he wouldn’t want to get it dirty, to have to clean it He wanted to make sure that it was 
pristine so it would fire properly, instated that his brother would by brand new cars all the time.because the 
purchase would come with free oil changes. He said that instead of having to pay; for an oil change: be would 
just buy a new car because the purchase would come with more free oil changes. 

JBPtated that he hopes someone will call hint He needs to make sure things are taken care of and 
that arrangements :are made to get his brothers body^p stated that his mother would like his ashes. 
Detective tok^pthat he would make sure that this conversation is addressed. He said that we need to create 
a "safe word" so that he knows he is talking to the right people when we call again. He said let's make if . * 
"Stuart, Detective Stuart." 1 told him that 1 Would, makb sure that I pass that information along as well. 

This concluded our telephone conversation. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Wl #i 1/1001^3519 

Mandalay Bay Shooting 
subject 

DIVISION , DIVISION OF 
REPORTING:__ ISO_ OCCURRENCE: , , PATROL/GCAQ 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF . 
OCCURRED; ■_ 10/Q1 fe017/ 2208. OCCURRENCE: '.■ Mamjafoy Bay Hotel Casino 

NARRATIVE: 1 

On October 01,2017, at approximately 2215 hours, Dot, Ft; Moreno W922, Pet J. Vance P#9004 and myself 
Pet S. Price P#7207 had just finished lunch and learned of the event unfolding at Mandalay Bay. Del R* 
Moreno and Vance quickly exited the parking lot and activated their emergency equipment (lights/sirens) and 
proceeded south on Sammy DaVis Dr. to Mandalay Bay, then onto South Central Area Command (SCAC) as 
ordered via the 1C. I was delayed by on coming and subsequent vehicle traffic associated with the 
event, While on-route to SCAC, we assigned ourselves GC20 Del Moreno, GC24 Dot. Vance and myself 
GC22 to the event; I quickly turned my radio back to SCAC and CCAC and began listening for additional 
updates. A flood of information was being put over the air initially detailing mass casualties and the presence 

responded to SCAC and reported to the command post for assignment. I was delayed in traffic and joined a 
later strike team headed by Sgt, T. Stovall P#7415. 

1 arrived at Tropicana and LV BLVP (west of). I deployed on foot on a road west of the Excalibur, The road 
was between Excaliburand the parking structure to the west. I started making my way to Mandalay Bay. 
Citizens were flowing down the roadway and 1 began screening them, for Weapons and diverting them to , 
Tropicana. 

1 joined Sgt. Stovall and his strike team. Reports started coming in of an active shooter, in the Excalibur so we 
diverted to it for a moment We were subsequently joined by GVB Detectives Andrew Hefner, Michael 
O'Connor, and Tyler Andrus. A report of an active Shooter crossing the sky bridge from New York, New York, 
to the Excalibur was broadcast. My element moved quickly to evacuate the area around the exit to the sky 
bridge at Excalibur and prepared to engage the suspect. The report proved to be false arid we again began 
moving south again to Reno and LV BLVD. (west of) on the north side of the Luxor. ■1 

A VEBED was reported to the east of our position, therefore, we set up a position of edutainment until bomb 
technicians, arrived to render it safe. Our team stayed at the Luxor Hotel (north) and, maintained that ground for 
the remainder of the event, We maintained the positions we held, at the Luxor and Excalibur and diverted 
traffic and citizens from the area. 

Date ancrnma ef Report; 10/08/2017 Officer:.;.Price ■ ■ Fff; 7207 

Approved By: .■...'. ' _ ■.'.'.. '. Officer: ■' .t.. .' Ffl: . .!.. 

SKSHATUttE: . 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 

Homicide 

Event#: 171001-3519 

SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: 

DATE & TIME 
OCCURRED: 

NARRATIVE? 

Airport 

10/01/17 2205 hours 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE: 

location of 
OCCURRENCE; 

CCAC 

Routs 91 Festival Area 

OnOctoberJ 
with 
the back otThe 

Officer D. Hunkins P# 7309, attended the Route 91 Country Music Festival 
t approximately 2205 hours, we were standing on the east side near 

around the main stage- I heard what sounded like a string of fireworks go off from the 
west side- t could,see people on the west side of the crowd starting to move and stir around/1 told ^fplk 
didn't sound loud enough for gunshots. After only about 5 to 15 seconds, there Was a second burst of bangs, 
but it still didn’t seem loud enough for gunshots. By now,; about half of the crowd had begun to run and scatter. 

'saw two people fall to the ground about twenty feet from us near the.back center.of the main stage 
drdwd/^ andibefe by Ihe-crpWd of p^pld running,: 
As we approached, l could see the closest girl had blood oh her and there wad someone kneeling down with 
her, We went to the second girl. As I knelt down 1 could see the victim was a. middle age female with a 
gunshot wound to the head. She was not responsive or breathing, I told ^Pbwe are going to run and don't 
stop, until i tell you. 

We exited the festival area on the easfside south exit onto Reno, i ran with her. and she grabbed at least one 
other girl, telling them I was a cop and to follow us, Orice we had made it the southeast corner pf the Tropicana 
Hotel, 1 could see there was enough cops between her and the festival area and felt comfortable leavjng her 
arid the unknown girl. The unknown girl had lost her boyfriend in the chaos so^HMstayed with her. I told 
them 1 would be back and not to go anywhere so t could find her after. 

I then started running back towards the festival area where I was stopped by an unknown male who handed 
mp a bandanna. I made it probably five seconds before I ran into first injured person who had been shot in the 
arm/ it was a non-arteriai bleed, so i tied the bandanna on the wound and directed him to continue running to 
the back of the Tropicana Hotel. . 

i then tried to join a two man team of unknown Metro Officers to re-enter the festival area to get more 
wounded, but they were positioned behind a patrol car on Reno and were not moving, I observed unknown 
Metro Officer in a bike uniform running into the festival area, so i joined behind him Identifying myself as an 
Off-Duty police officer and used terminology suph as "with you" so he would recognize I was an officer. We set 
Up behind an already formed strike team in a five man uniformed stack/containing myself and what appeared 

Date and Time of Report; 1Q/10/17U00 hours, Officer: D, Hunkins F#: 7309 

Approved By: # Officer:, 

Signature: 

f#; 

LVWD 62 (Rov.&Ol) * WORD 2016 Pape 1 



US VEGAS METROPOLITAN PQUCE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event #: 171001-3519 

to be a bartender from the event, i tried to get the torn to push forward so the bartender and I opuid pick-up 
wounded, but the team leader advised me the team wasn't moving. 

At that time approximately, 10 to 15 minutes after the initial shooting had begun, I observed citizens pushing 
wheelbarrows used for moving ice with bodies in them towards the Reno exits, I immediately ran to the exit 
where there was a make shift triage area against the Oast fence along Reno near the dirt parking lot entrance. 
The first victim I came across was a female in her 20’$ not breathing, 1 immediately started chest 
compressions and an unknown male was giving the victim breaths., We worked for several minutes on the 
female before a member of Medic West checked her vitals; The medic stated "She is dead. Move on/' 

I spent approximately 20 minutes at the make shift triage area providing what medical assistance i could and 
helped to load wounded victims into cars that were pulling out of the dirt parking lot area, lam not sure of the 
amount of people myself and approximately 15 to 20 other people helped load into cats. The wounds varied 
from minor gunshot wounds to extremities to critical, chest wounds and head wounds. At the time, 1 Ipft the 
area to return to the fropicana Hotel to UnAH observed at (east two deceased feMaies near the entrance 
of the dirt parking lot. ' ■and Meft the scene approximately 50 to 60 minutes after the first shots had been fired. We made our 

^ rough the Tropicana Hotel picking up her friend’s adult daughter, .Once onto Tropicana Ave. { stopped a 

'the ieg.. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Evert#; 171001-3519 

Mandalay 0ay Active Shocker 
SUSPECT 

DIVISION 
REPORTING:_■ Homeland Security division 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE: Tourist Safety pivision 

DATES TIME 
OCCURRED: 10/01/2017 2205 Hfis 

, , LOCATION OF, 
OCCURRENCE: 3950 S. Las Vegas Blvd, LV, NV 

NARRATIVE: , 

At 2214hours, the 3WAT/CNT notification system was activated directing alt personnel assigned to the 
SWAT/GNT teams report to SCAC - Command Post (CP), i responded as a negotiator assigned to the SWAT 
team td gather intelligence to assist the SWAT and Tactical Commanders* After arriving at the CP l was 
tasked with responding to Valley Hospital to interview victims. 

All victims interviewed stated they initially thought they were hearing fireworks until people started running or 
falling right before them, they did not see the suspect or know exactly where the shooting was coming from, 

■ ityya^ jt^evi&dthat someone ip: the Was .shotting;:■. :■ 
from sbmeWhere else and from up high.IVfeiri^""^nci 
their information was not obtained. 

Victims/Witness: 

Ofc. Casey Clarkson - Graze/shrapnel - neck 
Ofc. Tara Brosnahan 

Shot - Abdomen 

Oat^nd Time of Report:  _10/09/17 1209 HfS__ officer: M, Crocker . | p#; 7312 

IVMPOB2 ' WORD 2010 Pegei 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event#: 171001-351$ 

[ter interviewing the victims and witnesses at Valley Hospital I returned to the CP, After returning myself, CN 
ind team psychologist, Dr, Merc Zucker Were tasked with interviewing a subject in custody at 

loteTandCasino after he stated to security he was involved in the incident at Mandalay Bay. Upon 
arrival wo wore escorted to the security offices where a WMA was being detained. The subject verbally 
identified himself as: 

While interviewing the subject it was determined he was homeless, possibly suffering with a mental illness and 
not involved with the active shooter incident. 

After interviewing the subject we returned to the CP were we assisted other ON team members until released 
to secure..' .: ' ' : : 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
■ 171001-3519 

■ j_■ _Active Shooter Response on October 1, #01 7 
: ; ''SUBJECT ! 1 | i * , 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING:_ P$P OCCURRENCE: P$P 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: __10/01/3017 @#3,00 hours OCCURRENCE: _ UMC_ 

NARRATIVE: 

On October 1,3017, t Sergeant Derek Rexroad #7363, was working overtime in the Detention Services 
Division, South Tower Bureau, when at approximately 2230 hours f was contacted by It. K, Brodeur and 
instructed to respond to the 12th floor Watch Commanders Office. 

It Brodeur briefed me on the active shooter incident occurring on the strip and instructed me to assemble a 
team to respond to UMC Hospital and assist with security, I was assigned Officers E, Shipton #7905, and J. 
Rodriguez #6905, We geared up and responded to UMC utilizing an uncaged department vehicle. We parked 
near the Emergency Room entrance and proceeded through the building to the trauma entrance: area. The 

UMC Security Officers attempting to locate one of their supervisors and determine where we were, needed. 
After several minutes one of the Officers returned to me and asked if we could secure the mein entrance near 
the emergency room as there was no police presence. 

My team responded to the main entrance near the emergency room and found several dozen people lingering 
around the entrance- We cleared the entrance way of non-essential persons, When I observed two vehicles 
enter the emergency room driveway: at a high rate of Speed. The vehicles approach unchecked and at an 

: unsafe speed for the conditions, (multiple pedestrians). 1 contacted a UMC Security Officer andasked for two : 
of their vehicles equipped with emergency lighting be brought to our location. Upon their arrival we established 
a checkpoint at the intersection of the emergency room entrance and S. Topopah Drive. We manned this 
checkpoint until approximately 0230 hours, when we were relieved by UlyiC security personnel. 

Per the request of UMC Security, only UMC employees were permitted to enter. Ail vehicles containing injured 
parties were directed to the Trauma entrance for assistance. 

Upon completion of our duties at the checkpoint my team travelled by foot to the Valley Hospital parking area 
to investigate a suspicious person report. We encountered other uniformed Officers investigating the same 
report. After a thorough sweep of the area, the report was determined to be unfounded, 

Date and Time of Report: l0/Q5/2017ffi2100 hours Officer;_ P. Rexroad F#: 7363 

Approved Ry; Li. D. Tromba_ ■ ' Officer; Fd:...■ ,. 

Signature: 

LVMfD 02 (Rev.a/01) ■ WORD 20 JO 



US VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event#: 171001-3519 

On October 2,2017, at approximately 0340 hours, we were instructed to stand down by the scene Commander 
at which time we returned to the Clark County Detention Center, Upon our arrival we reported tp It, Brodeur 
and debriefed our actions, : 

No force was used during bur deployment. No injuries occurred and additional reports were completed; 



LAS VSeAS METROPQUTAN POLICE I^FARTMeNT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: 171001-3519 

. ._ Mandalay Bay Shooting ___ 
iOejicT v: | 1 r 7 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING; _\W OCCURRENCE: PATROL /CCAC 

DATE & TIME 
OCCURRED: 10/01/2017/2298 

LOCATION OF 
occurrence Mandalay Bay Hotel Casino 

NARRATIVE; 

On the above date and time l Sgt. t: Stovall P# 7415 was on duty and at HQ. j was monitorjhg radio traffic for 
Gang Enforcement 60 which i was in charge of as well as my own squad GC40 (investigations). 1 heard the 
active shooter broadcast on CCAC and seif-dispatched. t advised my investigations squad and they self: 
dispatched as weil. On the Way to tyandalay Bay f called my enforcement acting sergeant Menon and he 
advised he and Officer Eshe were pinned down by gunfire at Haciendk and IV BLVD, I directed some of my 
detectives to find who was shooting sit them and try to get them out. 

•' ^proved' at T foplca ha and L\/ BLV p.; (wqst of) *; 1 deployed oh foot On .a: rba d west of: the. Exca i i bur. The toed • . 
was between Excaiibur and the parking structure to the west, 1 started making my way tb Mandalay Bay." 
Citizens were flowing down the roadway and I began screening them for weapons and diverting them to 
Tropicana, 1 advised some of my detectives where I was at and for them to try to make it to me as 1 was alone 
and needed an element. 

As I moved further south a black possible: Chevy dual truck drove 410 out of the parking structure and | called it 
out over the radio as I believed it may be involved. Eventually I Was joined by CHJ Detective Shane Price and 

. GVB Detective Zack Beal. My three map element moved farther south while clearing a.parking lot and : 
screening citizens. Reports started coming in of an active shooter in the Excaiibur so we diverted to it for a 
moment. We were subsequently joined by GVB detectives Andrew Hefner, Michael O’Connor, and tyler 
Andrus. A report pf an active shooter crossing the sky bridge from New York, New York, to the Excaiibur Was 
broadcast My element moved quickly to evacuate the area around the exit to the sky bridge at Excaiibur and 
prepared to engage the suspect. The report proved to be false and We again began moving south again to 
Reno and LV BLVD. (west of) on the north side of the Luxor. 

A VBIED was reported to the east of our position, therefore, we set up a position of containment until bomb 
technicians arrived to render it safe, i directed two element members to sweep the southeast parking lot of the 
Excaiibur for anyone. I swept the sidewalk approaching the maintenance entrance bn the south side of the 
Excaiibur and discovered two citizens hiding in a maintenance closet The citizens proved tb be witnesses and 
we set up an evac for them to the 1C. Once they were evacuated we maintained the positions we held at the 
Luxor and Excaiibur and diverted traffic and citizens from the area, 

Pete m Time of Report: _ IQ/08/3017 Offiah Sgt, Timothy Stovall m 741S 

Approved By: . ' 'Officer: ■ ■ ■■ F#: . . 

signature: 
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CONTINUATION 
Event#: 17100US1$ 

Subsequently a Metro unit arrived and dropped off the husband of a deceased victim to our care. We escorted 
the male to his room ip the Luxor as his sfx year old child and the husband's father were in the room and 
needed notified, 

i was advised of a male at the Excalibur who was in an outside portion of one of the; maintenance towers to the 
the individual Was and how he had gotten to the position he.was in. 

CtU Detective Shane Price and CVS Detective Andrew Heftier volunteered to go up in the fire truck bucket to 
retrieve; the male. Once they determined the male was not hostile or a threat they assisted him into the bucket 
arid brought him down. The male turned out to be an Excalibur employee who was trying to escape gunfire 
and climbed down into the toyvor from the roof of the Excalibur 

We returned to our positions and continued to hold our positions until relieved. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
' Event#: 171001-3519 

. _Route 91 Festival Shooting ■ _ 
■ ■ subject 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING; ____, Patrol , ;_ ■ OCCURRENCE: ■ Fstmi 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: ^_10-01-17 _ . OCCURRENCE: , $■ Us Vegas 81^-, , 

NARRATIVE: 

On 10-01-17,I was off duty and was catching upon some FTEP DOR’S at Bolden Area Command; Officer T. 
McMeans was sitting nexftb me on his lunch break, when we heard the initial radio broadcast of an active 
shooter by Mandalay Bay. We changed the channel and heard the radio transmissions Of the officers involved 
in the terrible ordeal, 
I thought of what 1 should do, and having never experienced anything like this, 1 wasn't sure of the protocol. But 
the situation was so bad, I couldn't see myself driving home; So, f went to the locker room, put my vest, belt, 
and a Metro jacket and logged on to a patrol car as 7W55. 
I responded to the CP at SCAC, and joined a group of 8 officers as Force Pro 2. We were tasked with 

Our first assignment was to provide cover fer a team of AMR that was supposedly receiving fire from the 
Tropicana Casino. We evacuated about 40 people that were hiding in front of the Tropicana and escorted them 
away. 
Then; once that was cleared we went to get a victim at the Excafibur. After that we went and helped with the 
evacuation of 50 patrons and employees from the Delano Hotel restaurant who had self-barricaded since the 
beginning, of the incident. 

v,,: ■ 

Dais and Tima of Report: 10-0517/ 2145 Officer: R: Medina P#; 7422 

Approved By: , Officer: P#; 

SENATOR*; 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 

Routs 91 Festival Shooting 
" "~iijecT 1 " 

Event#: 171001-3519 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: CPD/SVAQ 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE: TSD/GCAC 

DATE & TIME 
OCCURRED: 10-01-17/2200, 

LOCATION QF 
OCCURRENCE: 

3950 S. Las Vegas Blvd las Vegas, 
NV 89119 

NARRATIVE: 

OnOctQberl, 2017, at approximately 2200 hours, 1 was in the rear parking lot of the Spring Valley Area 
Command taking With Lieutenant Goodwin, who was on his way home from a special events assignment At 
2216 hours i received a da!! from dispatch advising me that them was an active shooter event working in 
CCAG and that they did not want to broadcast anything over the radio- t told the dispatcher to immediately do 
a MACTAC notification for my squad, Who was in the box, and to immediately have them respond to the rally 
point I recognized/after switching to GGAG radio channel, and could still hear the shots being fired, that we 
needed to immediately rally to assist. 

■■■ ;■- As units arrived at the staging arba, graveyard.adting sergeant, dan Saggiomo, also arrived at the rally point/ ’’ 
There was some confusion on the exact rally area, but once we were consolidated, I was able to-brief my team 
on the information I had from dispatch, and we left in a team formation to rally at CCAG, as it was relayed to 
me. It was later learned as we arrived, that we were supposed to rally at SCAC, We then diverted to SCAC 
where my squad and the graveyard squad staged. 

Our teams donned all of their MAGI AG gear, tp include helmets* shotguns, rifles, and gas masks. I deployed 
my rifle and operated as a team leader. We broke our teams up into two, six person teams. Amission was 
given.to us after multiple reports of a shooter at.MGM and New York New York, and possibly headed towards 
the Excalibur Hotel. We were deployed as a strike team to the Excalibur Hotel in case the shooter was headed 
that way. Upon arrival we could see that there Was no distress at the: hotel, and that security had the entrance 
secured. We made contact with security and they stated that no one was shooting inside but that there were 
injured people, i sent one six person team in to assess the situation. We very quickly decided to send the 
second team in incase the first team ran into contact. Once we saw that there were no critical victims, we took 
a position at the main entrance of, the hotel, providing a hard security barrier for anyone Who may try and enter 
from the pedestrian bridge, due to our into! of a possible shooter being headed our direction. 

We maintained our position until it was determined that all of the reports of additional shootings were false and 
that we needed to regroup to redeploy due to our strike team being no longer needed at our location. We 
redeployed to the staging area where we were temporarily reassigned to monitor the witnesses at the Harley 
Davidson store directly across from SCAC. We quickly learned that all of the witnesses and victims were 

Date and Tima pf Report: 10-17-17/1800 

Approved By: 

Signature: 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event ft 171001-3519 

relocated and we were taken off of that mission, Qur team was then broken down further into three, four 
person teams. On my team i had Officer Verduzo, P#8893, Officer Agae, P#1S90Gf and Officer Allen, 
P# 16000. 

At the staging area i was given a new mission with my team to report to Deputy Chief Hank at the Mandalay 
Bay Hotel main valet area- My team immediately deployed to that area where we were briefed >along with 
Sergeant Walker of SVAC FLEX, Captain Greenway and Deputy Chief Hank gave us pur Hussion, which was 
to do ah entire exterior perimeter sweep of the Mandalay Bay property. Our job was to gather all of the citizens 
that we found, and either direct them off property, or escort them to the Michael Jackson One Theater to 
shelter until the hotel was fully cleared. My team was to clear to the north, west, and then south of the 
property, until we rah into Sergeant Walker and his team. 

We immediately cleared the north part of the hotbi, escorting a small amount of citizens of property, and 
headed to the west parking garage, where woencountered 100-200 citizens who were in the valet area. I 
informed the citizens of their options, and we proceed to escort all of the citizens who wished To stay, to the 
front of the hotel, and further escorted them inside. We continued to escort citizens as we came across them, 
to the theater. 

Later, another .sergeantwanted to assist getting citizens off .uf.the property by requestlng.busses to take ; , : 
l^bpleTrorn the. theater. Off ^ite. We helped with getting citizens thside, While: those who wanted^ 
We continued to make trips back arid forth to the theater as we found citizens, had employees shelter in place 
in the event center, and eventually met up With Sergeant Walker and his team on the west side of the property, 
I spoke with Sergeant Walker and told him we still heeded To clear the west parking structure, if was decided 
at that point thatwe would clear the parking garage with his team and my team. We got all of our officers oh 
line and cleared each floor of the garage, pushing as one line, down all of the aisles, checking the open areas 
and around the parked vehicles, and cleared ail of the floors. Eventually we saw that employees were being 
released to their vehicles and were leaving the property, After clearing the parking structure, we walked back 
to the main valet area where we met up again with Captain Greenway and the other teams. 

My team was regrouped with all of the members on my squad while at the staging area. We remained in the 
Staging area for a short time until we were relieved and secured. We returned back to Spring Valley Area 
Command, recovered the vehicles left at the MA0TAC Bally Point, and secured from our shift. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN FOUCE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 

Rout© 91 Festival Shooting 

Event #; 171001-3519 

SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
REPORTING; 

DATE & TIME 
OCCURRED: 

CPD/SVAG 

10-1-17/2200 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE: 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: 

tsd/ccac 

Maojalay Bay 3900 S, tVBLVD 

On 10-1-17 L Sgt Rick Bilyeu P#7S24 (730), had secured early due to AOS J in the morning. As I was leaving 
the Ration parking lot i was informed by Sgt. Jesse Roybal P#7523(749) that his squad was being mobilized 
for an active shooter taking place Oh the LaS Vegas Strip, i then turned on my radio and heard the radio traffic 
that was being broadcasted on GCAC’s channel: 

i returned to the station, logged back bn and began changing back into uniform. While doing that, 1 advised 
dispatch via radio for my squad to begin shutting traffic down bn Charleston between the 1-15 and Shadow 
Lane as to create an ingress/egress for incoming ambulatory personnel and, as I would; soon find out, civilian 
. 

My officers who closed down the Charleston intersections were 

FTO Alex Huff P#8888 and his. trainee Kehaunani Edrada P#16255 
FTG George Saab P#5753 and his trainee Jeremy Bozarth P#16304 
FTO Bradley Roberts P#9080 and his trainee Stetson Ruth P#16297 
FTO Gabe Lebario P#5849 

FTO Chris Kinman P#1431.7 and his trainee James Huber P#16312 were at Fiamjngo/Arville when this, event 
began. Due to the nature and information that was being broadcasted and their close proximity to the incident, 
they responded to the Strip, (Officer Kinman's Officer's Report of his and his trainee's actions is forthcoming) 

As my squad was securing the route* i responded to UMC Trauma; As 1 arrived, l saw a tremendous amount of 
ambulances and civilian vehicles in the trauma bay unloading the injured, t saw Capt Robert Plummer on 
scene and told him that because of the influx of the vehicles I didn't believe that the hospital would be able to 
handle the large amount of wounded still arriving, i advised him that 1 was going to respond to Valley Hospital 
So the wounded could be diverted there as needed, I also told dispatch to advise Valley Hospital of the 
incident and to prepare for incoming patients, 

Upon my arrival at Valley Hospital, located at 620 Shadow Lane, i met with Officer Joseph Fernandez 
P#15132, who was parked in front of the emergency room entrance. He advised hid that he had advised the 

bate and Time of Report: 10-9-17/0721 Officer: RBilyau P#; 7524 
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CONTINUATION 
Event #: 171001-3519 

staff inside of the incident. He and \ went to the charge nurse^(ftn the trauma area and asked if they 
were ready to start accepting patients, She said yes and I .advised dispatch-to start diverting ambulances to 
Valley Hospital. Officers Brice Warren P#12893, Alex Bkind P#14749 and Detective Ronald Freerksen 
P#4903 arrived and helped with traffic/crowd control. 

The first vehicle to arrive at Vailey was driven by Officer Tara Brosnahan P#13732. She arrived in a dark SUV 
that was filled with people: In the rear window. I could see a IVMPD uniform. When t asked her about it, she 
told me that it was Officer Casey Clarkson P#9170 and that he had been shot in the neck. We opened the door 
and I took him and told her to take the injured to the ambulance bay. I assisted Clarkson into the hospital 
through the emergency room side to the trauma side and gave him to the medical staff. 

I then went outside as the ambulances arid civilian vehicles arrived. While managing the incoming vehicles,: 
three off-duty officers Michael Kinney P#9352, Maf{hew Arnold P#9798 and Orant Riley P#i342S, who were 
dressed in baseball uniforms; asked what they could do to help, i told them tb; help unload the wounded in the 
ambulance bay, which they did immediately. 

During this time I saw Officer Ripk Oplgart P#4647 arrive, covered in blood, frantically looking around, I later 
learned that his daughter had been shot and was transported to Valley Hospital and was being treated. While I 
wasIn the ambulatpr^ bay, a .i^lacik Taclul^: two white"tem&ie^ 
crying the black femble adult’s husband His name was Chariestpn 
Hartfieid P#900B. They stated that they were at the event when the gunfire started. They lost feck Of 

; Charleston and had been trying to call him on his cellphone but he wasn't answering.. They came to Valley 
Hospital attempting to find him there. 1 told them that I knew who be was and that I didn’t see him come 
through. I asked her what type of phone he had and she said IPhone. I had her log into her Apple ID and then 
try to track his phone. When she did that, his phone was showing at the Mandalay Bay Casino. I told her that 
maybe he dropped it and was helping somewhere else-1 told her to wait close by so I cotild attempt to ideate 
him. One of the females, not Charleston's wife, walked back to me and informed me that she believed that he 
had been shot because:she watched him fall while the shooting was occurring; I then called lieutenant Jeff -.r 
Goodwin P#5599, who was at UMC, to ask around to see if he could locate Charleston. They eventually were 
directed to UMC to find out more information. 

A White pickup truck arrived in thb with wounded in the cab. The driver came to the tailgate 
where I was and opened it to reveal a deceased young man in the bed, He was crying to me saying that his 
friend was dead. He picked him up over his shoulderand was lead into the trauma area^ 

As time went on, the ambulances became fewer to the point that no more arrived. After taking a head count of 
the people who arrived at Valley Hospital ft Was determined that approximately 24 patients had arrived, 4 were 
critical, 1 was an officer and .1 was deceased, / 

Eventually my officers were secured from their positions on Charleston and it was opened back up and they 
began handling calls for service until 0600. 

If it weren't for the quick response from my officers to shut Charleston down, I don't believe that as many 
people would have made it to the hospitals as quickly as they did. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 
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' Events 17100V3919 

Route 91 Music Festival/ Mandalay Bay Response 
' , SUBJECT ^ T? 

Tourist Safety Division ; 

3901 $-. Las Vegas Bivd, Las Ve^as, 
Nevada 89119 

OFFICERS INVOLVED: 

Sergeant Craig Dunn P8253 
Sergeant Cody Fulwiler F9i$7 
Detective William Schoen F4798 
Detective Luis Norris F5104- 
Detective Nikki ManciNas F6427 
Detective Todd Humphrey P7317 

Detective David Atboreen F7533: v:V ■.'■:-r ^,;h-:'';-'v- v-- 
Detective Cynthia Hurtado P8799 

**Above listed personnel were later identified as Strike Team 36** 

NARRATIVE: 

. Qn October 1,2017, at approximately 2226 hours, Sgt Dunn sent a squad text ad vising, of the Active 
Shooter incident occurring at the Route 91 Music Festival/ Mandalay Bay, Sgt Dunn further advised to get our 
uniforms arid equipment ready to respond. At approximately 2300 hours, Sgt Dunn advised the listed 
personnel, to meet at the Special Investigations office (at HQ), where we would brief and respond as a group to 
the Command Post (CP), which was located at the South Centra! Area Command. 

The listed personnel arrived at HQ and subsequently responded to the CP- Sgt Dunn notified CP 
personnel that he had a team re^dy for deployment Sgt, Dunn Was advised that our team would be deployed 
aS Strike Team 38, but yvo were advised to stand by for further orders. A short time later, the CP advised our 
Strike Team to meet with the EMS/ Fire CP personnel and get further instructions regarding bur response to a 
Staging area near Tropicana and Las Vegas Bivd, While preparing to deploy/we were advised to disregard 
and to stand by for further orders. 

Pate and Time of Report: . .10/10/17 @ 0845 hours Office; Detective D; Arboreen p#; 7633 

Approved By: Sergeant C. Dunn F#82$3 Officer: F#; ^ 
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CONTINUATION 
Event #‘ . 171001^3519.■ |. 

At approximately 0130 hours, CP personnel advised Sot* Dunn and Strike Team 36 personnel to 
respond to the Southern Hills Hospital* located at 93GG W, Sunset Rd. Las Vegas, Nevada 89148, where 
numerous victims were being treated for injuries ranging from gunshot wounds to broken bones; as a result of 
the incident. Sgt, Dunn was further advised to have his Strike Teem personnel conduct interviews of the 
victims, collect and impound all related evidence and secure the hospital pending additional victims who may 
be seif-transporting or arriving via. ambulance from other area hospitals. Sgt. Fulwiler also responded to the 
Southern Hills Hospital upon returning to Las Vegas from Phoenix, Arizona and being made aware of the 
incident and Strike Team 36’s orders from the CP. ! 

Strike Team 36 personnel subsequently responded to the Southern Hills Hospital and interviewed the following 
victims: 

■was not present at the Route 91 Festival. She was playing craps at the Mirage Casino and injured her 
2 the subsequent evacuation, as a result of the unfounded Active Shooter reports that followed the 

actual Active Shooter at Route 91/ Mandalay Bay. 

not see the shooter or his location. ^|HBktated it sounded like the gunfire was coming from the Mandalay 
Bay. She injured her left ankle while running away. 

■was in the Neon Lounge at the time of the shooting, heard the gunfire* but did hot see the shooter 
location. VI stated it bounded like the gunfire was coming from the Mandalay Say. She injured her, left 

ankle while running away. 

was not interviewed because she was discharged prior to our arrival. 

l^VHMMre married and visiting from Oregon. They were standing in front of the main stage 
when they thought they heard TirggackerSj^herewaca break and then they thought they heard 
‘lirecrackers" again. At that the performers run off stage. As they turned to 
run,l(Ppfcwa$shot in the leg. Simultaneously, an unknown female next to them was shot in the head and 
fell to the ground. 

WM&tated he observedJj^gbjsJegmn^rom the Mandalay Bay hotel tower, approximately 3 or 4 floors 
down from the rpoftop. Soth^HRHHMMV^tated they, heard gunshots as they were fleeing, I^WI 
and Mfcstated they fled and hid behind the Coca Cola Suites, located east of the main stage. 
stated the suites were 3 stories high and they could hear the rounds ricocheting off of the structure while they 
were hiding, 

ft was later determined 
calf, 

twas shot in the upper left thigh and had additional bullet fragments in his left 
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CONTINUATION 
Event #: 1710014513 

^■1 stated she was with her daughier^Mtyat the Route 91 Country Harvest Festival It was approximately 
2230 hours and they were in the center of the crowd, in front of the main stage, watching Jason Aldean 
perform. They heard loud bangs, but thought they were fireworks. Jason Aldean continued to perform, so no 
one in attendance thought anything was wrong.^HBthen said she observed Jason Aldean run off the stage 
and people began running. 

SRNnd iHlubsequentjy ran away from the Mandalay Bay and towards the Hooters Casinp.SHfeiipped 
and fell and immediately felt a burning sensation on her.left foot.^BPsaid the shooting seemed to get louder 
and felt like the rounds were closer. Both and^Vgot up off the ground and hid in some, bushes; 
waiting for the shooting to stop. They then ran all the way to Hooters Casino and into ah unknown room with 
other people, possibly room 446. 

iPPwent into the bathroom and realized she had been shot in her left foot and left buttock. They 
immediately called 911 and was transported to Southern Hills Hospital. fB|fconfirmed her mother's 
story and said that her phone was droppedat the concert.iWfetated there may be video of the incident on her 
ceil phone, A citizen purportedly foundBIP^Il phone and is keeping in contact with another family member 
to later return the phone. NeitheflMPnoJ(Psaw the suspect or knew where the shots were coming from. rowv wi. ruiww,'inMWP'ra ■«»'Fi wvwum iivhv ■ ■ 

PMMstatOd she was at the Route 91 Country Harvest Festival. At approximately 2200 hours-Jason 
Aldean was performing,BMWlpaid she was sitting in the grass area with friends, approximateMOO feet 
from the main stage. VNMNtstarted to hear “bang” noises that sounded like SB gun shots,V|HB^nitially 
thought it was a part of the concert, but the performers stopped playing and ran off the stage. 

The crowd then began to duck and run away as the shots continued, 
away and there were a lot of them, which, she further described as te 
sounded like multiple shootings at one time,, but eouid not be sure. ^ 
bleeding and running. 

BMstated the shots sounded far ■af a time. She said it almost 
aid she saw multiple people 

^■Mpstated she ran towajj&lh&itooters Qasino, in a North east direction, and felt like she got hit by a 
paint ball on the right bUtfock.pPPp also saw her right hand and saW blood on if. She finally made it to the 
Hooters Casino and ran into a restaurant. She said 911 was called arid was she was subsequently transported 
to Sunrise Hospital Once she arrived at Sunrise Hospital, hospital personnel advised her they could not treat 
her until tomorrow because of the shear amount of victims who were arriving at the Hospital. 

stated her boyfriend VPPH 
came and picked her up and transported her to Southern Hills Hospital^ 

see the suspect nor see where the shots were coming from. 

addre* 
shedid not 

The aforementioned detectives photographed the injured &nd secured numerous items of evidence, 
which included bullets and bullet fragments that were surgically removed from several pf the victims, along with 
several items of bloody clothing the victims were wearing at the time they were shot. These items were later 
impounded under LVMFO Event #171001-3519, at IVMPC Headquarters. 

On 10/02/17, at approximately T i 00 hours, Strike Team 36 personnel were advised we could clear from 
Southern Hills Hospital and secure. 
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LAS VEGAS METROPQUtmPOLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event #: 171001 ~3519 

■ Follow up , 1 .. .' , 

DIVISION 
REPORTING; DTAG 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE; CCAC 

DATE S TIME 
OCCURRED; 10/5/2017 1100 

LOCATION OF 
, , OCCURRENCE; 

3708 G. US fctvd, 
LVN 89109 
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IAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 

Interview witHI 
SUBJECT 

Event#! 1710014510 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: DTAC 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE: DTAC 

DATE S TIME 
OCCURRED: 10/2/20171100 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: 150 N-li$ Vega® Styd #1220IVN 60101 

NARRATIVE; 

Person interviewed: 
j 

. 

■■■Mis the owner of^ condo located insideMHMB’ On 10/2/2017 
atappfSSmately 1100 hours, l Detective J; Gretka, Interviewed^^ about her renting her condo to Stephen 
Paddopk frqm September 21.-23,.2017: The following, is a synopsis of my interview her: > . 

^^gpdvised me (hat she rented her unit to Paddock through an AP calle^KK^iwhi^usa^mm^ 
service other owners of units in the building use. The contact number 
advised that all. background checks and screeningprocesses are done through this service.^/} had several 
text correspondences with Paddock through thef/I^^AP prior to him checking in to her unit Paddock told 
ittHt his phone number fated &tie never had anyyoice id voice conversation with 
Paddock Paddock advisew^/^that he chose her unit because it overlooks the concert (Life is Beautiful) 
end his “wife likes to take pictures." Paddock further lold^/Rtthat “when (they) check out, it wilt be as if: no 
one was there, (H/s) igniypbriddrh wo0 be thb(7(tbey}e^ 
market for sale or rent * Paddock also made reference to arriving by car on the 21* (unknown description). 

Unit 1220 faces North on the 12th floor, and overlooked the majority of the Life is Beautiful venue, Digital 
photo® were taken of the condo interior, as well a® the exterior view> Screen ©hot® of the text correspondences 
were taken and passed up the chain of command. 

Date end Time of Report: 10/4/2017 0700 
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Officer: 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event #: 171001-3519 

Active Shooter Route 91 Festival , ■ 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
reporting: , Emergency Operations Bureau / Air Support occurrence: ' ■ . Patrol 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: ,10-01-2017 _, OCCURRENCE; , Route 91 Festival (Convention Center) 

NARRATIVE: 

On 10H} 1 -171 Officer B. Woolard F# 7558 and Henderson Officer J. Oberding P# 918 Were operating 
as Air 5, While at the air support hangar we receive# a call from Lt Delzer stating that there was an active 
shooter event at the Route 91 festival. We immediately took off in air 5 and headed to the event. Officer 
Oberding was the tactical flight officer and i was the pilot, We received limited details about the call but while 
en route we were able to, determine that there appeared to be shots coming from, an elevated position on the , 
east side of Mandalay Bay, 

While en route to the call 1 coordinated with McCarran tower on the Air Traffic Control channel to 
th.ey.were aware of the. situ so they could: dive^ the-tact their flightjpath 

crosses directly in the line of fire. Upon arriving in the area we flew directly to the Mandalay. Bay and attempted 
to get further info on the Convention Center channel but were unable to broadcast due to other traffic. After the 
first orbit around the building it appeared the only open areas to fire from would have been the upper roof, the 
Foundation Room Balcony or the lower casino roof. It was not initially obvious that any of the windows were 
broken out due to the reflections off of the side of the building. We did see a strobe light coming from one Of 
the rooms but upon cioser inspection we did not see any Sigh of a broken window in the area. We worked to 
clear the upper robf first along with the Foundation Room balcony. Next wb moved to the lower roof of the 
casino fioohi Vyhiie checking this aream..-rioljteecl: ; 
areas that still may have been in the line of fire. I then used the PA system in the helicopter to start directing 
everyone to move south toward the line of polipe vehicles in the area of Las .Vegas Blvd and Russell and away 
from the fire. 

After clearing the lower roof of Mandalay Bay we heard traffic from a county ground maintenance unit 
on the ATC channel at McCarran that he had someone running across the 19 runway heading toward the 
terminal. Thinking that we might have suspects moving toward the terminal or aircraft we immediately diverted 
to that and upon bur arrival we observed more than 20 people that had made their way onto the airfield as they 
fled the area of the concert. It was immediately Obvious that they were victims of the event and there was no 
Obvious sign of a suspect. Wo communicated this to tower and the county Units that were on channel, tower 
then began diverting aircraft that were inbound for that runway. At this time l also attempted to notify units on 
the metro airport channel but I was unable to hear any response from them. 

Date and Time of Report;  _10-05-1719:00_^ Officer: Bryan Woplard p#; 7555 

Approved By: , , , . Officer: : : , Ftf; 

Signature; , _ ,___ 
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We then returned to the Mandalay Bay and began checking the windows from a closer vantage point. It 
was at this time that i noticed 2 of the windows on the east side of the north tower had broken sections. The 
holes appeared to be about V* to 1/3 the size of the entire window. I tried to communicate this with units on 
Convention Center channel but once again we were unable to get on the radio. At this time we were also 
working on the swat simplex channel and ! advised over that channel of the location of the windows, I then 
made a high speed pass by the window to see if we could gain any intet on the location of the suspect inside 
the room. We were unable to see Inside the room due to the glare from the Windows and it did not appear that 
any of the lights in the room were.On. On my second approach to the window area I chose to come in much 
slower and from a more direct angle, we focused qur attention, on the 2 holes, in the glass. We were still not 
able to see anything inside the room due to it being dark and the curtains were blocking a good amount of the 

, opening. 

We then received a request to land and pick upa sniper team, f diverted to the.Harley Davidson 
parking lot on Las Vegas Blvd to pick up the sniper team* Upon landing l had officer Oberding exit the aircraft 
due to weight limitations with picking up 2 additional officers with their ge^r. While on the ground i called back 
to the air support hangar and requested air 3 be en route to give us additional coverage. Officer Lourenco had 
already pulled the aircraft out and he and Sgt Calien were responding, j then topk off with a 2 man sniper team 
in the back of the aircraft* The sniper had a headset that we supplied so we could communicate, i flew them to 
the area of the. windows and confirmed they were aware of the location vVye; then made a coupleof slqyv ;; : 
passes by the window but just iike before we w past the opening in tfe window and 
the lights in the room still appeared to be off. 

While still monitoring Convention Center we heard.that there were now calls of an active shooter at 
New York, New York and the Tropicana Hotels. We immediately diverted to the New York, New York hotel and 
began looking for any signs of a shooter. During the first couple of orbits I also identified a couple of landing 
areas that if need be we could deploy the 2 swat operators that were in the aircraft. We did not see any 
obvious signs outside the casino and as we made orbits around the hotel 1 once again used the PA system to 
direct citizeos away from the. property. Once it was determined that the.caii was: unfounded we orbited around ., 
the Tropicana hotel and also saw no sign of a disturbance. 

At this point we made one more pass by the windows at Mandalay Bay and saw that there was no 
change from earlier. After speaking with the sniper we made the decision to deploy them fo high ground where 
they would have a good vantage point of the windows* We chose a large man made bOrrn on the east side of 
Las Vegas Blvd. l landed the helicopter and the sniper team exited the aircraft, l then returned to the Harley 
Davidson Parking lot and picked up officer Oberding. 

We then responded to the concert site and assisted strike teams as they cleared the area* As we 
arrived it appeared that most of the crowd had already evacuated and we helped strike teams coordinate their 
search and entry to the site so they knew the locations of the other teams* We then had to leave the area to 
get fuel so 1 let Air 3 know since they had already arrived in the area and were searching for victims outside of 
the venue* After fueling at the air support hanger I redeployed to the area with Officer Ryan Peterson P# as my 
Tacticaf Right Officer and Officer Chris Ned P# as a secondary observer in the back of the ship. 

Upon our return to the area i oriented Officer Peterson and Neri to the location of the windows at 
Mandalay Bay and the concert area* We once again checked the area for any suspicious activity before 
landing at the Harley Davidson parking area to change out pilots. At this time Officer Lourenco relieved me as 
pilot and I staged in the parking lot with Lt Detzer and Bat Catien along with helicopter air 3 in case we were 
needed to respond to any other incidents. 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POUCE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Evont#; 171001^3510 

Mandalay Bay Active Shooter 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
REPORTING:_;_ Patrol 

division OF 
n ;. OCCURRENCE: 1 , Patrol 

OATE.fi, TIME 
OCCURRED; 10/01/2017 2208 hours 

.. LOCATION OF 
, OCCURRENCE: 

NARRATIVE: , 

At approximately 2210 hours I, Sergeant David #7594, found out about the active shooter at 
Mandalay Bay- f sent LT K. Buist #6966 a text asking if she needed my PD squad (CCi 9) to respond 
and assist. At approximately 2336 hoursI was advised by LT. Buist to respond to the incident with 
my squad, i then notified all my Detectives to respond to CCAC to get our department cars and 
responded to the scene together. Due to it being our day off all Detectives were at home and without 
their cars, tac-vests, paperwork, etc,,. 

Detective Rpsequist, Detective Vaughan and I responded to CCAC at approximately 0005 hours/ 
weeing piaih.piottiesV: 
Detebtiye;$chhueH^ -'W&S"atbv^imd®&wasedvised to waituhtii;^ 
CC19 was deployed to the Thomas and Mack to assist with obtaining voluntary statements from 
witnesses. Detective Schnuelle joined CC19 at the Thomas and Mack. Detectives assisted with 
handing out and collecting voluntary statements, and sending those with credible information to 
homicide for further interviews; Detectives also assisted with helping provide information to citizens 
displaced due to the shooting. Detectives were later advised to go back to the SCAC CP, for 
redeployment. 

CC19 Detectives and I; then were redeployed to east of the Route 91 venue. Detectives were 
directed to obtain any voluntary statements from witnesses in the area and to check video at the 
church. As Detectives entered the church's surveillance room, patrol officers were already attempted 
to download the video surveillance onto a flash drive. Detective Vaughan did observed video from 
the church. According to Detective Vaughan the video did not show the shooter, ohly victims running 
through the parking lot. 

While obtaining statements at the Route 91 venue, Detectives made contact with a victim, where he 
was with hiS wife at the event His wife was shoot atkilled on scene and was waiting to speak with 
Detectives. Detective Rosequisf and l drove the subject to the Thomas and Mack to be interviewed by 
Homicide Detectives, We then responded pack to the Route 91 venue. 

Date and Time of Report: 10/7/17 2000 hours Officer: J. David _' 7594 

Approved By; _ Officer:__ 1Pfl:_ 
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Signature: 
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Detectives and I respondedlojHP^hotel roomjo^ted in the Loft of the MGM Hotel- 
Detectives obtained a voluntary statement from flj^BSand three females inside his room who Were 
also at the Route 91 event. 

Detectives did not conduct any taped interview or handle any evidence, other than voluntary 
statement^ This Officer’s Reported was written for the entire squad of OC19 due to the fact they 
worked together in obtaining administrative evidence, The squad spoke with or obtained 
approximately 30 voluntary statements and recovered another approximately 25 names and contact 
info of additional witnesses that left before voluntary statements could be obtained. All statements 

Pages 
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OFFICER’S REPORT 

Event#: LLV171001Q03519 

Protection of Others/ lifesaving Measures 

OlVISlON 
REPORTING: Detention Services, 

SUBJECT 

s • v* y.: :v. •: ;•: • • : v • ■': •.'••• ^:: : ^^ ^ X : .A';.^ ^ V : V--::: •: •'•Vv: : ;.s. i.: • 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE: . Detention Services , 

DATES TIME 
■ .10/01/2017<g>2 aio 

, LOCATION OF 
Mandalay Bay Hotel and Casino OCCURRED: OCCURRENCE: , , 

NARRATIVE: 

While working in Central Booking at CCDC, l was briefed by Sgt, Mendoza that there was an active 
shooter at the Mandalay Bay and to get rny duty weapon and respond to the booking vehicle sally port. I 
responded With Officer’s Coyne P# 13023 and Felix F#i5242 to the Mandalay Bay . We arrived by the back 
employee entrance of the Mandalay Bay and made entry into the hotel We went lb the security room to view 
the cameras to relay any pertinent information to responding officers. Other Officers had already responded to 
the office and we continued our search, we headed toward the casino area looking for any active shoo.ter(s) or 
victims* We exited a back hallway by the Valet entrance arid secured patrol unite Which: were unlocked. This 

. was to ensure the public would not.take control of. the units or weapons still in.the yehiclesvlt was previously, 
broadcasted across the radio that individuate Were trying to take vehicles and shotguns out of unsecured units. 
Once the units were secured, we made entrance into the Casino through the Valet entrance and continued our 
search for the active shooter. 

We made contact with Sgt. J. Riddle P#9306 who was covering.the hallway, toward.the Mandalay Bay 
convention center. Sgt. Riddle was posted with a cover officer and two detectives clearing a small section of 
the casino. Four more officers responded arid as a nine man element we started searching looking for any 
shooters. During our search many civilians would come out of the different hallways and doors. Everyone who 
we came into contact with was searched with covering officers. Our team completed a fast paced search of the 

■ casino floor, We then: started the systematic clearing of every room in the casino area, Once the casino was 
cleared Sgt. Riddle, the two detectives and I reported to South Central Area Command. We were then tasked 
with going to the Regional Transportation Center on Sunset to have puses at the ready and to transport people 
to the Thomas and Mack center for a refuge area. We were also there to answer questions and try to retrieve 
any information from any witnesses, We secured and responded back to the Command post and were cleared 
at 0600, 

Date and Time of Report; 10/05/2017@2120 Officer: KaiunaAki P#: 7635 

Approved By; Sat 8, Mendoza P#68S1 , Officer: , F#: 

Signature: 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#; 1710014519 , 

__ ROUTE 91 FESTIVAL SHOOTING _' 
“ SUBJECT . ^ | | ! : ~ 

DIVISION , DIVISION OF 
REPORTING: __ CCAC OCCURRENCE: GCAC . , 

date & time location of 3901 IBs Vegas Boulevard (MGM Village 
OCCURRED: 10-1-17 2209, OCCURRENCE: ' ' .Lot)- . 1 

NARRATIVE: 

OFFICERS INVOLVED; K, BRYANT P#?773 
, M. BORDON1 P#S42S . , 

Mark Bordoni P#8428 and I were assigned to work overtime for the Route 91 
Festival at the MGM lot on Sunday, October 1st. Initially we were assigned 

oppoitunity to work together. Our callsign was 184SE arid oiirpbsit was the 
Rear Grass/ Lawn Chair Area. Mark and! started walking towards the right 
side of die event where we ran right into Officer Charlie Hartfield. I smiled 
(we had worked with Charlie for several years at SEAC) but 1 had not seen 
him in a few years. We shook hands and then cotnpleted the traditional 
METRO hello (we placed our left arais around each other, shook; hands and 
patted die other one on the back and said "Love you Brother"). We talised for a 
few seconds, Charlie smiled (like he always does) and we walked away (this is 
something that still bums in my mind). Mark and 1 made our way towards the 
back of the crowd, where we finally made it to the right side of the grassy area 
(on the far west side of the infield). We had So many concert goers coming up 
to us, shaking our hands, taking photos and wanting to buy us drinks. It was 
the type of crowd we love to work OT for. Mark and I left for a break around 
20:45. We returned at approximately 21:30 and went right back to our spot. A 
female brought us a cell phone someone had lost, so we walked it to Lost and 

Date aid Time ot Report: 10-7-17 0900, Officer: K. BRYANT p«: 7773 

Approved By: ._■. ._ ....;.: Officer:....' ;.. , . . p#; ' 

StdHATUflfc: 
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Found. We dropped the phone off at Lost and Found and made our way back 
to the far west side of die infield where we Were before. Jason Aldeen had 
been performing for a short while so Mark and I just stood to the side of the 
grassy area and were enjoying die show. Around 2200 a female approached 
Mark and said there was a female in the crowd who was having a medical 
episode. We made contact with the female and determined she should get 
checked out by medical. Marked asked for a medical unit over the radio. I 
stayed with the female and Mark made his way back to where we were initially 
standing and wailed for medical. 1 was speaking with the female and her 
friends, when I heard what sounded like fireworks. I heard part of the crowd 
cheer, but when I looked back Over my left shoulder towards the area of LVBD 
and Mandalay Bay Drive (the area it sounded like the fireworks were coming 
from) I did not see anything. Jason Aldeen continued to play so I thought 
nothing.of it A few seconds later I heard a barrage of what can only be 

at each other) and thy first thought was it was people on the Las Vegas 
Boulevard just outside the event haying a gun battle. I looked back at Mark 
and lie had the same look oh his face as I and most of the other concert gbem 
around us, what the hell was that. People were just Standing around trying to 
figure out what was going on, I looked back towards the main stage and saw 
theytumed allthestagelightsoflhiidJasonAldeenhadlefttliestage.Itw 
that moment I knew something serious was going on. I yelled for Mark and 
told him to come oh. We both took off running towards the area we believed 
the shots were coining from (I have to tell you, I had NO IDEA where the 
shots were coming from). I remember seeing a large group of people running 
towards us and Mark and I just kept yelling for them to keep running past Us 
and to head north through the field area. We heard another large barrage of 
gunfire, we ducked into a bar area, still not knowing where the shots were 
coming from. The shooting stopped, so Mark and I took off again towards the 
area we believed the shots were coming from (it sounded like they were 
shooting near the main stage area, just to the right of the stage if facing it). I 
say "they" because in the moment, all the shooting was taking place, I would 
have bet my paycheck there was an assault team on the ground, in foil tack 
gear and were going to overrun us at any moment. Mark and I made it up to a 
portable metal bathroom setup where there were several dozen concert goers 
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huddled up against the metal bottom of die bathrooms. I yelled and asked if 
anyone knew where the shots were coming from, but no one knew. Mark and I 
kept going back and forth trying to figure put where the shots were coming 
from. I remember very clearly thinking "this is it, I only have ray Clock 40 
caliber and I’m probably up against a fully stocked assault team with tactical 
gear, I thought about my wife and kids, would I ever see them again. Hooked 
to my right and (here were three Or four men doing chest compressions on a 
female who had been shot in the head. I’ve seen enough death in my 15 years 
on the job that I knew she was gone, but I was not about to say anything to 
those brave men. I told them they needed to move, so one of die men dragged 
the lady lip against the bottom of the bathroom barrier we were Up against. I 
looked around and saw a female that had been shot in the back. I was trying to 
get on the radio to summons help, but everyone kept talking and I was unable 
to get thru. I advised the maies that were with the female to keeppressure on 

someone else got on the radio and yelled we didn't have time for the victims, 
we still need to eliminate the threat. I made my way down to the bottom of a 
set of seats that Were near the VIP tent. Hooked back towards the area where I 
believed the shots were coming froin and I saw a light flashing in the middle of 
the Mandalay Bay. I yelled to Mark "it’s coming from the Mandalay Bay". We 
bothclimbedthestairstotheVIP tentareaTherew^ 
an Unconscious male to the comer of the covered area, I looked and saw he had 
been shot in the head (I knew in ray heart he was gone). They yelled for us to 
help, but we still needed to eliminate the threat. We helped them find some 
towels for his wound and continued waking towards the stage area. We walked 
out where there was a large seating area that had been set up. We looked out 
towards the front of the stage and I remember thinking how eerily quiet it was. 
We could see several bodies laid out over the area, so we turned back and 
walked down the set of stairs that were located on the far south end of the VIP 
tent. We ran up and hugged our bodies against another set of portable larger 
restrooms. Another officer approached and yelled for us to remove our 
reflected vest we were wearing for the event. It didn’t even dawn on rrie until 
that very moment that those vest made us stand out like sore thumbs. Mark and 
I both ripped our vests off and threw them on the ground. There were several, 
people still in the area and we continued to order them to run thru the VIP 
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covered tent area (we still weren't sure if there were other threats on the 
ground). We were finally able to make our way to the brick wall that runs 
parallel with the Las Vegas Boulevard near the corners of LVBD and 
Mandalay Bay Drive. We hunkered down behind this wall until we got the all 

Mark and. I stayed atthe comer of Mandalay Bay Drive and Las Vegas 
Boulevard until we were relieved and moved to guard the area between gates 
2A and 2B on the Las Vegas Boulevard side of the festival lot. We were 
relieved by another unit at 0700, cheeked into the CP at South Central Area 
Command where we were ad vised to secure for the nigjht. 



US VEGAS METROPOLltAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 

Mandalay Bey. Shooting, 

event#: 171001-3610 

HJ5POR1 CCAG 
DIVISION OF 

OCCURRENCE: CCAO 

DATE & TIME 
OCCURRED; 10/01/17:20Q0 hours 

iPCATtONOf* 
OCCURRENCE: 

namAmt 

$gt G. Bverett 

0#, M. Games 
Cm F Wesiowski 

Off, a%zo 
Oif. JcKof^prd.; .:. • 

Off; A, Mitre 
Off. $. Fox 

Off;& dabbim 
Off: E Pazoscazares 

7949 3M11 
16285 3M11 

16606 .■■■■■ 1M49B 
:7;^^ 

15863 3DF12 
9486 3DP12 

14970 3M7 
16450 . 3M7 

(SpAC) 

DETAILS; 
***BWC VIDEO AVAILABLE*** 

On 1O/01/17 at approximately 22O0 hours L Field Tracing Officer jM; Paw P# 7949anb trainee, Officer p: 
Wesiowski R# 1.6285we operating as marked petrol unit 3M1t While oh an auto vs; pad located at the 
Motel 6,195 E.Tropjcaria Rd< LVN 89169 under lympd event # 171001-3473, officers heard gun. fire and heard 
the 415A call come out over the radio with fully .automatic gunfire in the background- Officer Wesiowski and I 
immediately responded to the scene. 

We arrived in the area of Reno/Mevdn and observed large crowds of people in the roadway* The above listed 
officers were also .parked next to me and were gearing up to become a $trike team, Radio, communication as 
we arrived in the area updated officers not to drive oh, the Las Vegas Blvd of to go into the venue due to the 
constant gunfire coming from Mandalay Bay. it was unknown if there were more than one shooters at this time* 

Date arid Time offteport: mm* M, Games p#: 7949 

Approved by: Officer: 

SIGNATURE; 
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We quickly spoke with several people who statedthey had comefrom the venue and believed f he shooter was 
up in the Mandalay Say Hotel* Not having a safe way of getting to the Mandalay Bay from -our location and 
having numerous victims approaching Ms at our locatiop needlng medical help It was decided that We would 
form a medical triagefdr the wounded. Several' minutes after arriving oh scene the gunshots stopped* , 

1 switched to Admin channel and advised dispatch that 1 had approximately 30 GSW victim^ and needed 
medical to stage to our location, Officers quickly gave out their tourniquets and trauma bags to off duty nurses 
and medical personnel to tend to the injured and put supplies on the trunk of over patrol vehicle. , 

Seyerai off duty officem frorh California, North las yagas* unknown federal agencies, grid an unknown LVMPD 
academy recruit helped assisted in traffic control and being extra eyes for any threat that may have come upon 
us* Officers were placed as security on the perimeter* the numbers grew to approximately 50 GSW victims 
and we had run out of medical supplies vary quickly. 

Dispatched was updated several timee.that we werestiH waiting for FD/Medicai to arrive. Dispatch was given 
ingress and egress routes, to get to us and that we had ^cene security .for them whop they arrived,, 
Approximately 10 to 15 minutes later mpdical started to arrive one by one* Ambulances Were leaving, after only 
taking one patient. Dispatch that if possible more injured should be loaded into the transport vetoes prior to 
them leaving* Officers asked medical when they arrived: to leave us supplies* $eyerai tropks arrived to our 
scene and. that had multiple GSW victims in the .bed. of the truck. Due to there .being. no more medical supplies 

■ and no. available ambulances. On scene and instructed.fhe drlyera tpgo to Desert Springs hospital This. ■■, 
■ happehed approxirhafety severaltlmiss*• • • '<•''r-'v-' 

I applied a tourniquet to an unknown female's upper right femur, as she was shot in the leg and bleeding out. 1 
■assisted several victims with triage propose, helped them onto Civilian's personal vehicles and gave directions 
to Desert Springs hospital, so the drivers could get their truck full, of injured people to the hospital for immediate 
medical care. 1 kept checking on. several Victims to make sure they were still conscious and alert prior to being . 
transported to assess those who were most critically injured and a priority for transport: 

Several, times officers were, advised; of a GSW victim nearby our mpdicai triage. Officers would leave in a team, 
of two or .four.and recover the victims White aisp escorting people to safety* Those that were hot injured were. 
told to go to Hooters Casino just north of our location. Dispatch was advised of this and. told that they should 
send officers to that location to gather intelligence. 

A CAT bus arrived to our location and ait. GSW victims with non-critjcai injuries were put on the bus. Once it 
was filled only a few victims remained: Tteepeog^ dead at oLog|gyjjyj||dj^[^fth^e 
two ware Jan|Do^The third victim 
and daughte^H^pvere present and by net sice. . 

The triage area was sectioned off with crime scene tape. Homicide detectives and Captain D, Lewis arrived , 
and looked over the scene: 

FORCE PROTECTION 

fd arrived and Captain: Ralph King NHMHMMHWVMong vvith Tib began to organize rescues into the ; 
Desert Rose Resort located at 5051 Duke Ellington Way LVN $$119, Prior to them going into the resort vye 
formed Force Protection Team 4. This .consisted of $gt Everett, Officers A. Mitre,. S.Fox, P. Weslowski and J. 
We then took them to three apartments where GSW victims were at Two were located and brought down to 
medical for transport. 

Officers were relieved by Dayshift officers at approximately tOOO hours. 
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CONCLUSION 

Event#;_ 171fl0l"3S19 

Officers were able ip ornate a medicaltriage and render aidto those in dim need. IQQ'e of people ran through 
our location many of which wem injured Officers stayed cairn- in thc face of uncertainty and rendered aid to 
many individuals with GSW's. There is: BWC of the incident 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Svent#: 171001-3519 

Route 91/Mandalay Bay Active Scooter , , 
' : ^ . SUBJECT ^ ~ " *7 ” ■ 

DIVISION ^ ' DIVISION OF 
reporting:_Community Oriental Policing, , occurrence: , Community Oriented'Pelicinp 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED:_ 10/1/17 ■ , ,, OCCURRENCE: 3950 S Las Vegas Btvd, LVN 89119 

NARRATIVE: ' 

On 10/1/171 Officer A Bone P#10Q65 working as a Uniformed -field training Qffiber along with Officer F Draiing 
F#16495 as 3N43, Before the active shooter event we were assigned to a battery w/a deadly, weapon call at a 
bar where a victim was knocked pu^j^^noiber victim was bleeding from the fade, this event took place at 
2138 hours at the Free Zone bar approximately 2 miles north east of Mandalay Bay Casino, 
During the call, we were in and out of the, bar collecting voluntaries and gathering, information for the repqrt At 
approximately 2205 hours, i walked outside of the bar and saw Sergeant Johnson as 6i 1 and Officer F Urban 
P#8109 as 3N22 listening to what sounded like gun shots .from an automatic firearm. coming: from the. direction, 
of Mandalay Bay. 1 .lis and I- heard.the. same da^ibe as shots froni: an autphiafic:. 
firearm. ',,f.''' ' '' '■ 1 -y /. 1: vT"1''' 

1 switched my radio over to CCAC and heard the radio traffic as overtime Officers were describing an active 
shooter shooting into a large crowd of people. The next few secpnds.it continued getting worse as the Officers 
were explaining how there were multiple subjects shot and them being hunkered down. At that moment I 
looked at Officer Draiing and said we have to go. l heard sirens from all around me heading that direction and 
then.! heard over the radio "an Officer was hif. I Looked at Sgt Johnson, and said 1 have to go, I can’t just sit ! 
here, Tm going", i told Officer Draiing to get In and we began to drive toward Mandalay Bay. I faintly heard Sgt 
Johnson, say to stay in my area as I droveaway. As I drove south, on Swenson. and.appraaching.Tropicana, J : 
heard the Officer’s saying over the radio that they didn’t know where the shots were coming from, multiple 
419’s and not to come from the north on the Las Vegas Blvd. 1 stopped and pulled over because 1 heard my 
text messages on my phone, I read the messages arid Sgt Johnson text the squad to meet up at the Free 
Zone Bar to rally up, 

l sat for a few seconds and decided to drive back and rally up with the squad. As I returned, other Officers from 
my squad were there and we began to discuss hpw we can respond, what we can do to help and where we 
need to go in case there are more suspects-victims-locations. As we were discussing this, a vehicle from the 
west of us drove up, stopped, and the driver was screaming for Help, He said "we need help, l have a guy that 
was shot in the back and I don’t know where to go", I ran to my car, unlocked it and told him to load the victim 
into my vehicle so 1 can take him. Officer Draiing and another Officer helped load him into the back seat as I 
got ready to drive. The GSW victim and his girlfriend got into the back seat and Officer Draiing gbt in. l drove 
code 3 with OfficerJ Parker P#t 2936 and Officer S Quijanp F#16250 as 3N4 following behind. As we arrived 
at Sunrise Hospital, a nurse waved me in as ambulances were exiting. The nurses wheeled a gurney to My car 
where we loaded the victim onto the gurney and the nurse took him inside the Hospital, l was told to come 

Date and Tims of Report: '_10/7/17 _ Officer: A Bond P#; 1QQ6S 

Approved By: - ' . 1 Officer:_ ■ ■ ' P#; ' 
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back to the rally spot by Sgt Johnson, so we left the hospital. Officer Parker noticed the chaos at the Hospital 
and decided to stay and help there. 

We were told by Sgt Johnson to position our Patrol cars to have a swift exit in case we need to respond so we 
positioned our vehicles to fade west* We soon received the task to respond to Thomas and Mack Center where 
we assisted UNLV Police, As we arrived, we took positions inside and Outside of. the Center, As car loads and 
busloads of people drove in, and to make the scene safe for everyone, we patted everyone down and checked 
bags to assure there was no suspicious subjects with, weapons entering the .“safe area". 

After approximately a couple hundred people showed up. citizens started to bring jn gases of water and 
snacks. We, as a squad, were able to help bring in the cages of water and food that were being dropped off to 
where everyone was gathering inside. After hours of assisting subjects in and outside of Thomas and Mack 
Center, dayshift relief arrived at approximately 0800. We arrived back to $OAC and logged off. 
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OFFICER’S REPORT 
. " Event * 171001-3519 

_ Active Shooter _ , , 
: ; ; SUBjeCT ^ : -WTT-—' 

, DIVISION DIVISION OF ' ' . 
REPORTING;_ Community Policing OCCURRENCE; , , ToUrist Safety 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 3901 SLas Vegas Blyd LV, NV ( Route 91 
OCCURRED: '. , ■ ' 1Q/Q1/17 ■ OCCURRENCE: , Festival) 

NARRATIVE; ' 

On 10/01 /17 at approximately 2210 hours I, Officer K Holloway, P #10146, while operating as marked patrol 

unit 3DP35 was about to begin transportation to CCOC reference two prisoners 1 bad in custody from the area 

Of Tropicana/l-15, Upon hearing of an Active Shooter on CCAC channel,! immediately released my prisoners 

and responded to the area of the active shooter and arrived approximately 45 seconds later. 

1 parked my patrol vehicle on Reno, just east of Gilds and began to put on my extra equipment and reload my 

shotgun with;.slug rounds, Thesbspect the:.tim.e,.^ exactly Where the." 

shots were coming from, I, along with 4-6 other unknown officers started to approach the venue grounds on 

foot, using the bounding over watch method* While en route to the venue, we were trying our best to guide 

citizens, who had several injured or deceased victims in the bed of their pickup trucks to the best place to go. 

We arrived at the venue parking lot and guided dozens of concert goers out of the area, who were hiding 

behind. a semi-truck.. At this time, an off duty, medic joined our stack. We then made entry into the venue and 

quickly cleared the venue the best we could and removed any stragglers. The only other officers in the venue 

at the limp were overtime officers who were with Jason Aldean to the rear of the stage in a trailer. At this time, 

the shooting had stopped for approximately 10-20 minutes- 

We exited the venue and with my partner, Officer J Adkisson, P #14314 made contact with CCFD who was 

starting to set up a command on Giles, Due to no Metro supervisors being arrived on scene i asked CCFD 

what’s the next best course of action. CCFD advised that they needed a force protection team to make entry 

into the venue to check for any survivors and do a body count. I, along with Officer Adkisson and 4-6 other 

unknown officers made entry into the venue and established a perimeter around CCFD/LVFD. 

Dtfe4nd Tlm$ of Report:. _10/14/17 1545_ Officer; K, Hojlowav F#: 10146 

Approved Sy; , Office 1 .^ F#i 
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We cleared the virtue and arrived at stage left where we counted approximately 19 deceased subjects and no 

survivors were left. There was also approximately 3 deceased subjects at the medical tent and 2 deceased 

subjects outside of tHe venue on the sidewalk. 

Captain Larkin arrived on scene Shortly after and began to establish orders For the rdst of the night Officer 

Adkisson and t were at Gate 5 for scene security until we were relieved at approximately 0530 hours. 
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Mandalay Bay Shooting 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION , : DIVISION OF . 
REPORTING; ■_t$D OCCURRENCE: ,_Patrol / QCAC 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF : 
OCCURRED; 1Q/Q1/2Q17.@,g2Q8 HRS OCCURRENCE:, . Mandalay Hotpland Casino 

NARRATIVE; 

On the abpve data and time I, Detective Z.Beal P# 10149 was working in a plain clothes capacity at HQ, While 
at the office my squad heard the call comb put of an active shooter on the strip and immediately self- 
dispatched. Once arrived at 8QAC I, along with CIU Detective Shane Price drove to Tropicana end the 
ExcalibUr to form an element with Sgt T. Stovall, Michael O'Connor, Tyler Andrus, and Jason Marin. We then 
proceeded southbound clearing several areas that were called out over dispatch as active shooter locations. 
As the calls Were cleared and turned out to be false we moved southbound to the northern entrance of the 
Luxor where we were advised that a VBIED was just to the east of our location. We formed a perimeter around 
the device, and .entrance not allowing, anyone. Once the device was cleared we held our position for several 

Date and Time of Report; ^ 10/09/17 @2100 hrs <wmii Office/:. ZJ3sal F#; ,10149 

Approved By: Sat T. Stovall Office/: P#i 
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ACTIVE SHOOTER ROUTE 91 FESTIVAL 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: CC33 

DIVISION OP 
OCCURRENCE: CCAC 

DATS* TIME 
OCCURRED: , 10-01-2017 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: 3901 S. Las Vegas Blvd 

NARRATIVE: 

BWC is not available. Video was activated but 1 did not realize it was not operating untit I arrived at the 
Command. Post at SCAC. 

On Sunday October 1,2017 at approximately 2208 hours, 1 Officer Najarro F# i 2616 operating as marked 
Patrol vnit7M1 heard a special events unit broadcast shots fired at the Route 91 festival oh 3901 S. Las Vegas 
Blvd, The Unit broadcasted that they had an Active Shooter possibly from an elevated position. As he relayed 

. traffic 1 could hear what sounded, like gunfire in the background. ? 
T-'^ri; 1 
what sounded like gunfire and immediately exited my car and took cover. 1 grabbed my helmet and a trauma kit 
and ran towards the exit doors on the east side across froth the Catholic Church parking tot (55 E. Reno in) 
right off of Ali Baba In. 

t noticed there were multiple wounded huddled against the car along with two other Officers taking cover. I 
joined, them and we began telling people to stay down and. take cover. There was a break in the shooting and 
the two other Officers were gone. I began looking around to make sure they hadn't been hit and realized i was 
now by myself. 1 gave my trauma kit to male helping his friend who had been shot, in the back and I began to 
run into the exit gate and a female who was.sitting. over her friend grabbed the front of my belt and began 
crying that she needed help, I saw that she was applying pressure to a wound and told her she needed to go 
east to get help, i was grabbed by different people asking for help, some bleedihg from the head and heck 
area. I saw one male Who appeared disoriented holdtngThe back of his head. He had been shot in the head 
but was talking, ,1 ran with him towards the church. The shooting continued and people were screaming $0 we 
ail took coyer by the patrol car Once, again. While taking cover a female exited with two gunshot wounds to her 
leg, 1 made a tourniquet with her shirt and put in on her teg. f told her friend she needed to gp east towards the 
church, i went into an unlocked patrol car for a first aid kit and found a female hiding inSide.! pulled her out and 
ran her across the street to the church; While helping her, a male fell down stating he was shot. Many of the 
wounded that were carried outwore unresponsive and people were placing them in wheel barrows or on top of 
patrol cars. An off duty city fi re-fig hter exited the venue and stated there were many more dead or critically 
wounded inside. We began stopping vehicles driving north oh Giles and got the wounded into them, One truck 
had multiple wounded in the bed, Ubers and Cabs also stopped to help evacuate people. I directed them 
towards medical, East on Reno where 1 had seen a fire-truck holding short. At this point 1 heard units along 
Giles asking for help as we were being overtaken by frantic citizens. 

Dale and Tima pf Repprt; . J 10/07/2017 2100 Officer: B. NAJARRO PW; 12615 
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There was a break in the shooting once again and patrol units were passing by me south on Giles* 1 hailed 
down an un-marked unit and i asked him for help. He stated He was going to the CP and! got into the car with 
him. I arrived at SCAG which was the strike team command post. I was placed on a team lead by Sgt. 
Benjamins p# 6964 and we were sent to Paris Hotel and Casino, Ghee at the Paris l was directed to watch the 
cameras with Security which 1 did With the assistance of a Detective. After the casino Was iopked down, J 
returned to the secondary command post and made contact with my Sergeant, Patricia Heidtp# 7645. i 
assisted her with Scribe duties for any incoming and outgoing Force protection teams or strike teams. At 
approximately 0600 hours, l was relieved from there and 1 recovered my Patrol Car which was still on the East 
Side of the venue on Giles, 
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Route 91 Festival Mass Shooting 
SUBJECT . 

Event#; 171001-351$ 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: Internal Affairs/ Diversity 

DIVISION, OF 
OCCURRENCE; Fatroj/CCAC. 

DATE & TIME 
OCCURRED; 10/02/201 ^ 0220 Hpurs 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: Route 91 Festival 

NARRATIVE ' 

! Detective S. Diaz F# 12886 received notification by phone call from Sergeant A. Aguirre at home of the Route 
91 Mass Shooting. I quickly got intomy patrol uniform and arrived at.South Central Area Command staging 

area at approximately 0220 hours, I checked in with IAS Lieutenants $, McNulty P# $242 and T. Qlaude P# 
5810 on how I can assist 

I was able to find a spot with Sergeant B, VVaiford P# 8461 Strike Team 41 at approximately 0354 hours and 
provided scene security at Mandalay .Bay Drive and Las Vegas . Boulevard until relieved by dayshift patrol at 

. apprOximatelyPXt 2 hours. • : ..v. r TT'jTi 

Date and Time of Report; 1,0/10/2107 Officer; S. Diaz Pit: 12886 

Approved By: 
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One October Shooting 
' SUBJECT ' 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: ISO. '. ■ 

DIVISION OF 
■ OCCURRENCE: . ■ ■ ■ Patrol/CCAC 

Oate^time 
OCCURRED: 10/1/2017# 2208 

LOCATION OF 
. OCCURRENCE: Mandalay Bey Hotel 

On the above date and time 1, Detective M O'Connor 12890 was working in a plain clothes capacity.. While at 
CQDC my squad heard the call come opt of an active shooter on the strip and immediately self-dispatched. 
Once arrived I at the Excalibur perking lot, I along with Shane Price with $gt TV Stovall, Zack 0eal, Tyler 
Andrus, and dason Marin proceeded southbound clearing several areas that Were called out over dispatch as 
active shooter locations. As the calls were cleared and turned out to be false we moved southbound to the 
northern entrance of the Luxor where we were advised that a VBIED was just to the east of our location. We 
formed a perimeter around the device and entrance not allowing anyone; Once the device was cleared we hold 
our position for several hours until relieved. 

Date and Time of Report: 

Approved By; _ 

Officer:, 

_ Officer:, 

Signature: 
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Active Shooting at Route 91 Festival 
SUBJECT 

Event#: LLV171001003519 

,, DIVISION 
REPORTING: Community Oriented Policing 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE: Community Oriented Policing 

DATE & TIME 
OCCURRED: 10/01/17 1005 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: Route 01 Festival Grounds 

NARRATIVE: 

Where do you start? On October Is*, it was an ordinary Sunday with a day one trainee. I was getting 
ready to leave my house for work when my husband said, "Come home in one piece.1' My husband 
usually says be careful or have a safe day. It was odd that his statement was "Come home in one 
piece.” When I got to work, everything was normal. I dressed out and sat down for briefing. I moved 
to the very first row in briefing because other people had taken my normal spot; Briefing was light 
hearted and a bit jovial i think we were ail looking forward to birthday cake and thirty balloons being 
stuffed into the PSRs vehicle on Tuesday. 

Officer Bone P# 10065 was assisting my trainee with logging on. The first call out of the gate was a 
Domestic; however, while en route to this call we were diverted to a star protocol subject with a knife 
at Silver Sevens Casino. My.day one trainee handled all the verbal commands with this subject 
Officer Quijano P# 16250 was on Taser and I was on gun. it was rather smooth for a day one 
person. After we booked this guy into City Jail for his warrants* we moved onto the next call with a 
mentally ill subject. 

Next we went to lunch with a former trainee and current solo beat officer, Joseph Jones P#16126. 
Officer Jones spent lunch giving Officer Quijano words of advice to get him through the next three ; 
weeks. After lunch we went straight into the next set of calls; Eventually we ended up on a petit 
larceny. We were in the middle of handling this when the world crashed down on us, As Officer 
Quijaho was getting signatures on citations, a K9 officer got on the radio and said, assign me to the 
active shooter on CCAC. I quickly changed over to CCAC radio channel and immediately heard the 
rapid fire and the panic in the officers3 Voices, I quickly yelled out to Officer Quijano telling him we 
had to go. 

From here I contacted my friend and fellow officer who was pn his RDQ; his wife usually attends the 
concert and I HAD to know if she was there. She was not. At this point I began messaging my 
dispatcher asking where I should go. When she didn't reply, I text my Sgi He said to rally where they 
wore at Naples and Swenson, Half the squad had been on a 10-12 person fight With a subject down 
and another with a baseball bat. When ( arrived, everyone was quietly listening to the radio, I. 

Date and Time of Report: 

Approved By; 
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requested that I be given something to do. SgtR. Johnson F#4395 made a very good point and 
brought me back to our training; he said that we had to consider that there might be a secondary 
attack and that all the resources should not converge on this. As this was happening, someone drove 
up to us asking where the nearest hospital was because they had 0 gunshot victim in the back of the 

Officer Bone F#1Q065 and i ran over to the vehicle opened the hatch to the SUV and found a man 
with a GSW to his back. Officer Bone and his trainee, Officer Draling (^#16406, loaded the guy into 
their vehicle. Sgt Johnson yelled out, take two patrol vehicles. 1 screamed, 111 go. I jumped in my car 
and sped after Officer Bone/ On the way to the hospital I made Officer Quijano call someone in his 
family to let them know he was ok. This job takes a toil bn all of us including our families. I didn’t 
want his wife up wondering if he was ok. 

When we arrived at Sunrise Hospital it was ready, i saw Officer Stebbins F#14149 standing by the 
Emergency Room entrance and about 60 hospital beds and 10-15 Wheel chairs. Everyone that could 
come out of the hospital was outside with a bed or chair waiting in the area that the ambulances . 
usually park. When I saw this, I thought damn they are ready. How did they know? It wasn't until 
four days later that I found out that Officer Stebbins from CGAC was at the hospital for an unrelated 
event and heard the radio traffic and propped the hospital staff with what was Coming, This 1 believe 

. helped to prepare the hospital for the mass influx of injured. It comforted ^ 

Officer Stebbins approached me and asked me to stay with him and help. By this time, Officer Bone 
had dropped the victim with medical staff and he was speeding away. Time stopped for me. 
Honestly f have no idea how long any of this took. I text my Sgt and asked him if I could stay. He 
said yes for now and told me to keep my head on a swivel. I didn’t understand his statement at the 
time but looking back I now realize that the hospital was a target. 

At this point it was like a floodgate had broken arid the flood of injured poured oyer us. There were 
ambulances, cars, trucks, and Ubers driving in with multipie patients. As people drove in, I asked 
what injuries they had. People were screaming gunshot wound to the leg, gunshot wound to the back, 
gunshot wound to the chest. I grabbed one lady out of a vehicle that had two tourniquets - one bn 
each leg. I asked her to sit up and scoot toward me, I helped put her on a gurney and they wheeled 
her away. There were big strong people ail around me carrying people over their shoulders or just 
straight picking them up. 

One vehicle was a four door truck, the driver said I’m shot in the leg and there are two dead in the 
bed of the truck and one critical. There was a red cattle guard in the bed of the truck that the injured 
were faying on, Officer puijano grabbed the critical one and helped put her on the gurney, he then 
started CRR on her. The driver of this truck drove off. Me came bacK with two or three more 
truckloads of injured before we could get him out of the truck to have his leg looked at ; 

Sometime during all of this, a plainclothes unit walked up to me and asked if he could help. He 
offered water to Us. I later found out that this was Detective Hughes P#9084 from CIRT. He was 
there on a totally unrelated incident but quickly jumped In to help, 

A car drove up with a man shot in the back. He was slumped over a woman in the back seat, I foiled 
him over and his eyes rolled into the back of his head. I said sir HI get you out of the car. I thought 
he was dead. Suddenly he said, I can't feel my legs, I yelled for a nurse. She brought me a 
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wheelchair. 1 pulled him out of the car. The nurse and I put him in the wheelchair and she took Off 
with him. 

I witnessed a man carrying a woman over his shoulder. She appeared to be totally lifeless: Another 
car drove in and a woman was passed out. 1 tried to pull her out of the car but couldn’t keep ahold of 
her. A large man walked over and lifted her out of the car and walked into the hospital with her; 

Another car arrived with two gunshot victims, I took one man who was holding pressure on his own 
chest wound; When 1 asked if he could walk he nodded his head. I walked him into the emergency 
room. I asked where they wanted him and they told me to take him back to trauma, I pointed to the 
red trauma sign hanging from the ceiling and told him we had to walk there. He again nodded at me. 
When we arrived at the doors, 1 passed him to a nurse and quickly returned to the emergency room 
entrance. 

I did my best to help move traffic through as more and more vehicles arrived. At one point I had to 
move cattle guards to make room. I must have thrown them five to seven feet when I moved them. 
Finally at this point the construction workers in their bright neon green shirty decided that instead of 
recording this chaotic scene that they would move the Scissor lift out of the area to make more room 
for the arriving vehicles. I continued to pull people out of vehicles, 1 even tried to calm the good 
Samaritans that weren’t hurt but just transporting the injuredIt was; like a revolving door, the 

At some point i heard that UMC was at capacity, i already knew from the sheer volume of people 
being brought in that Sunrise was over capacity. 1 tried to use the radio to say send the ambulances 
elsewhere but couldn’t get on so l sent a message to dispatch console 22. I have no idea if she got it. 
but the amount of ambulances arriving seemed to slow. 

it was a sea of cars, trucks, ambulances, and injured. Vehicles were being left unattended by drivers. 
We had to locate the drivers so the vehicles could keep moving. Around 10:39 pm. I called my family 
and said, Tm ok." i must have sounded not ok though. 

There was blood everywhere. The floors were covered with blood, the wheelchairs were covered 
with blood, and the gurneys were covered with blood. There was no time to clean anything. As the 
arrival of patients began to slow, I walked through the Waiting room to see all the scared and worried 
faces. The waiting area was packed to the max, the entrance to the waiting room was covered with 
the overflow. ■ 

A shirtless white male adult walked up to me to ask a question. He stated he had taken hjs shirt off to 
apply pressure to a gunshot woupd on someone. He askedarhetorica! question, do you bave a 
shirt? ] knew there were shirts in the trunk of my patrol vehicle. I told the guy to wait and I found him 
a shirt. He thanked me. 

A tourist from Japan walked up to me with his daughter; she was translating for her father. She 
asked if they could go back to their hotel. I explained that it wasn’t clear yet and directed them to go 
to the Thomas and Mack. 

I do not know the actual sequence of when each vehicle pulled up and which person I helped or when 
I moved the cattle guards, l remember seeing Officer Bybee F# f $080 from SEAC arriving and I just 
hugged him, He had his tactical gear on and 1 thought damn it's a war, There were several other 
3EAC units arriving. Then Henderson PD arrived (four vehicles; I believe). 1 fait relief when these 
officers arrived, Henderson placed two snipers on the top floor of the parking garage. Officer Bybee 
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asked me to move my vehicle to add a layer of protection to the emergency room, VVe put the lights 
on as to blind a “would be attacker1* as they came up the road toward the emergency room. 

At some point a woman walked up to me carrying a tittle boy. She said he was lost and told me his 
name was He looked terrified, At first he didn’t want to leave the woman. She told me that he 
had been $l|Rted from his mom and aunt at the concert. Using Facebook, she said she located 

rand father and he was en route to get him, tasked the boy what his mother’s namewas 
and what she looked like. He said her name wasJBRand she had rainbow colored; hair, 
began shivering. 1 thought he mioht be doino into shock so i walked him in to the pediatric nurses, 
They allowed him to sit at the nurse’s station. I gaveRPRhiy card with my name on it; I told him he 
could walk up to any officer and give it to them and they would find me, 1 toidRptyl would find his 
mother. I walked around the emergency room looking at every person to see if anyone had rainbow 
colored hair. I couldn’t find anyone. I looked at the names on anyone that had a name to see if any 
wereRM* 1 had no luck. 

As the injured arrived, many of their family or friends were with them. Hospital personnel, due to the 
overwhelming numbers of injured, were not allowing any hominjured persons into the emergency 
room area. This in and of itself was not an easy task to handle. Everyone that arrived at the hospital 
was very emotional and they were clinging to tpeir loved ones. Officers had to step in and explain to 
traumatized victims that we were going to separate them. 

("i.S'--1: 

One vehicle that arrived had an injured woman that was passed out and limp. A citizen ran over and 
helped me pull her from the car. As the woman was rushed into the hospital a passenger of the . 
vehicle ran up, yelling that’s my wife, The man was still clutching onto his 24 ounce can of Bud Light. 

As the injured entered the hospital staff would complete a rapid triage and determine if the person 
needed surgery immediately or if they could wait If the person was critical, they were taken straight 
down the hall. If the person was stable, they were placed in the hallway or taken down the right 
corridor The quickness of this process ultimately saved many lives; 

When I walked back out to the emergency room entrance a man walked up to me and showed,me his 
badge. He identified himself as an off duty officer from Orange County, CA. He asked if I would help 
him as hiaLwife had been brought there after being shot in the face: I asked him what her name was. 
He said WHIR I walked him into Officer Lindemann P#15485 and asked him to help him find his 
wife while t got him a police traffic vest. I walked around the main emergency room again looking at 
names and faces Of everyone in there, I couldn’t findRHM * quickly ran out to my patrol vehicle 
and found a traffic vest. When I caught up to them, the off duty officer had located his Wife,^RR| 
and she was talking. I handed him the vest and went back out to the emergency room entrance. 

At some point, Officer Quijano was given the task of identifying ail the injured. 1 gave him a notebook 
and he went in to ask for names, DOB, and phone numbers or addresses, As he located family 
members of police officers he returned to the and gave me the info, Each of the injured was without a 
cellphone and asked for us to contact their family member,; They provided Officer Quijano with a 
contact number for their family member, Officer Stacy Short’s daughter, was one of 
the victims, I called Stacy, She stated she wasatlhe hospital already. I told her to come out to the 
emergency room entrance, i instructed Officer OuijanO to take her in to see her daughter. 

Officer Quijano located Officer Nick Coyle’s Was *>Y Officer Quijano that she 
was shot in the hip area. I called Detective Coyle. He stated he was on hts way already. As 1 walked 
around the Emergency room, flagged me down looking very distraught. She wanted 
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her husband. I told her to stay there and l would go call him again. My phone was in my patrol 
vehicle charging* When I called him back, he said he was walking through the hospital as we spoke* 
i went back to tell her but I couldn't find her. i searched everywhere except the operating areas to 
locate her. When I could ndt find her, 1 thought they had taken her back for surgery, Again the order 
of these events may not be chronological, 

Officer Quijano brought me another name and phone number. This time it was the wife or fiancSe of 
an Ontario police officer* I was told the officer had been shot in the head and his fiancee shot 
somewhere else. Officer P, Hughes was assisting with gathering the names of the injured as well. 
He and Officer Quijano split up areas to collect the names. 

At some point a group of four women walked up. One woman was holding her arms across her 
chest. She kept repeating to me, “are we safe here? Is it safe here?" My mind went blank. She said 
maybe we should go somewhere else. ^ I said there are officers here, it is safe. I tried to put her in a 
wheelchair but the nurses said no if she can walk then have her walk. I asked her what was wrong 
and she said, i think I broke both my arms when I threw myself over a wall. 

On one of my walks around the interior of the emergency room, a doctor stopped me to ask if they 
were going to be taking statements from everyone or people that were at the venue. I immediately 
recognized the doctor as I had seen him before at EDO and Life is Beautiful when I worked over time. ; 

he is at the hospital, rte was tending toa,";yiSim WH® he s%pbd mS; 

Sometirne during this chaotic event, my radio turned off. The screaming at the hospital and the 
screaming on the radio blended together and it was hard to understand anything. Information trickled 
to me through various means. 1 knew which officers Were injured*. I was informed that a suspect was 
down and that there were possibly more outstanding, I had heard that Charles Hartfield was dead, I 
also heard that he and his wife went to separate hospitals. 1 reached out to a friend and asked for 
someone to go sit with his wife. At that point I was told^t^BlRH^was on his way. It was through 
this communication that I was made aware that no one had told her yet. I informed Captain Splinter 
that Officer Hartfield's wife had not been notified yet. 

There wasn't an Inch of the emergency room hallways* corridors, or bays that wasn't filled to the max* 
At some ppint they opened what appeared to be a closet to ailow for more patients. Outside at the 
emergency room entrance you could hear the screams of family members who were finding out that 
their loved cries did not survive. Strangers began consoling these individuals as best they could. 
Somewhere in all of this, Captain Splinter arrived, detectives arrived, CS1 arrived, arid PEAR arrived 
for a few minutes. 1 know that in the waiting room there was another off duty hietro officer whose 
brother in law was shot I recognized his face. 

As 1 was walking around, I overheard a set of nurses being directed to gather names of the injured* I 
informed them that we were already doing this and asked if we could just give them a copy so as not 
to double efforts. Officer Quijano continued to gather names, detective Hughes was helping to relay 
information to the CP, 

Someone brought a handful of cellphones to us at some point saying they were from victims at the 
concert. We placed them in a bag, as we weren’t sure what to do With them at the time. The 
detectives did collect these items, I briefly spoke with the event staff members that brought the 
cellphones and property to us* They were just teenagers working a job and they were visibly shaken, 
I asked if they needed anything and tried to comfort them before their mother drove them home. 
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Officer Charles Hartfietd was the 12th person to be declared dead at the hospital I was able to see 
him in the makeshift morgue, He had on these amazing cowboy boots that had the American flag on 

As i did another tour around the emergency room, I think it was around 4 am. The floors and seats 
and walls were still covered in bipod but the cleaning crew was there and began working on it ( was 
asked if we need the bloody rags or clothing psed to plug holes, I said no. The hospital went from 
smelling like blood and death to smelling of bleach. 

Nearing the end of the horrific scene. I asked Officer Quijano if he was coming back to work 
tomorrow. He immediately without hesitation said yes. I was surprised by his prompt and confident 
response, 

there was so much raw emotion everywhere - agony, feat panic, determination, strength, love, and 
even calmness. As the influx of injured began to dwindle down. I spoke with several people who 
were outside assisting with the injured, it was a mix of people to include off duty fire and medical 
staff, citizens and even military personnel that had heard about the incident and responded to help, I 
recall seeing a man in a military flight suit, helping unload the injured from ambulances and vehicle 
and Placing them on gurneys and wheelchairs, One of the medical staff ! spoke with stated he was at 

judgment call to leave cover and provide aide. ,r '""/r 

On Tuesday we were on the perimeter of the Concert Venue. I specifically was on the east side off 
Giles and All Baba. It was so emotional to be there. I began putting the victims and the scene 
together. There were dirty footprints everywhere fleeing from gate 5 and going down the sidewalk 
and toward the Catholic Church, ft sucked to walk through there knpvving and remembering that the 
victims at Sunrise hospital had dirty feet. I was confused on Sunday night as to why everyone had 
dirty feet When I saw the shoes laying everywhere and the footprints, 1 understood why. I thought it 
w^$ odd oh Sundby that ^ ^ goaird ^ate if> pf a pri jCist north of 
Ati Baba, there were several red cattle guards. I finally realized that people ware using the cattle 
guards to carry the injured and dead to safety or to transportation. 

On Tuesday, 1 read a news story about 
that she was alive and well. 

and his mother, ♦ I was so relieved to know 

On Thursday t was able to go back to the hospital and locate Her husband,** 
is an officer in CA, being flown out to Mission Hospital in Mission Vtejo, CA. 

HeHaw is wired shut and she is on a ventilator. 

On October lsl 2017, i became part of team of vary diverse Individuals wno womea swmiy^ 
professionally, and tirelessly to render aid, provide comfort, and give direction to the Injured and 
traumatized concert goers/ So many people displayed such courage, compassion, and cohesiveness 
that night, There was no one leading or telling anyone what to do. Everyone just pitched in and filled 
a void in the makeshift process. 1 had never worked with any of these Individuals but we came 
together quickly to work as one team with a common goat of providing assistance and security at a 
traumatic and chaotic time. No one was wrapped up in their title, their rank, their position, or their 
responsibilities. If there was a need someone filled itthat night; 
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On 10-1 *17 I, Officer TAIbright, was attending the Route 91 Harvest Festival with Officer McAnaliy. We seated 
in the Coca Cola Suites* suite number 2 arid sitting on the lower balcony. About three to four songs into Jason 
Aldean’s set l heard about 5 small explosions* which sounded like fireworks. After the first five shots, 1 then 
heard a barrage of gun fire coming, from the stage area. It took a few seconds to recognize the sound of gun 
fire. I than saw people running from the front of the stage to the exits. I also saw peopie dropping to the 
ground. There were multiple barrages of gun fire, I do not recall how many. , 

remember if the male was a guest in the suite or ran up in an attempt to find, cover. The male had blood 
running frbm his right upper leg. Officer McAnaliy and I began to provide first aid. We made a makeshift 
tourniquet using a strap from the man’s bag and a pair of plastic tongs to twist the tourniquet tighter. With the 
assistance of other guests we placed the male, in a wheel chair and took him into the suite and out the back, so 
we were out of the line of fire, in the rear of the suite there were numerous people seeking cover. The rear of 
the suite was fenced in. The fence was attached to the suite with wire ties, I then untied the wire and freed the 
fence from the suite. The fence was blocking our escape and we pushed it out of the way. We lifted the male 
abbve a pole blocking our way. We then gbt the male out of the venue and the two other people helping us 
took the male to medical. At that point Officer McAnaliy and I became separated. 

I then joined up with Officers who were outside the fence line* Officer Peralta and his trainee were outside the 
fence line as well as another off duty officer. I was able to get a shot gun from one of the officers. We then 
formed a four man element and went back Into the venue. I did not hear anymore shooting and believed! the 
shooting had stopped. We approached the center sound stage and began directing people, who were hiding, 
to evacuate out the gate we had entered in, There was: a mate holding a person who was shot in the head. We 
also noticed several wounded. We provided cover white the people got out of the barricades. We directed 
people to head towards gate we came in and then towards Hooters Hotel area. We also directed the people to 
grab their wounddd friends and head out the gate and to find medical personnel! 
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The venue was divided by barricades that ran down the center from the stage to the sound stage, We found an 
opening where the concessions stand met the back of the sound stage, We then crossed over to the west side 
of the venue, where we could see multiple casualties laying in the open field. We made our way over to the 
west grandstands, where numerous people were crouched down and hiding. We directed the people to grab 
the wounded in their group and exit the venue. We tpid them about the opening in the barricades* We also got 
the people out from under the grandstands and directed them out. We then worked our way to the bathroom 
trailers on the west side by the stage. We cleared the trailers and got a female employee out and headed out 
of the venue: Along the way we picked up Officer Tran who joined our element Officer Tran was working 
overtime and got separated from his overtime partner. 

After we cleared the bathroom trailers we headed back to the east gates. When we got to the east gates we 
flagged down by tour security asking for us to help evacuate people from the tour buses. We headed over to 
the buses and met up with officers who were protecting the trailers, A plan was made to evacuate the people 
from the buses, We then escorted a group of teh people from one of the buses. We escorted them from the 
buses to an exit on the eastside and we made our way down All Baba to the Quail Air Center, where they were 
place into one of the buildings that was open. Our element then headed back towards the venue. White back 
en-route to the venue, Officer McAnally met up with our element, We then headed into the venue and back 
towards the buses, Once we made it back to the buses the decision was made to keep the rest of the people 
on the buses because the threat at Mandalay Bay had been neutrafeed. We also heard that there was: a 

venue, so we made our way back to the Quail Air Center to protect the group taking shelter there. When we 
arrived back at Quail Air Center we learned the group was moved by another team and directed towards 
Tropicana and Koval. We then made our way back to the venue and entered through gate 4A. We were going 
to assist with clearing the venue. At that point our team was separated we another officer took some of them 
to go back to the busses. 

While we were waiting at gate 4A we were approached by an event representative,who stated there 
were two Live Nation employees hiding in a connex box by one of the rides on the northwest corner of the 
venue. Officer McAnally, Tran, and I proceeded to the connex box and found the two employees. We grabbed 
the two employees and escorted them to safety. Officer McAnally, Tran, and I then remained at gate 4A and 
watched over 4 deceased victims until relieved at approximately 0500 Hours, 


